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Introduction 

Dear Reader, 

You and I are set out on a journey through the pages of 

this book.  

As you choose to spend this valuable time with me, I have 

a small request to you:  

To set out your intention for reading this book. 

It could be one line, or it could be one page long – what is 

most important is to have some clarity, because I do not 

want and I am sure you do not want this book to be just 

another feel-good and then go back to square one.  

You want real transformation, and real transformation 

comes through having eyes fixated on what 

transformation looks like to you. 

Once have your intention in specific, let’s begin this ride 

which I am more than excited to share with you. 

 

You and I are probably meeting for the first time. We have 

different lifestyle, different habits and even a totally 

different perspective to life. 

What we do have in common, is you and I are sick and 

tired of being sick and tired. Sometimes this urge to be 

liked by the world grows so much that we end up doubting 

the person in the mirror, and begin to question our 

intuition and our capacity to make the shift we want. 

What we need from life is not more luxuries or more 

money {okay, more money will do :)}, what you and I need 

the most is to feel happy, fulfilled and useful while 



 
 
 

attaining all the glories, which unfortunately most of us 

have forgotten. 

Enjoying only when we reach the top is like waiting to eat 

popcorn only when the movie gets over – it won’t serve 

the purpose. 

Okay, think of any 3-4 childhood memories you have. 

When you’ve thought of it in your head, there are two 

common things in all of them: 

1. You smiled. 

2. You didn’t give a damn what others thought of you. 

P.S.: Does it still exist? 

There is a saying in Hindi language: Sabse bada rog, kya 

kahenge log (Biggest disease is thinking what others will 

say) 

Here’s the answer: They’re already busy thinking what 

others are saying about them! 

Since most people follow the herd and start thinking, 

behaving and acting like the herd, do you really want to be 

part of that? 

Or, there’s another road that’s crazily more beautiful…. 

 

Welcome to the story about four strangers Aryan, Satya, 

Jen and Sid, who are lost even though they have 

everything most people want – a fabulous job, money and 

respect, working with the best in industry, and even 

graduating from the best colleges. 

There’s nothing that looks lost with them. 



 
 
 

This is exactly the nature of feeling lost – it leaves you in 

the middle of masked physical goodness while creating a 

bigger hole inside your well of hope and heroism. 

In a moment of reaching a definite decision leaving self-

doubt behind, these people make the unusually 

impeccable choice of getting out of their own way, which 

you are about to begin diving into. 

 

This is a work of fiction; however fiction is nothing other 

than the realities happening all around us, all the time. 

Before we begin with their story, here’s something you 

need to know: You are the lion and not a part of the herd. 

You’ve always known in your heart that there’s something 

in you that makes you unique, even if you utter it loudly to 

the world that you have no special capabilities. 

There is and always has been a part of you that has 

wanted to challenge the status quo, yet it succumbs down 

to fitting in because… 

….let’s not focus on “because”, because you and I know we 

can fill up volumes with it. 

Let’s rather focus on what if…. 

What if….you…. 

What if….. 

….this time, 

You trust yourself?  

  



 
 

 

  



 
 

“You think you need an architect,  

but you are already a temple.” 

- Danielle Laporte 
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1. 

It’s totally messed up 

At least until you know it is 

It was just a normal day.  

Satya woke up from the alarm that rang in her new tiny 

Samsung Duos phone – she had taken a break from her 

iPhone, and used it only for half an hour during the day or 

to listen to audiobooks while commuting. 

It was late February in Gurgaon, where she lived. The 

extreme cold of North had started losing its power and on 

had come the joy of savouring early morning outdoors. 

Birds had started chirping early, sunshine came a bit 

earlier each day, the crisp sound of walking on fallen brow 

leaves was the new dopamine, and more people had now 

started leaving the safety zone of their blankets to get to 

the gym or run around the society. 

Satya took a deep breath as she just finished her twenty-

minute meditation followed by writing one highlight of the 

day in her journal – one thing if she did today that would 

make her day worth remembering for, while going to bed. 

She now moved towards the balcony of her rented 10th 

floor one-room apartment and soaked in cool breeze - that 

was cool enough yet calming and soothing to be in, 

especially when most of the world was still asleep. 

After taking in a few deep breaths and looking around at 

the beauty of nature in small patches in and around the 

block (a luxury all of us have and very few use because we 
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are so busy running around), she returned to her room. 

She knew during these periods of extreme silence that 

they were the ones responsible for guiding her through 

her past difficult times and make her remember her 

values. It was 5:30 AM and Satya had to leave for her 5:45 

AM Iyengar yoga session in the adjacent apartment. 

Upon returning from the class she got ready, had her 

breakfast and as she was about to go downstairs to her 

company’s cab that picked her up at 7:35 AM for 8 o’clock 

shift, a quick glance at her new tiny phone turned the 

upward curve of her lips to a downward one. 

“Hi! Long time since we have spoken or met. Today I’m in 

Gurgaon from 7AM to 8PM. Can we meet at any place in 

Cyber Hub today? We can meet dear, if you feel okay, at any 

time you want.” 

She instantly recognized the number. It was Deepak. Ta-

daa….to be renamed as Mistake #1. 

Not all dogs have four legs, some have two and a d… 

More than 2 years had passed since they had spoken and 

though she had taken care of not to remember any of his 

memories, she was still able to recognize his number.  

Deepak was the guy who had a small relationship of two 

months with Satya. He was nine years older than her and 

Satya was pursuing her law degree from Mumbai when 

they had met.  After confessing his “love” to Satya and 

doing everything he shouldn’t have as he didn’t have plans 

to continue further, he decided he should part ways from 

her. 

Satya had made a dumber mistake by allowing Deepak 

back in his life after his marriage, and that created the 

biggest mess she could have ever imagined.  
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A mess that changed her life. Forever. 

“Lover, to friend, to treating me like a prostitute, to sister” 

– she thought to herself and almost dry tears ebbed out of 

her eyes. 

Satya used to think over these past years that she may also 

have been responsible for such behaviour on the part of 

Deepak. Yes, she was – ‘you tell people how to treat you’ 

says Oprah. She knew she had been more than available to 

him, and had used zero logics ever, and said yes where she 

should have waited some more time. 

Now that all was a past and she had faced her own share 

of tears and random anger at even thinking of him, she just 

wondered why he had texted him now. Not spoken for two 

years and now again? 

“How in the world could he text me now? I’ve already 

blocked him!” Satya absentmindedly picked up her 

handbag and bag of lunch, makhanas and fruit; and ran 

towards the ground floor through the staircase. 

Holding her little phone in her hand, a lightning bolt stuck 

her: “Okay! I changed my handset and his number had 

been blocked in the other handset, not in this one.”  

“Now I get it,” she blurted out loud, and then regained a bit 

of consciousness as her colleagues in the cab greeted her 

good morning. “Okay, let it be. He wants to have time pass, 

I am not available for it,” she thought to herself and 

decided not to reply him back. 

As she reached her desk in the office and took a view of 

the pleasant sky as the autumn was descending, a sense of 

contentment reached her heart. There’s a lot of stuff to 

handle in lives of each one of us, and with that stuff there 

is this beautiful life we all get to create – she reflected as 
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she finally reached for her laptop and focused on the blue 

screen instead of the well-lit blue sky visible through the 

glass window of her top floor office. 

She took out her stick pad from the desk drawer to rewrite 

The Highlight of the Day – her phone beeped again. It was 

Deepak’s message again. 

“??” the message read. 

She took a sigh and now decided to reply him. Before that, 

she prepared her Highlight on the sticky note.  

He was no longer a priority for her, she reminded herself.  

Why? 

Can we talk? 

Why do you wanna talk / meet? 

Dear we’ve been friends for so many years and now all of a 

sudden our friendship has been ruined…please don’t let this 

friendship go away dear 

I don’t wanna be anyone’s dirty secret. Have made too many 

mistakes. No more. 

What mistakes dear? What dirty secret are you talking 

about? 

“He is such a jerk, or at least pretending to be one. I won’t 

give him any explanation – in any case, I have ruined my 

wonderfully productive morning by his presence,” Satya 

thought to herself. 

In a couple of minutes, she gets another text from Deepak: 

Satty, you know we have been good friends all through. 

Deepak used to address Satya as Satty when they were 

“good friends”. AH. 
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See, this dirty secret I don’t wanna be. Right now, when no 

one is watching, you are addressing me as Satty / dear. 

When someone got to know about it, I became your sister. 

Wow. 

She did send this message to Deepak and also kept telling 

herself: do not expect any closure from him. I need 

nothing, no explanation from him. All I need is his absence. 

Okay, now I get it. Dear you very well know Karan and his 

wife were after us. That’s why I did so. I am so sorry for 

doing it. Satty, will you not even talk with me? 

“Just look at the way he is saying “after us” as if anything 

like “us” ever existed in the first place,” she knew all this in 

her heart that there is no point digging out dirt, it would 

only spread foul smell further.  

Further, she knew Deepak had to escape when she herself 

had made another mistake with Karan, just because of 

Deepak’s presence. What really hurt her, more than 

Deepak calling her ‘sister and someone who was after him’ 

to Karan’s wife, was he tried to contact her again. If Satya 

was like a sister to him and she was after Deepak, what 

was the point of contacting her again?  

What was the point, now, again? 

She decided not to reply to him anymore. Doing this, she 

also felt a sense of power. Eight years ago, when Deepak 

and her had started chatting, and when Deepak drew back, 

it was terribly impossible for her to control herself waiting 

for his message/call. When he did call, she was so excited 

that Deepak made fun of her. 

Reaching from that point of anxiety to becoming and 

staying powerful no matter how much Deepak was ready 
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to chat with her, made her feel happy. She was not giving 

him control of her happiness. 

At least not hundred per cent. 

Satty, can we please meet today? 

Satya got really angry at his continuous requests and the 

kindness he was talking with – when all he had was an 

intention of time pass with her. 

I am not a prostitute, as you think me to be. 

Satty, I know you don’t want to meet. I am also hurt by you 

thinking that I want a prostitute. Okay, can we meet for the 

last time today? I want to say you a goodbye and when we 

meet I want one thing from you – I want you to smile today, 

for me. 

Enough is enough, too many last times she had given him 

and way too many tears she had awarded herself for 

trusting him. Not anymore. She finally decided not to text 

him back. 

Three hours later, he sends her another message: 

Can we talk? 

No response from Satya. One and a half hour later, he 

sends another message: 

Goodbye forever, and always keep up your smile, no matter 

what happens. 

Satya’s all those pains were ignited again and all she 

wanted to do was cry out loud to Deepak and ask him:  

Why did you treat me like this?  

Just used and threw me away?  
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Among other things, this was not the treatment I deserved. I 

did deserve an answer from you.  

You used to think that after your marriage I may create 

problems in your life so you decided to eject me out – 

without even me being aware. You told this to my friend 

with whom you had started interacting. 

You did not even consider me worth a communication that 

you wanted to call it quits, very good Deepak!  

Not even a communication? Was it so convenient for you? 

Very very good Deepak!  

With all this, I am really proud that I have nothing in the 

present and future to do with you. Even though it hurt 

bitterly at that time that I was discarded and unwanted and 

that made me suffer in all my relationships – friends and 

family, now I just thank my life that it has nothing to do 

with you.  

Of course she didn’t tell all this to Deepak even though she 

wanted to. He has a family and I have sanity – none of them 

need to be disturbed because of his coming to Gurgaon, she 

thought.  

She typed him a message: 

Please make sure this “forever” means forever, and does not 

change basis your mood swings. It really hurts when you 

appear and disappear basis your mood swings. 

It was almost 3PM, one and a half hour more before she 

went off for the day. She turned her tiny phone on silent 

mode, let it be here at the desk and began thinking. 

Even though she had given in to none of his demands 

knowing his throw-away nature, it did still affect her 

emotionally. 
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When will a time come when I’ll pay zero attention to what 

he does? I know he doesn’t get affected by all this – he does 

not go to bed alone. I do.  

There were thoughts coming like a fountain had just been 

released in her head. She also knew it would happen again 

if he contacted her again after two or five or even ten 

years. She had to figure out a way to say an emotional 

goodbye to him.   

In turmoil of thoughts, she took a deep breath and opened 

her mailbox without bothering with the phone; there was 

an email for one-week residential retreat in the outskirts 

of Udaipur: “COME SPEND TIME WITH THE BEST MINDS 

OF THE WORLD, AND KILL THE DEMONS YOU DON’T 

KNOW ARE KILLING YOU SLOWLY” – read the mail. 

She had received this kind of invitation twice every year – 

in February and August – for the healing workshop list 

that she had signed up for.  

Should I try this? No risk, no rewards. What if the only thing 

I get back is I leave Deepak and Karan of my emotions over 

there?  

She wanted logic to take over yet a nudge just guided her 

immensely to go for it – like when you can feel it in your 

bones, if you have taken the time to slow down and allow 

intuition to take its power. 

Give me a sign, God, she thought. Just then, her colleague 

Prateek walked by from Satya’s desk wearing a casual 

Nike tee behind which were written the words: “Just do 

it!” 

She had got her answer. I wish it was this easy to not to 

respond to Deepak, she thought.   
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She quickly signed up for the program without looking at 

the price. At the checkout, she discovered program cost 

only 1000 INR. 

This must be crazy!! Such reputed retreat centre and asking 

for almost nothing for a week? 

There it was a star with TnC: Boom! Here you go! I just 

knew there has to be some catch, she thought. 

The terms read: We are charging 1000 bucks from you to 

ensure your arrival at the retreat centre. Your visit and 

stay here is totally free. We will definitely ask you to give 

something before you leave this retreat, and we will ask 

for it when you are here. It is going to be huge and 

affordable.”  

Always the habit of procrastination used to win the show 

when she knew she had to do something to take her to the 

next level. 

Do you know why could not procrastination play a game 

this time? 

Because she had already decided.  

Quickly this time. 

Napoleon Hill pointed out in his legendary book Think and 

Grow Rich that successful people made decisions fast, and 

changed them slowly, if at all they had to change them. 

Somehow a stream of events comes to help the person 

who decides.  

There, at the time of finally placing an order, a stream of 

peace encircled her head for 10 seconds.  
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It was 4:30PM and time to leave from office. She collected 

her makhana box, placed her laptop and charger in the 

bag, and reached out to her tiny phone: 

Dear even I am hurt by you thinking I needed you for time 

pass. Can we talk, I want to hear your voice once. 

She did nothing – except deleting all the messages since 

the morning. 

This was her first step towards peace. 

And the chirping bird happiness her mother wanted 

needed in her. 

*** 

Somewhere very far away, Aryan just landed Udaipur and 

was taking his luggage from the luggage belt, when he 

turned his phone on and received a text from Sid: Dude 

flight got delayed; will reach two hours after you. 

Aryan took a look at his watch. It was 8AM, would have to 

wait for Sid till 10AM. Aryan decided to wait at the airport 

and opened his side-bag. He took out a book called “Love 

For Imperfect Things” and also the aloo parathas his 

mother had packed for him and Sid. 

Whoa! The Punjabi desi ghee in Rajasthan, Aryan thought 

as he relished the parathas. True health is relishing 

parathas and also staying fit, as he got proud of his skinny 

body. Though I am not fat, I really need to develop some 

muscle mass, and make my Mom prouder by eating more of 

ghee and paneer. 

He knew he had although left home quite early in the 

morning and his Mom had helped him sneak out, he knew 

he would have to face his father very soon. Anyway, I will 

enjoy the aloo paratha now, we will see later what happens. 
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In the two hours that he waited for Sid, he read the book 

completely while walking around the airport waiting area. 

He also took a small nap, and that’s when he didn’t even 

realise Sid’s flight had just landed. 

“Dude, wake up!” Sid said, shaking Aryan up heavily from 

his shoulders, to make sure he got scared. 

“What? What?? Papaji please let me go!” Aryan said these 

words as he grew awake from his sleep, partially shaken 

up. 

“Abbe tere bade Papaji aa gaye hain! (Hey your big Father 

has come,)” said Sid to his friend who was still in the 

middle of shock at what he just uttered. Sid further added, 

“If you were feeling so sleepy, why did you book this early 

morning flight? Could have left during the day.” 

“To not to confront Papaji,” Aryan said grabbing Sid’s 

water bottle and serving himself a gulp, “and now let’s get 

straight to the point. If you miss Papaji so much, come to 

Chandigarh once and meet him. Right now, let’s focus on 

logistics.” 

“First logistics begin with logistics of the stomach,” Sid 

announced clearly, “where are my parathas that aunty 

sent for me?” 

Aryan smilingly took those out from his bag and handed 

them over to Sid. No. Sid grabbed them and started eating 

them. 

“How are we going to FDF workshop? Are you sure we 

should borrow your Uncle’s car?” Aryan asked Sid, not 

feeling comfortable with Sid’s decision. 

“Dude, there’s a change in plan…” Sid murmured, while 

munching on tasty parathas Aryan had brought. 
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Aryan heaved a sigh of relief, “That’s great! What’s the 

plan then? In any case, I was feeling reluctant to borrow 

his car.” 

“We’ll ride till FDF by his Bullet,” Sid said while still being 

lost in the parathas, completely ignoring what Aryan had 

just said. 

“What?” Aryan’s eyes grew big again, “Dude isn’t using his 

wealth for our fun too rude on our part?” 

Sid finally stopped munching and calmed his friend down: 

“Mere veer (my brother), he himself offered it multiple 

times, despite I politely refused. So chill and order butter 

milk for me.” 

“Oh, okay. What about our luggage then? Will we drag it 

along with the bike?” 

“Have asked for it to be brought in train. And just because 

you did the task of being delivery boy to these yummy 

parathas, I have already booked slots for our luggage; 

which we will book prior to starting our bike ride two 

days later. Now if you allow me Bro, let me focus on the 

parathas that aunty so lovingly sent for me, a few of which 

you have already eaten?” 

“Arre, dono bhaai katthe khayenge na! Jo na kar pave piyo, 

vo kare ghiyo.” (We both brothers will eat it together. 

What father can’t do, ghee can.) Aryan finally managed to 

grab a paratha from Sid and blow off his sarcasm under 

the fog of a joke. 

*** 

 “You are our star player. The one in front of whom no 

other designer can stay afloat,” praised ARP, (ARP, btw, 

was short form for her manager she and her colleagues 
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had created – AR Rehman Pirated – who was an AR 

Rehman fan and wasn’t even one per cent as good as him; 

as he was reflecting on her growth in her first job in the 

past 4 years. Doing pretty well in the job in the fashion 

industry in a luxury designer store in Goa, she made an 

impact so strong and powerful, that no one could replicate. 

Being the lead assistant to one of the celebrity designers of 

the country and being based out of Goa while working her 

dream job, there was nothing more she could ask of life. 

“Thank you Sir, it is all because of your support and 

guidance,” she replied politely and gratefully. 

“Oh, that is my entire job all about; to make all my 

subordinates achieve stupendous results.” 

In a place where flattery would have elated her and made 

her feel on the top of the world, Jen felt utterly grounded 

in her values. She simply smiled back politely. 

After a brief exchange about her deliverables that would 

take an hour she returned to her desk. 

Oh I wish I could just take out some time from this office 

work for myself, she sighed post reading an email from Fit 

Doesn’t Fit workshop “Just missing out on these half 

yearly programs for the last 4 years – can you imagine!!” 

she spoke in a manner that no one heard her (or cared to 

hear). I just wish I could go here someday. 

Then she noticed something weird. 

Not less than a few seconds ago, she received praise from 

her manager yet she noticed a peculiar frown on her face.  

The abundance of praise made zero difference in her 

happiness. She just observed that this frown was 

something she had never taken off… 
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…since the time she took this job. 

…for which she had struggled way too much in her college 

days. 

Jen looked at her watch. It was 5PM. One-and-a-half hour 

to leave from office, and she just felt humungous want 

need to breathe. To simply understand what she just 

noticed.  

Aware of the fact that ARP needed the deliverables before 

she left for the day, she just got up and went out of the 

office for a walk. Without her phone. 

She ran to the private beach area of the hotel where their 

fashion house was situated and took a long walk. A place 

where whole world came to celebrate their vacations, Jen 

had the luxury to witness it and be there every day, while 

working. 

Waves came and went. 

She was holding on to too much resentment that was 

deeply affecting her productivity as well as her 

friendships. She so needed to go to FDF to get her messed 

up life back in order. 

It was like the bad memories of The Guy and the way he 

mentally tortured her, were popping up in her head day in 

and day out, and making her feel worse than before. 

She really needed to take a decision. 

With a deep breath and letting the Arabian Sea play with 

her feet for almost an hour, Jen decided she will go to FDF. 

No matter how much ARP resisted, she knew he was like a 

small child who cried for a while when his toy was taken 

and then came back to normal when no one paid 

attention:) 
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Next morning: 

 “You cannot take a 10-day leave right now,” argued ARP 

as she put up her requests for going out on a retreat. 

Sometimes this boss of hers who was quite appreciative of 

became quirky when she marched her own trail. Jen often 

wondered, since it was not possible for any of ARP’s 

subordinates to listen to him all the time, what was the 

point of him getting defensive? 

Unhealed trauma, she jokingly (only slightly) consoled 

herself. 

“Why not Sir? I am having a good leave balance and there 

is no such urgent office work prevailing right now.” 

“You’re not sick, that’s why. What’s the point of going to a 

retreat when you ultimately do not have to settle in an 

ashram? Look at me, I have never taken a leave in the last 

2 years!! And in my entire career of 10 years, there have 

been total availed leaves of 50, that’s it!” 

Probably that’s why you get impatient when someone 

wears their left shoe first when you want them to wear 

right, she wondered. 

“Sir, isn’t it good that I am taking leaves to recharge myself 

and not fall sick in the first place, instead of availing of sick 

leaves for an infinite time?”, she replied politely, refusing 

to give in to conformity. 

“Ma’am, these kinds of lectures do not work in corporate 

cultures,” said ARP getting rude with a low volume and 

maintaining a fake smile, “here we are supposed to make 

sure people come to office even though lean period is on.”  

“Sir, I understand you are bound by system, yet I also 

know you can allow me to take the leave. Imagine your 
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daughter asking you for a leave,” she began using emotion 

when logic had given in, “even though you may not like it 

in the first place, you will be okay sending her to a place 

for 10 days if you knew she was not going to do anything 

wrong and you knew better that she would be happier at 

home and work after investing those 10 days in herself.” 

ARP held a deep sigh and a smile of an innocent child. 

“Please Sir, you know it I won’t have asked for a leave in 

the first place had there been some important project 

assigned to me.” 

Turning back to his desk, he wryly asked, “When are you 

leaving?” 

“Day after,” came the energetic, happy response. 

“Okay, and remember I am allowing you to go because 

your performance has always been an upward slope, 

barring yesterday’s deliverables which came today 

morning,” ARP’s voice getting softer yet assertive “when 

you get back you will have to perform even better.” 

“Sure Sir, definitely. Thank you so much!” her smile with 

its bigger than usual arc could be heard in her words. 

“Make sure all your work is up to date and complete in 

two days of today and tomorrow,” ARP spoke of a 

confidence that Jen had earned from him, “and remember, 

to get a big box of sweets from Udaipur for all of us when 

you come back.” 

“Sweets?” she asked, amused. 

“Yes, we all here also deserve to taste the wonderful 

Rajasthani sweets of the place you’re going, I’ve heard it’s 

the best in India” 
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“Hahaha, don’t you worry Sir. You will,” she said smilingly 

running away to her station. She also thought while 

moving back to her station, why a boss has to be non-

cooperative always. 

As she came back to her station to complete her work, she 

simply felt that nothing in this world is impossible if you 

speak your truth with kindness and assertiveness.  

People are just willing to help you if you usher hope into 

them. Everyone, everyone whether they are your seniors 

or subordinates, is a human being who will understand us 

once we understand them. We simply need to give them 

the power that they are more than enough and adequate 

(instead of the usual norm of they are bad) and magic and 

miracles beautifully pop up. 

No one is bad. They have simply not healed their traumas. 

We can heal them, by giving them love in places when we 

are supposed to get resistant and defensive. Why should 

we heal them? Because we are human beings, created out 

of love.  

Let’s stop saving love like we are going to retire on it, let’s 

give it away because we are made up of it. (And let’s give it 

firstly to the person who deserves it the most: ourselves, 

by setting healthy boundaries.) 

*** 

No day is perhaps a normal day. 
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2. 

Day – 1: Expect the 

Unexpected 

Let‟s start slaying the normal today 

All things set. Made a decision to get (Deepak) out of her 

way. Here Satya was finally at the “Fit Doesn’t Fit” 

Residential Retreat program at the outskirts of Udaipur, 

sharp at 2 pm on Day 1.  

The cab dropped her at the gate of huge campus that 

appeared to be simply built and also silently roared of 

eating up all the waste in our minds and creating an 

engendered inner beauty. She picked up her suitcase in 

one hand, tied handbag on another shoulder and started 

walking in. 

As she entered the campus a Royal Enfield seating two 

guys roared beside her and braked directly into the 

parking lot opposite to reception.  

She glanced at them for a moment and then for a second 

longer, and then remembered to continue at the reception 

counter. 

What her eyes witnessed was remarkably surreal. The 

beauty of this place was heaven. Fixating and an eye-
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massage slice of heaven. The entire campus was built at 

the base of the Aravali mountain range. Since it was late 

February, the non-monsoon clouds had just descended. 

The residents of this camp were often in the middle of 

clouds.  

Each building had a superlatively beautiful garden that 

you would never feel like leaving, containing majestic 

flowers that we see only in pictures on the internet, along 

with life enhancing quotes such as: 

“Make determination your best friend and success is 

inevitable” 

“Merge all your weaknesses in the meditation and you will 

always be safe from being deceived” 

 “Raise your vibration and your nature will take care of 

itself” 

- all affixed in the form of billboards or traffic signals or 

written on pots containing cartoons drawn upon them or 

simply in 3-feet tall small unique oval-shaped walls 

constructed in various places across the garden.  

Learning amidst nature away from the daily chores was 

the best way to think, especially when everyone had just 

one goal here: to become better, every single day. There 

was no way vibration of this solitude and nature driven 

place could be duplicated. 

The reception she went into was an extravaganza of peace 

in simplicity. Brightly lit, long with dim lights dangling 

from diyas kept in holes dug inside marbled pillars. 

Beautifully carpeted floor with simplistic design, and 

quotes such as “Don’t be angry, give mercy”, “Be kind to 

unkind”, etc., adorned the 500sqft huge reception. Peace 

could be felt as easy as lavender scent even in the midst of 

people doing their work with superlove. 
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As she went inside, she was asked to wait for a few 

minutes at the multiple bamboo chairs beautifully 

scattered making the place look even more stunning. 

Keeping her bag aside and sitting in a comfortable resting 

position on the stylish bamboo chair, she heard someone 

say her from behind: “I hope the bullet didn’t bother you. 

My friend gets into a tashan (style) while riding the 

Enfield.” 

As she turned behind, the voice came from a 6 feet tall guy 

standing with bag kept his side while taking off his aviator 

sunglasses. The two guys who passed beside her were 

now visible along with their faces, which were earlier 

masked in helmets. 

“Oh, not at all. I’m cool”, replied Satya, in a matter of 

courtesy. 

“Hi, I’m Aryan,” he introduced himself taking another chair 

kept at 90 degrees from hers. “I suppose you are here for 

the “Fit Doesn’t Fit a.k.a. FDF” workshop?” 

“Yeah, how about you?” 

“I’m also for FDF…at this time of the year only FDF 

workshops run in this campus,” Aryan replied with a 

chivalric smile, “btw what shall I address you as?” 

“My name is Satya”, she said shaking her hand with Aryan, 

meanwhile Sid, Aryan’s friend was jovially seated next to 

him sitting married to his phone. 

“Satya, as in the truth?” asked Aryan, “nice name.” 

“Yo!” she said with a courteous smile again, “and you are 

the king?” 

“Haha, history lover Satya knows about Aryans?” and then 

Aryan suddenly grew sad “I wish I was the king of my life.” 
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“Oops, I didn’t know I was touching a raw nerve….” 

“…..Chill babe. You were simply being kind.” 

“Babe?” Satya asked raising her beautifully threaded 

eyebrows 3 feet above her eyes. 

“Arre meri Maa….I am not flirting with you. Can’t I call a 

girl who is my friend as babe?” Aryan responded getting a 

bit alert from his chilled out back rested position on the 

bamboo chair. 

“Um, okay,” Satya’s eyebrows getting a little bit back to 

position. 

“So what brings you here Satya?” Sid interrupted placing 

his phone on his huge tummy; probably his PUBG along 

with his phone was hanged. 

Satya kept quiet. 

“Hey man, keep it cool buddy!” Aryan interrupted Sid 

keeping his arm around Sid’s shoulder and patting his 

stomach that was way too curved due to after effects of Sid 

living his life out of phone with another palm, and turning 

to Satya he said “It’s okay Satya, Sid was just kidding, 

babe!” 

Satya smiled again, and as she was about to say something, 

her name was called at the registration desk. 

She looked at the guys when Aryan responded: “Yeah, 

Satya, you go get your registration done and freshen up, 

we’ll see you later.” 

“O yes, gotta go now. Will catch you guys later, nice 

meeting you.” Satya got up. 

“Yeah, yeah, will see you soon,” Aryan said, getting up. 
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“See ya Truth,” quirked Sid as he wrapped his arm around 

his friend. 

*** 

There was one unique thing Satya noticed as the golf cart 

that carried her and the other participants from the 

reception to the compound of the ashram: there was a 

swing installed outside each and every building. In the 

night after sessions, as Satya would notice later, people 

would relax in those swings and reflect upon the day, 

before going back to their rooms to retreat to sleep like a 

baby. 

The campus contained at least 100+ buildings ranging 

from six to eight floors each, one floor having the capacity 

to accommodate 300 people.  

The construction of each building was extremely simple, 

yet it contained such powerful aura that Satya could 

actually feel that all the waste thoughts that were 

crowding her mind and not allowing for a second to relax, 

had automatically stopped. Nothing about that place was 

aesthetic in terms of design quality, yet the quality of 

thoughts was beyond words. It was surreal and 

unimaginably ecstatic as how the same person who had 

been frustrated so much 48 hours ago that too because of 

someone who didn’t exist anymore in her life, was fully 

relaxed and in a state of veryyy few thoughts. 

The room was plainly whitewashed and contained no 

paintings or special paint combinations on the walls, just 

one light to remind us to be the light, and a wonderful 

balcony that offered views of the mountain tops that were 

not even conceivable at the ground floor registration 

counter. 
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That is not all, the place functioned on solar energy and 

there was constant supply of both hot and cold water in 

the bathrooms. The rooms were cleaned and bed-sheets 

were changed every alternate day, as a practice of 

clockwork: something that we pay for in a hotel room 

however is a rare luxury in a free ashram. 

Something within her was feeling fulfilled beyond words. 

There is a gift in every obstacle and detour on the path of 

your dreams. You just have to be the seeker, the learner. 

Never think yourself as arrived or learned because that is 

the beginning to decline towards death. Once you are 

determined and leave no stone unturned to make your 

dreams a reality, all those problems and challenges and 

pains and bruises are simply disguised blessings: to help 

you to become the person required to receive your 

dreams. Nothing more. 

She kept her suitcase aside, sat on the far corner of the 

three beds neatly arranged in the room and opened up the 

Welcome – Kit folder given at the time of registration. It 

contained the ID card, a notebook, pen, along with 

schedule of the first day, which read as under: 

Fit Doesn’t Fit (FDF) 

Your real retreat will begin when this 7-day retreat 

gets over 

We welcome to the life transforming program of “Fit 

Doesn’t Fit”. You are here to know that the best thing you 

could do to yourself AND TO THE WORLD is not fit-into 

the crowd. 

Congratulations!!!! You have taken that boldest and most 

difficult first step by signing up for this program and 

moreover, turning up for it by taking time out of your 
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already scheduled life. You do not fit into the world 

anymore, because sadly 95 % of the population would 

prefer watching Netflix at home instead of making the 

difficult choice of self-development. (Reason: Mindless 

internet browsing does not require responsibility, self-

development does.) 

You are not here at FDF (as we call Fit Doesn’t Fit) to 

change yourself. You are already perfect just as the way 

you are. You are here rather to meet the best part of you 

that wanted to help the world and change the world; and 

you just need to chip off the external layers of 

impossibility that so many years of social conditioning has 

done.  

This is what you are looking for. This is what we are more 

than confident that thou shalt receive. What do you have 

to give in lieu of it? Yes, you have paid a handsome sum of 

your time for it, and we want something bigger on the last 

day of this program as a gift, which you cannot deny. Till 

then, enjoy the view from your room and we will meet at 4 

today. 

PS: Unlike any other program you have ever attended, we 

have dedicated one full day for you to spend with a 

counsellor – that will be in the middle of the week – till 

Day 3 we will lay the foundation of your amazing life, Day 

4 will be the Counselling Day, and Day 5 onwards will give 

you a perspective into life that no one ever expects and 

everyone needs. 

Important Notes: 

1. For Day 2- Day 7, each morning you will know what 

today’s day is up to. What you can be certain is, each day 

will open you up like never before, with an understanding 

you deeply aim for. 
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Timings will remain the same, with your days beginning 

early morning and continuing till the night. (Don’t worry – 

you will never feel the least bit tired.) 

Your most important day is Day 4 – the Counselling Day – 

something no other program ever does. A professional 

counsellor will sit with you for one whole day, and basis 

what you’ve learnt in Day 1-3, will lay the foundation for 

your future by listening to all that you don’t want to share 

in public. 

2. Please carry your ID card at all times in the premises. 

(Ha-ha, jk. You are not in your office, be cool.) 

3. Breakfast, lunch and dinner are all available in the third 

floor of the community dining hall from 8AM, 12 Noon and 

6PM onwards respectively. 

4. Morning Tea and evening tea, along with snacks, coffee 

and milk are available in the community dining hall from 

03:30 AM and 03:30 PM respectively.  

5. You are in a safe and secure place wherein you are 

loved and respected unconditionally. We need only one 

thing from you as a participant of this life transforming 

retreat: to trust yourself, which the outside world has 

taught you to forget. Your only job is to take care of 

your inner architecture and everything on the outside 

will result to be a miracle. 

As she kept back the Welcome Note, she closed her eyes 

and laid her torso on the bed, with legs swinging to the 

ground. It is all in what we plant in the mind, she thought.  

It was just 3PM in the noon and at a time when humans 

are bound to feel depressed for first half of the day and 

anxious for the second, Satya was feeling a rush of energy 

and vitality and optimism and power and undefeatable 
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instinct just by being here. There is something very 

powerful that moves from within when we expose 

ourselves to environment where change happens. The 

environment simply stirs us and moves us to our core, 

towards home, towards what we are made up of: pure 

awesomeness. 

That is why it is so relevant to keep away from energy 

drainers and people who rob our happiness and joy. 

Before we know it, they have made our aura dimmer, they 

have killed our bravest dreams and have instilled deepest 

of their fears in our minds which they do not know even 

go along with us for the rest of our lives unless we make a 

courageous choice 

Nothing here was short of surprises for her. Yet amidst all 

the love and tranquillity this place offered, she knew her 

real job was to make that tranquillity a part of her when 

she was back home. Satya had everything that most people 

only dreamed of. A wonderful family who gave her the 

best education she wanted and a heart full of love. School, 

college and professional degrees with exceptional 

performance in all of them. A job that paid well and made 

her enjoy small luxuries of life like bigger phone, bigger 

car, better hotel and better hair-stylist.  

Amidst all that, she had made a terrible mistake that she 

could hardly believe that she had made. Sometimes our 

character and the way we occur totally dismiss the 

decisions we have taken: so much so that we are unable to 

believe those decisions.  

Yet there is a part of our lives that has not been healed 

which comes out screeching to the surface in such terrible 

decisions.  
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That is why it is so very important to take care of your 

mind always even when nothing wrong is going: like a true 

physical fitness enthusiast takes care of what they eat as 

well as gym schedule even when they are physically 

booming, so should each one of us dig out time for what is 

most important: the power of mind which in turn has to 

do all other actions.  

Without a strong and powerful mind our lives are nothing 

better than a Ferrari without fuel: of no use other than 

existing. 

Sometimes mistakes teach us the biggest lessons that 

come as gifts in wolf’s clothing. 

Our real job in every less than pleasant situation, mistake, 

resentment, guilt is to ask ourselves what Oprah preaches 

and practices: “What is this trying to teach me?”  

There is one definite thing to every mistake: If you do not 

learn the lessons it taught you and simply suppress the 

pain, it is bound to come back to you in different form. If 

you learn the lessons from that mistake, implement it in 

your life and also forgive yourself for the past staying in 

the past, you are then born anew. 

As Satya was pondering over these thoughts of hers, 

another girl wearing yoga pants and crop top entered her 

room. Her muscular body showed she worked really hard 

in gym for a long time, yet her eyes radiated a glimmer of 

gratitude and warmth. 

“Hi, I’m Jen, from Goa”, she introduced herself. 

“Hey, my name is Satya”, she replied with a smile, “here for 

FDF?” 
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“Absolutely!” replied Jen, quickly keeping her bag aside 

and jumping to a vacant bed kept to the side of Satya’s 

bed: “Flight from Goa to Udaipur, and another two hours 

from the airport to here and after this travel I feel on the 

top of the world here. Zero tired!” 

 “This place is absolutely magical”, replied Satya as a 

matter-of-factly, “seems like all the emotional weights 

have been lifted off.” 

“And yet as much as we want lifting off emotional weights, 

we also love lifting more of physical weights”, said Jen, 

winking. 

“Man, you’ll be fun to hang around with!” 

“And your lean and toned body will be fun to lift while I 

practice my deep squats,” said Jen as the girls broke into 

laughter. 

Gals come across as the weirdest creatures on the planet. 

They are sensitive and understanding beyond limits, and 

yet when they wanna have fun they don’t need any reason 

for it. 

This craziness is what makes everyone special. No one 

became special by copying the herd and becoming like 

everyone else. It is a luxury available to each one of us to 

be the best version of ourselves, and is availed by only a 

few who respect themselves. The majority is simply 

waiting for the impossible – for others to change. 

Jen continued as the girls continued being in their laid on 

the bed position: “FDF is a course for bringing the traumas 

of your life to surface so that we all can be rid of it. Each 

one of us who appears to be happy and hungry on the 

outside is filled with a well of hurts inside, and so we end 
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up here: to find answers to our questions we were tired of 

justifying. 

“What do you feel Satya, why do we go through so much 

hurt as we get out of our tiny thoughts towards our 

biggest dreams?” Jen asked Satya, who was facing up 

looking at the fan. 

“Probably because we leave what everyone else does, we 

want to create magic with our own lives, we want to fulfil 

our wildest fantasies of dancing on the roads, and as we 

do: our very existence threatens people. They probably 

think that we are so full of inner awesomeness and 

unlimited joy that they forget we also deserve every ounce 

of love and happiness. 

Since we the warriors make a false attempt to base out our 

happiness on those who haven’t yet found theirs, hurt 

enters that space and we lose faith. Our confidence goes 

for a toss when we think that we will not be loved and 

accepted and so we unconsciously lose that part of us that 

makes our light shine in the first place,” ironic, yet true, 

Satya sighed. 

“Man, if FDF has such brilliant participants I really wonder 

what kind of sessions they would offer,” Jen said, getting 

out of bed and standing up in a bow position to Satya. 

“Chill babe, I read and understand a lot of self-help 

literature,” Satya also getting out of bed and placing one 

hand on Jen’s shoulder, “So, what brings you here?” 

“I was in a committed relationship and a few weeks back I 

walked out of it because he was infidel. Even though this 

seems an everyday story, it shook me to the core.” 

“I’m so sorry to hear that”, Satya said in a comforting tone. 
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“He was so honest throughout the relationship and we had 

our fair share of ups and downs. His one thing that very 

few people knew about him was that he is extremely 

sensitive. And I still keep on wondering how could a 

sensitive person not walk up to his girlfriend to have a 

conversation so important and let her be a lurker?” Jen 

said in a dry tone, “I did some good amount of inner 

seeking yet I want to be back in the state of inner peace 

and ultra-awesome joy that I used to be in before meeting 

this guy. 

What has made our self-help scholar enter Fit Doesn’t Fit?” 

Jen continued, quickly taking a different tangent off her 

story. 

“I’ll tell you later,” Satya winked, “now quickly get ready, 

we need to reach for our first session on time,” she said 

pushing Jen into the washroom. 

Jen shouted from the washroom: “Hmm, mystery girl! 

Okay darling, will get ready soon and we’ll go out sooner. 

Btw do you know the food here is one of the best on the 

planet?” 

“Oh I know….I have heard more about the food served 

here than any other thing on the planet. We are on a treat 

Jen, come out quickly so that we can run out and have it 

all!!!” Satya shouted back, silently wiping her tear. 

“In the next 10 minutes darling,” came the quick response. 

The world is full of wonderful and not-so-wonderful 

people, Satya wondered. She just met two strange guys 

outside and now this beautiful strong lady – who had 

become her new friends. Yet years of lingering around the 

wrong people had made her break into pieces she herself 

was not able to reconcile. 
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Life is a crazy ride, she reflected sitting in the balcony of 

their room. We probably need to be in the company of 

bestest of the people in order to feel our best.  

Right people make us rise, wrong people turn our rights 

into wrong. 

“Satya I just noticed you have a wonderful lean body and 

that damn flat stomach to die for. Got some surgery?” 

asked Jen, now ready and basking straight into the balcony 

placing her hands on Satya’s midriffs. 

“Of course baby, the surgery is called practicing yoga 

asanas six days a week.” Satya responded with a quick 

handstand marching into the room. 

Jen and all her toned muscles kept staring at her. 

“Seems like we have found each other through the hell 

into the heaven. Both of us fitness freaks!” said Jen with a 

smile no one other than a fitness freak could recognize, 

“Nothing could be better!!!”  

The girls high fived each other, carried their note books 

and got out of the room like kids jumping when they go 

out to play. 

Each one of us enters a paradise when they find pals of 

their choice. So did the girls. 

And the guys and the girls. 

As Satya and Jen entered the Conference room at 3:50 PM 

for the 4PM program, the hall had almost been occupied 

by its 200 participants. There, sitting in the first row were 

Aryan and Sid, with one vacant seat lying beside Aryan. 

He waived a hand to her, and she quickly grabbed Jen’s 

hand and walked towards the guys. 
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“Hello gentlemen! She is Jen, my new friend and 

roommate,” Satya said introducing her friends, “and these 

are Aryan and Sid, my other two new friends,” Satya 

continued, looking towards Jen. 

“Hi, nice to meet you,” responded Aryan. 

“Great to see you Jen!” was Sid’s reply. 

“Great to see you guys too!” Jen replied with a smile, 

shaking hands with both of them. 

“I think you guys wanna sit together, I’ll go and grab a seat 

at the back,” Jen continued in a matter of politeness. 

Satya immediately started nodding her head in 

disapproval, refusing to let go of her friend, and in less 

than a second another seat that had been occupied next to 

vacant seat reserved for Satya became vacant. 

What was apparent from the way the woman who had 

been earlier seated on that seat, was that she was being 

scolded by someone on the other side of the phone. 

“We just wanted to sit with our friends, that’s why we had 

reserved a seat for Satya,” said Sid to Jen. 

“Yes, and had we not gotten that seat all four of us would 

have walked to somewhere back to find four vacant 

chairs,” interjected Aryan. 

“That’s so kind of you!” replied Jen to the guys, “thank you 

so much.” 

“You’re welcome, and now let’s grab our seats before 

Aryan’s epiphany comes to reality”, Sid joked. 

“Yeah yeah, bang on point Sid,” replied Satya high-fiving 

him. 
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The newly formed four friends sat in the first row of the 

hall that seated 200 participants. 

All of them had gone through their own trials and turmoil 

in ways in which they were broken into pieces. 

Yet they took one courageous step, to join the famous Fit 

Doesn’t Fit workshop that was known for healing the 

traumas of millennials.  

None of them knew, their life would change at the end of 

this week. 

*** 

The program was inaugurated with a diya lighting 

ceremony, with the administrative head of the ashram and 

Ms Shirley, a sister approximately the same age as our 

millennials seated in the first row, who had dedicated her 

life to serving people. 

There was warmth in the aura of this ashram that in 

places where activities like diya lighting were boring, this 

activity also added peace to the compounding peace of the 

participants. 

The diya lighting ceremony was succeeded by an 

introduction from Ms Shirley. 

“Hi peops! Is this how our millennial lingo works to 

address people?” started Ms Shirley as there was a 

comfortable laughter among the crowd.  She continued: 

You guys must have ended here after a lot of failures, 

right?  

Sick and tired of being sick and tired? 

It all seems impossible for you to bear that emotional 

weight anymore?” 
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The audience nodded their heads. 

“Then why don’t you just give up? “ 

No one in the audience expected to hear this at an event 

for not-fitting in. 

“Get off the hook and start living an ordinary life like 

everyone else? 

Why don’t you just stop being what you want to be and 

embrace average? Average performance, average food, 

average friends, average sized round stomach, average 

vacations, average money, and not to miss average 

happiness?  

Why don’t you just give up on those wildest dreams of 

owning a yacht in America or owning an NBA Team or 

being the best painter ever existed or being the Goddess of 

eyebrows? Why don’t you guys just give up on these 

wildest dreams? 

Because you are special. You have this uncanny ability to 

get out of your own skin to do something divine that the 

world gets to become a notch higher because of you. You 

know you are here not only to live, save for your 

retirement and die. Your life has a huge purpose as life of 

every human being does.  

Yet you guys are the lucky ones because this batch of Fit 

Doesn’t Fit is only for millennials. So congratulations 

people! You have not yet seen the opposite of wonderful 

things that most people go through. This is your time to 

make time your best friend. 

If you learn to navigate through pain now, if you learn to 

deal with what all issues you have been facing right now, 
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an amazing thing will happen: you will have the recipe to 

handle any damn situation of life. 

You must have seen some people cringe at the smallest 

mosquito and some people living in fourth stage of cancer 

like a warrior. 

Average is the standards we unknowingly pull ourselves 

down to.  

Man! This whole lot of speaking the word “average” makes 

me feel worse. 

Watch a successful person and you will find multitude of 

failures decked up as foundation stones for ultimate 

success. Watch a failure and you will see them having one 

or two failures only: because guess what? They gave up 

after the first loss and did not ever bounce back again. 

It is pretty strange that we are talking about failing in the 

initial part of our program 

How many of us allow someone else to run the show for 

us? Be it physical confinement from family (yes, even 

Oprah had family restrictions when she started out) or 

mental and emotional confinement from every single 

person whom we unconsciously give the right to affect us.  

In so doing, our very own nature is lost.  

Sounds familiar? 

We all are wonderfully (apparently) happy human beings 

from the outside yet waiting for things to get right inside 

our own heart.  

Ironically, we forget entertaining these thoughts once 

entering our home as the humdrum of chores washes 

away our internal silence. After having our dinner and 

chatting with our families, somehow the prospect of day 
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getting over brings back the lurking sadness, yet the very 

fact of day getting over also makes us escape the sadness 

because now it could be hidden underneath sleep. 

So many of us live through our lives like that.  

We want to do something different, we want to follow our 

passions, we want to bring back those tears of joy in our 

parents’ eyes, we want to reduce the suffering of those 

who are making the same mistakes as once we did, we 

want to laugh out loud with our siblings even though we 

are staying hundreds of miles away, we want to feel 

belonged to the team we work in, we want to feel happy 

while entering our workplace and contented while leaving 

from there, yet the brain somehow deceives us into 

believing that hustling through the day with zombie mode 

on, paying our bills and doing nothing else will make us 

happy.  

Society teaches us from the minute we were born, about 

how we are supposed to cry, how we are supposed to 

smile, how we are supposed to learn crawling, how we are 

supposed to gossip about those who wronged us, how we 

are supposed to keep the blames burning our heart and 

soul instead of letting them go, when we are supposed to 

get married, when we are not supposed to fall in love, how 

slim / obese we are supposed to be, at what age we must 

have kids, how we should behave in front of strangers, 

why we should be unkind and rude towards strangers, 

why gossip is important for survival (Hint: Because it 

takes away our personal responsibility in every situation) 

and the list is endless. 

We all have unfortunately succumbed to the way of living, 

feeling and occurring taught to us by the society.  
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Then when finally, we face our own demons and fears, we 

wonder why we are so unfulfilled. 

We are unfulfilled because we were never taught to 

think. We were never taught to take care of our inner 

architecture that will ultimately take care of everything. 

We were never taught to believe that our thoughts create 

our destiny and if we think like everyone else, we will end 

up becoming like everyone else. 

And my friend, no one is to blame for that. 

Not even the society because they were taught to behave 

in the same manner they taught to us. 

Reality is none of us were meant to fit it. Fit doesn’t fit 

anymore. 

Then who is to blame? 

Probably that is the wrong question. Tony Robbins says 

that the quality of your life is the quality of your questions. 

Probably we need to ask a different question. Probably we 

need to get out of our own way. 

Yes, we need to start taking responsibility for our own 

lives. It is not a motivational mumbo-jumbo to be 

remembered for the entire day today and forgotten 

tomorrow. It simply means we need to take ourselves 

seriously in order to have more fun with our lives – fun 

that makes life worth living. We need to be more aware of 

what is happening in our lives.  

If there is something troubling you, you can change it. You 

have the power to do it. It may be a difficult boss, it may be 

a cranky neighbour, maybe someone being abusive to you 

endlessly, you have the power to handle every difficult 

circumstance life throws at you.  
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Power does not mean having a reputed position in politics 

or your organisation. That kind of power is transient. It 

comes with the title and goes away as soon as the title 

goes.  

Real power means the ability to master your inner 

thoughts and emotions, and act in a way that makes your 

self-respect intact yet has no room for ego.  

Power means loving people with an open heart yet 

allowing no one to walk over you.  

Power means being kind and composed, yet giving no one 

the authority to insult you, because you will remain 

composed even then if you are powerful. 

No matter where you are at this point of time in your life, 

this is the only remedy for a happy life. You may have 

already tried all the other things No other way. That is 

what I am precisely going to do here for you…..to help you 

reclaim your life.  

Guess what? It is going to be much simpler than giving 

away your power and happiness to those who do not 

know how to take care of theirs as well.  

Here is a question for you: Did you learn driving from a 

naïve driver or a trained pro? Trained pro, right? So why 

do we let our happiness be driven by those who are not 

even amateurs in their respective lives? What makes us 

believe that they will take care of us when they could not 

take care of themselves? I’ll tell you why… 

Conformity.  

Desire to be liked. 

Need to fit in with everyone. 
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Mania to be given respect on the front, even though back-

biting is being given behind your back. 

Urge to be admired. 

The need of certainty. 

The list is endless. 

Do you even know where does this need to be liked, loved, 

and celebrated by everyone come from? It comes from our 

genetic coding thousands of years ago.  

Thousands of years ago, we human beings used to live on 

the savannah. We were predators, hunters and the only 

thing we used to do was to hunt, eat and sleep. Since we 

used to live in jungles, there was always this lurking fear 

of being eaten up by the sabre-toothed tiger.  

So what did we do in order to protect ourselves from the 

tiger?  

We moved in groups, because everyone would be looking 

everywhere around, to protect the other members of the 

group. It would also mean that the there was no room for 

tiger to attack from behind. 

Most importantly, the people that moved around in a 

group formed close connections with each other that they 

never formed even with their family members. 

Fast-forward to the 21st century. Here we are, with all our 

necessities and luxuries well taken care of, and we are still 

scared to leave the herd.  

We are still frightened to get out of the metaphorical box 

that kept us safe for years and now that very box is 

keeping us from doing our fierce fantasies and daring 

dreams and admonishing adventures.  
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That box is not allowing us to be who we really are – 

infinitely happy, creative and wonderful human beings – 

radiating sunshine and optimism. 

That trait of moving in groups passed on from generation 

to generation without our ancestors being aware of it and 

now we, not being aware of it. How did it happen in the 

first place? Can behavioural patterns be transmuted along 

the DNA? Yes, they do. Our behaviour is exactly the result 

of chemical synapses occurring in our minds, just like 

disease is nothing more than a chemical imbalance 

occurring in a particular part of the body.  

Since a disease is transmuted from a parent to a body, so is 

another chemical synapse also transmuted to the 

offspring: which may be either positive behaviour or 

negative. 

Now since generations and generations of early man 

practiced and transmuted and passed on that code of 

being in groups, it is no doubt we humans in the twenty-

first century are still clinging to the status quo. It is not 

surprising that when one member of the community goes 

out to do something valiant, the other members are all 

trying to pull them down: because at core they are scared.  

They are scared because the way one member walks out 

and does her heart’s desires, it opens up a floodgate of 

their own guilt and betrayal that they have been keeping 

inside themselves for not being true to themselves. So 

what do they do? They kill themselves by making sure 

they are killing the courageously furious few in the 

process. 

That is how the sabre-toothed tiger become extinct and 

unconsciously, made the human spirit extinct as well. 
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I know you do not want that to happen to you.” 

Sister Shirley paused a little bit more after she said this. 

“I will not let that happen to you. 

No matter where you are at in your life, there is 

something, some deep burning desire that has been 

knocking the gate of your heart time and again and due to 

some “hashtag valid excuse” you have been letting it go 

every single time it evolves. 

Pause for a minute and think, what is it that you are 

looking for in your own life. A different way to occur, an 

adventurous life, a life that makes you smile amidst 

adversity, a life that feels authentic to you, a life wherein 

there is no such thing as work-life balance, it is all about 

enjoying wherever you are; and most importantly, it is all 

about feeling happy, contented and fulfilled at the time of 

putting your head on the pillow every night. 

There is a call on lives of each one of us. We all are meant 

to discover that call. You may have been confused all your 

life like I was in the initial 19 years of my life. For some of 

us the confusion lasts for 9 years, for some 39 years or for 

some maybe even 89 years.  

Consider that confusion years as sunk cost. 

The cost of years of your life that has already been 

incurred, that cannot be recovered anyhow is the sunk 

cost of the confusion years. 

Here is what the majority does: the moment they discover 

that there is a purpose to lives of each and every one of us, 

they lament and regret the future years of their life for 

wasting the years in the past. Guess what? They are 
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squandering their future time in turning it into sunk cost: 

the biggest waste of time and energy. 

No matter where you are at this point of time in your life: 

maybe you are a student trying to crack your exams, 

maybe you are in a job and hate it because it is not your 

dream job, maybe you are having your dream job yet 

feeling unfulfilled, maybe you are a teacher in Lithuania, 

maybe you are a textile manufacturer in Mumbai, maybe 

you are a fashion designer in Paris, maybe you are a CPA 

in Australia, maybe you own your farm on the East Coast 

in the United States, maybe you are a tech programmer in 

Bengaluru, maybe you are just another small – town 

human being with big dreams, staying away from your 

family in a metropolitan trying to figure out your way, or 

maybe you already have the resources and location that 

you need: no matter where you are, it does not matter.  

What matters is what you do with your life. 

What makes the biggest difference is what you are doing 

when no one is watching. 

What will be the propeller in your life is, this very 

moment, and the next moment, and the next moment, and 

how to choose to respond to the memories of the past sunk 

cost moments. 

What will change the course of your life is how much 

extra-mile hope and optimism you radiate whilst the 

seemingly terrible situation on your platter. Anyone can 

be happy and vibrant when everything is working. It 

requires courage and a real human being to get out of 

their thick-skinned ego and dig out good when 

everything is falling apart. 
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Write that down in your note book. Read the above line 

again. And again. It will be of greatest support to you when 

you cannot imagine. 

Come back to the above line as frequently as possible. 

We all do have times when looks like nothing is working, 

everything is falling apart and no effort is making 

difference. Our primary job in life is to find uncommon 

hope and be utterly optimistic, because if you are not 

doing it, you are unconsciously thinking thoughts of doom 

and misery.  

Is that the kind of life we all were meant to settle for? 

Looking for happiness in people and situations, waiting for 

it to show up, gossiping about people, criticizing them for 

something they did that was not in alignment with us, not 

taking action because of fear, hitting the snooze button 

again and again and again, not asking what we want in a 

relationship because we are scared….. 

Scared of being judged. 

Scared of not being liked. 

Scared of not getting what we want. 

Scared of speaking up. 

Scared of…. 

Living in a way what we know in our hearts we are 

supposed to live, happily and powerfully from our own 

internal compass. 

Is it going to be easy? Definitely not. However, the life of 

lie that most people are living right now, that is more 

difficult. Because it robs you of your happiness and makes 

you believe that you are incapable of achieving your 
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dreams. There is no way other than you stepping up, 

leaving the herd and becoming the best version of you 

beyond your wildest imaginations. It is possible. It is 

possible. Anything that the human mind can conceive and 

believe, it can achieve, said the great Napoleon Hill. 

If you don’t do this, you will be lost in the so-called 

happiness of external life.  

Forever. 

This is ironically what the biggest gift of life is. 

Sometimes when we have just given up, when we are fully 

sure of no further hope, when we realize that all our 

efforts are going in vain, then somehow, almost every 

time, a ray of hope emerges and makes us understand that 

there is no such thing as wasted effort and there is no such 

thing as fruit not popping out of a seed that was sown.  

Bhagvad Gita says no effort ever goes to waste. 

Sometimes we just have to learn to be patient, no matter 

how much we hate it. 

Sometimes we just need to trust the process and know 

that everything is working out in our favour, even though 

seemingly on the top no two pieces. 

What you and I are about to go through, is nothing short of 

spectacular. We are going to go on a roller coaster ride of 

slaying our own demons, using our lives as a platform to 

be the best version of ourselves, we are going to be 

making right decisions so that we do not die with our 

music still inside of us, we will also be learning about how 

the power to connecting with other human beings is 

simply the treasure trove we all seek and how that 

sometimes also makes us feel worse, and most 
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importantly, we will learn that not fitting into the world is 

the best thing we could do to ourselves. 

Imagine how few people are there who dare to walk away 

from the herd on their own path, with pride and grace and 

abundance of happiness. Not too many. Rather very few. 

Walking on your own path does not mean going away 

from the people whom we are blessed to be surrounded 

by. Walking on our own path means that we refuse to 

listen to the fearful voices of the people surrounding us, 

which may be even our parents, spouse, best friends, or 

anyone else giving us their opinion to fit into the herd. 

You were not born to fit into the herd. 

Fit doesn’t fit. 

You are a lion, not a sheep. If you have been spending your 

entire life with sheep it is no doubt you have been 

conditioned to become like sheep. 

What does sheep do? 

A sheep does not have opinion of their own. It does not 

think. It simply does what it is been told to do. It simply 

follows the herd by becoming a contributing member 

thereof. 

A sheep’s happiness is dependent on other people 

approving of it. 

A sheep does not think it is different. So it strives to 

become like everyone else. 

A sheep believes it is irrelevant. 

A sheep knows that its only job is to fulfil other people’s 

dreams and passions and own neither of its own. 
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Sadly, this is how most of us are conditioned since the 

moment we were born till today. However, that’s it. No 

more. The very reason you came to this event was because 

you knew something within you was stirring so hard and 

deep that it was not possible to stick to the status quo 

anymore. You just have to make the shift of becoming who 

you are. 

My friend, you have just landed at the right place. 

The world is such a beautiful place that each and every 

one of us could become the lion of what we do and no one, 

absolutely no is required to fit into the herd to become one 

of them. We all are uniquely different and have at least 

one, if not more, gift to offer to the world. Our job #1, is to 

find who we are, and live each moment in remembering 

who we are. 

You do not have to quit your job in order to remember 

who you are. {I mean do it if you want to, with right 

planning :)} You do not need to leave your family / friends 

to do it (because you are smart and you surround yourself 

with people who lift you up and like whom you want to 

become and let go of the ones who drain your energy and 

steal away your happiness). You also do not need to leave 

your home and go to the woods to attain peace and then 

come back. 

Anyone can be happy and peaceful in the jungle. The real 

deal is to be happy and peaceful in the jungle surrounding 

our daily activities and the challenges of living in a real, 

responsibility-filled life. That would be called the real lion. 

Throughout the seven days of this program, you will 

discover how to become the most amazing person you 

were supposed to become, how to let go of the invisible 

that have been holding you back, to check your belief 
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system that has been running the entire show for you, and 

most importantly, the best thing you could do to the world 

is to not fit into it. 

A human being that fits into the world does not fit into the 

category of an emotionally, mentally, psychologically and 

even physically fit human being. The very reason that each 

one of us exist is because we all are not alike. None of us 

are. We just need to know that we aren’t alike and march 

on our own path of uniqueness and infinite happiness that 

has been screeching to see the light of the day since the 

time we were born. 

We all have been conditioned to be unhappy and stay 

unhappy as if that is the magic bullet that will make us 

thrive. 

That’s it. No more. Not a single second more. Sunk costs. 

Gone. Now is a new beginning. Every moment. You choose 

to step up. You decide. 

The participants were totally shivering at what they were 

hearing. Some even had tears in their eyes.” 

As Ms Shirley spoke her last words she fell silent for a 

longer time. And suddenly auditorium lights went off. 

“Do not make the biggest mistake.” 

Ms Shirley continued with a very low yet strong voice in 

that dark-filled room:  

“The biggest mistake is not what you consider to be as 

mistakes. Those are simply lessons. The biggest mistake 

is you believing what others tell you. Not only when 

they criticize you, rather also when they are appreciative 

of you.” 
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3. 

Day – 2: Habits are cheesy 

Until finally they do work! :) 

As explained to attendees the previous day, the alarm 

clock in the campus corridors rung sharp at 03:30 AM. 

What had marked as sleeping time for most of them, the 

change in schedule was a strike blow to the “rest and rest 

till you feel like resting” schedule their bodies were 

equipped to. 

Begrudgingly, people were starting to shoot out of their 

beds, brush their teeth, rush straight to the dining hall to 

have a cuppa coffee, and collecting in the auditorium. With 

a pleasant shock, 90% of the participants had gathered by 

4AM for the early morning meditation. 

Sharp at 4, Ms Shirley began her meditation commentary: 

“Imagine yourself sitting in solitude here in this hall. There 

is only you, lovingly taking out time for yourself…because 

you know the magnificence you want the world to be, is in 

direct proportion to the marvellous human being you 

become, internally.” 

Her voice travelled the hall like one thick blanket of power 

over external senses, enveloping all the participants in the 

aura of their own magnificent lives. Ms Shirley had 

practiced and taught meditation to hundreds of thousands 

of people all across the globe; as it was clearly evident 

from the assertive yet soothing voice with which she was 

slowly narrating abundance of awesomeness to everyone 
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present; and that abundance had engulfed the entire 

auditorium with a peace unmatchable in the humdrum 

hours of the day.  

“You have been looking for a person who trusts you when 

you need it the most, someone who braves the wilderness 

not for you, rather with you, someone who is not scared to 

stand for what is authentic, even though it may mean 

standing against the whole world and sometimes your 

own family, all these decades you have been looking for 

someone who enjoys your successes and is compassionate 

with you when the failure pops up. Well, here is the good 

news, the person you have been looking for is right here. “ 

“And that person is the person who is sitting here alone in 

this room. You are that person.” 

She continued in her gentle and unassuming voice that 

was reflective of facing tremendous hits of life and coming 

out stronger and more understanding out of those perils: 

“You are in a very safe place: physically and emotionally. 

Your emotions are important. For years you have been 

taught to not feel sad and that sadness has buried itself 

deep within you so much that it has now become 

impossible to feel. 

Today you release all the ability to fit in and do what 

everyone else does. 

Literally, visualize yourself releasing all that.” 

What happened in that hour of meditation was simply 

releasing – multiple times. Like the way it is - not the 

number of countries you visit on your Euro trip, it is 

rather did you actually experience the wonder and marvel 

of 2-3 countries at the best? The result of meditation was 

that after one hour, there was such an atmosphere of 
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silence that no one spoke a word, even though no 

instructions were given to. 

*** 

After the meditation class got over at 5AM, participants 

went outside the hall to the park where clouds had 

actually descended. 

They were to have their first exercise session from 5AM to 

6AM.  

As expected, Jen and Satya were totally looking forward to 

it. Aryan was totally indifferent to it and Sid just wanted to 

spend some quality time with his beloved phone which he 

was not getting in the ashram. 

“Hey, can we just bunk this class and go for a bike ride 

along the town?” quipped Aryan to his three friends, as the 

girls were consoling Sid for his divorce with his phone. 

“No ways Aryan, and so are you not going to go 

anywhere!” said Jen “exercise is not only great for body it 

also helps in fighting against depression by release of 

happy chemicals in the body.” 

Satya just smiled in approval to Jen. 

“Yeah, I must have completely been sent into amnesia to 

make an effort to skip exercise with these exercise lovers!” 

Aryan replied jokingly, and then turning away said to 

himself “As if I am going to find a cure to my depression.” 

“Dude, stop hurting yourself so much emotionally. The 

workshop has just started. Who knows there is much fun 

and more solutions awaiting you? Hundreds of thousands 

of people have found their solutions coming here. At least 

have a positive approach,” Sid said wrapping his arm 
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around his buddy’s shoulder and patting his delts, “be here 

now” he said jokingly. 

“Exactly”, interjected Satya, sensing a pain in Aryan’s voice 

and trying to make him feel light, “Look at Sid. His beloved 

mobile phone is in the room and he is here: being here 

now.” 

Aryan just smiled at both his friends and gave a friendly 

grudging look to Jen, which she returned, quadrupled with 

the response: “Thank me when this discipline turns your 

flat stomach into six packs.” 

“You are weird, and right!” said Aryan, turning towards 

the front while opening his arms to the sky taking his 

position as Brother Dan came to conduct the classes. 

Aryan said to his friends: 

Kaisa kaafirana mera, 

Aazaadi ki chahat ne 

Bandi bana diya 
 

(What kind of journey I am having, 

The need for freedom 
Made me captive) 

 

“Your words just touch a place in heart that was seeking 

its flight,” said Satya to Aryan. 

“Thank you, babe,” said Aryan warmly, “and when are you 

letting the bird loose by sharing your reason for coming 

here?” 

Satya’s face went from bright to a little dim when 

immediately Brother Dan was introduced by Sister Shirley 

as their exercise coach for the week. 
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He was a 50-year man yet looked exactly the age of our 

millennial gang. Age is just a number, once you know how 

to transcend it: in physical appearance and in your 

thoughts. 

Brother Dan took a little swing in the corner of the park 

and made it his podium, and others just scattered 

themselves on various spots across the park. 

Out of 200 attendees of the FDF workshop, 180 had 

showed up for the morning meditation and 80 out of them 

made their way to exercise in the park. 

Brother Dan started: 

“You are the 40% of your fellow mates who have made the 

decision to take care of the temple which will do 

everything for you: including arriving to the solutions for 

reasons that brought you here. 

Since you have showed up here on the first day of exercise, 

I am very sure you all will show up here for the rest of the 

week.  

The real showing up will begin when you will get back to 

the comforts of your home and make this a part of your 

lifestyle. 

Today, we will do 12 rounds of Suryanamaskars for the 

next 45-50 minutes.  

Why only 12? Why not more since we all have an ample 

hour to do loads of rounds? Because suryanamaskar is not 

about tripping from one movement to another, it is about 

staying in the position for a longer duration of time as we 

progress. 

So, firstly I will show you all the poses of SN and then we 

will all begin together. The first two rounds will be of 
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short duration, followed by next 3 rounds of longer 

duration and the 6th round of longest duration; and then 

we will descend back in the order of durations.  

All cool ladies and gentlemen, boys and girls?” 

The audience nodded their heads happily and excitedly, 

partly at the fun of doing SNs in group, and partly because 

this 50-year young man had all the happiness, excitement, 

fun and joy in his blood to enjoy what he was doing. He 

had a corporate job like most attendees of the workshop, 

and made time to come to this ashram to render his 

services for 10 days, at least twice a year. 

“Hey Satya, is it going to be difficult? Tell na!!” Sid asked 

Satya quietly. 

“How do you guys know that I am yoga freak? Aryan was 

also saying earlier that we both are exercise freaks?”  

 “Satya chill, I told them last night after dinner while we 

were walking to our respective buildings and you had left 

immediately after session got over,” interjected Jen, “and 

now you men please stop teasing my friend.” 

“Oh, okay” said Satya in a relaxed tone, “No Sid, it is not 

going to be so difficult, rather it will open up our muscles 

like never before,” she replied to Sid. 

“If your arbitrations have been resolved our Highnesses, 

shall we focus on exercise?” asked Jen from all three. 

Meanwhile Brother Dan requested the crowd to focus on 

what he was showing and not to talk while the class was 

on. 

The twelve rounds of SN went smoothly for around 50 

minutes with a bit of trembling voices from the crowd. 

The last ten minutes post SN rounds were magical. 
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Brother Dan instructed the participants to raise their 

hands in the air, and throw them down with breathing out 

from their mouths; with a deep force. The students 

followed suit. 

After doing this deep breath out for a couple of minutes, 

Brother Dan asked them to be seated on the grass, and 

asked them to close their eyes. He then narrated: 

“Being in tune with the breaths is one of the best gifts we 

all have been blessed with. The breath is the proof that we 

are alive. 

And right now, the breath does not exist. It is lost, in the 

midst of nothingness. 

You did it. You overcame the thing that makes all of us 

alive. 

The you, the entity that runs the entire show, the entity 

that connects people above and beyond their colour, 

qualification or salary or number of Instagram blue ticked 

people you know, the entity that loves without expecting 

anything in return, that is the entity that made the breath 

disappear for a while. 

Now, as the breath is slowly returning to the system, you 

thank this entity, for supporting you so far in this 

marvelous journey towards life, you eternally thank this 

entity for being with you every moment, for making you 

thrive amidst danger, for making you courageous when 

giving in was the option, for making you alive when most 

would have considered themselves finished, for bringing 

in joy to the day when hopes seemed to have lost. 

What all happened with you so far, the problems that 

brought you here in the first place, the people who broke 

you into pieces that you are hardly able to recollect them 
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together, the promises unfulfilled, the loved ones choosing 

a different path, the loved ones on the same path asking 

you to choose a different path, the fear you face when you 

go to bed at night: all have been and will be sustained by 

you. 

The only power you need is the power of trusting yourself. 

This trust will take you to places you need to go yet have 

been avoiding. 

Now your breath is back in your system. As you breathe 

slowly and deeply, open up your eyes when you feel 

comfortable.  

What you will realize is that a little attention on yourself 

has already changed your world.” 

As people were slowly opening up their eyes some of them 

were filled with tears, including Aryan. 

It was 6AM when the class finished. As Brother Dan 

thanked the audience and went down his wonderful 

podium, Sister Shirley announced that for the next hour 

students will go to their rooms to get ready and assemble 

in the auditorium at 7AM. 

*** 

It was 6:45 AM when Satya and Sid had already made her 

way to the entrance of the auditorium.  

While Jen was in the washroom she asked Satya to carry 

on, as she might need a little more time to get ready. 

Sensing Jen’s heavy voice filled with tears and knowing 

she needed some time alone, Satya left for the class.  

When Jen came out of the washroom into the room, she 

just couldn’t stop her tears. Initially there were tears, and 
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then came the wailing sound. She cried and cried as if 

someone extremely dear to her had passed away.  

It does happen to a lot of us who have not dealt with their 

hurts and heartbreaks (be it romantic or any other 

shattering situation) that they pop out at times least 

unexpected and question our very identity.  

They make us disbelieve in our actions. They make us 

disown our happiness. More than anything else, they leave 

us crippled to trust anyone else. 

Until we are strong enough to heal our hurts concealed in 

the upward curves of our lips and get out to a place like 

this where making change happen is the easiest thing to 

do. 

As her tears finally subsided, Jen opened her journal and 

wrote her thoughts out: 

“Francis, 

In the beginning of our relationship you said that you were 

very sensitive. Is being disloyal to your partner called 

sensitivity? I am less hurt by you finding a #right partner 

for because you have your own life and your own choices. 

I cannot impose myself on you, rather my hurt is bigger… 

Don’t you think that when you found the right partner you 

should have come to me and had the difficult conversation 

about getting apart? Don’t you think it was our 

responsibility to give each other sheer honesty? 

You had told me in our wonderful time together that you 

had been sexually abused as a teenager for 5-6 years by a 

member of your extended family till they passed away. 

Baby is your infidelity not an emotional and even sexual 
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abuse to me when you already had those needs met from 

someone else over the past six months? 

How could you inflict so much pain on someone you loved 

(or whom I thought you loved) and reduce them down to 

non-existent? 

Anyways, God bless you. God bless you and your girlfriend. 

God bless you with all the awesomeness in the world 

Francis. I do not want to say any bad words for you 

because everything I do unto you has already been done 

unto me. I cannot say bad words for you or anyone else 

because I would have to get down to that low vibration to 

make you feel lower.  

Sorry, I cannot afford that for myself. No way. 

Chalo, you create your good life wherever you are and I 

will get back to my awesome life here with my beautiful 

friends and go create my joy again. 

Till the time I loved you, I loved you with my heart and 

soul and zero hidden things. 

Proud of myself, 

Fortunately, never belonging to a disloyal person 

Jen.” 

She quickly got up as if a weight was lifted from her head 

into the paper and kept back her note book, got dressed in 

her fave black tights and electric blue sports tee and 

matching shoes, tied her hair into a pony, rubbed her 

lavender roll-on perfume on her wrist and neck, fastened 

her orange strapped sports watch and there she went. 

All weightless and all charged up. 

While Jen was going through these thoughts, Aryan was 

called to a different Universe altogether. 
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He received a call from his father at 06:30 AM in the 

morning. 

He must have just returned from his community yoga 

session and must be needing some store-related help, he 

thought. 

“Om Shanti Bauji (Father)!” Aryan said as he picked up the 

phone in one hand and put his other hand into his ripped 

denim jacket over a seamless turquoise tee. 

“Betaji, aise kyun apne piyo nu chhad ke aa gaye?” (Son, 

why did you leave your father like this?) Aryan’s father 

inquired in a rather harsh tone. 

“Bauji maine Mummy ko bataya tha ki 10 din ke liye 

Udaipur ja raha hu (Dad I had told Mom that I am going to 

Udaipur for ten days,” replied Aryan in a respectful way 

“she said she would manage.” 

“Betaji you could have even told me na, have I ever said no 

to you?” his father’s voice a bit melting. 

You said no to me multiple times for pursuing career of my 

choice and now what makes you say this, Aryan thought to 

himself. Choosing to avoid a conflict here in this peaceful 

place, Aryan responded, “Sorry Bauji, agli baar se batakar 

jaunga (Will let you know from next time when I will 

proceed). Very sorry, Bauji!” 

“It’s okay Betaji, even I would love you to have fun with 

your life. Enjoy yourself and listen, do not worry about the 

shop here. You have done such amazing work with our 

helpers that they have become proactive now. You just 

enjoy your outing,” said his father in a very friendly and 

proud tone.  
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Aryan was totally taken aback by his father’s love and care 

that he had never witnessed before. 

“Ji Bauji, pairi penna. Thank you Bauji. Om Shanti! (Yes 

Dad, touching your feet again, thanks a lot and we both are 

peaceful beings)”, said Aryan as he hung down the phone. 

Aryan didn’t know what to think. His father who had so 

valiantly refused to allow Aryan to follow his passion of 

getting out of his home and do something on his own, was 

now so very supportive of Aryan having his vacay and 

retreat. 

Sid was all ready by now in his beige colour chinos and 

navy blue t-shirt. He got out of the washroom, carefully 

messed up his hair, applied a perfume and went out with 

his phone without noticing Aryan, shouting from behind, 

“Bro come to the auditorium ASAP when you are done 

with talking to Uncle.” 

Aryan then wrote a poem: 

Ghar se bhaag chala wo parinda 

neel gagan ki chahat mein 

Apne par ghar par hi bhool chala 

(That bird ran away from its abode 

In search of limitless blue sky… 

Forgetting his wings back at home) 

*** 

Sid and Satya had reached the outside of auditorium. Satya 

was wearing her signature sleeveless knee-length white 

kurta along with boyfriend jeans and flat sandals, looking 

radiant and glimmering in her minimalistic attire. While 

they were waiting, she asked Sid, “Sid, if I may ask, what 

brings you here?” 
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“Yes Truth, please ask.” Sid replied, keeping his phone in 

his pocket and flashing a child-like smile. 

“Hahaha…okay Sid, why did you sign up for the FDF 

course?” 

“I don’t know…” Sid replied, looking far away at the sun 

sneaking in through the mountain. 

“What do you mean you don’t know?” Satya inquired 

calmly. 

“Truth, I don’t know what life am I living. It all seems so 

purposeless. I don’t know what I want to do with my life. I 

graduated and pursued post-graduation from one of the 

best colleges in the country and now have a decent job still 

I feel too burnt out at the end of the day. So I use my 

smartphone to distract myself. Three hours after office 

every evening I am glued to it and it is more than enough 

to make me rounder every single day. I just don’t know 

what to do with my life,” Sid replied with a smile and a 

pain he had been eating up since childhood. 

Satya remained silent, in respect to what Sid just said.  

“Shall we go inside now?” Sid initiated the conversation. 

“You okay?” she asked with concern. 

“No. Not at all,” Sid replied, “How can I be, you did not let 

me play PUBG in this beautiful campus,” he said laughing. 

Satya smiled back. Sometimes she took herself and life too 

seriously. The two friends then marched into the 

auditorium, to block seats for their other two friends. 

While Satya and Sid reached inside, Jen and Aryan came 

running to the entrance of the auditorium. Seeing a 

puzzled look on Aryan’s face, she asked him, “You okay, 

dude?” 
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“More than okay,” came the succinct reply. “How about 

you, seem like lost a lot of weight today in the form of 

tears?” 

“Yes, I’m less than okay,” Jen replied with an artificial 

smile, “now let’s go inside and grab our seats.” 

“Yeah, sure”, said Aryan sensing Jen wanted to ignore this 

topic. 

The two friends entered inside and sat in the second row 

along with their other two friends. What followed was 

simply beyond mystical. 

*** 

Today is your habit day, Ms. Shirley announced.  

“Everything you have read about habits, experimented 

about habits, thought about habits is true. 

Well, the point is we are not here to talk about what you 

have already done. 

We are here to talk about how your habits brought you to 

what you have already done: the guilt, the frustration, the 

pain, the heartbreak, the shattering into pieces, the 

unspoken conversations, the frustration you want to take 

out and yet choose to conceal it with a big smile, all the 

things that brought you here were in fact, as a result of 

your habits.” 

Everyone’s face in the crowd grew bleak. 

 “You all must be wondering: your habits? So far those 

were circumstances, people, the irresponsible way those 

people reacted, and everything else in the middle that 

happened: all those were responsible for causing the 

emotional damage to you that happened. Right? 
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And here I am telling you your habits brought you here. 

Hang tight here. 

Definitely it was other people and the wrongs they did 

that broke you apart into pieces. No doubt.  

Still don’t you think now if you do not change some of your 

habits you had then, you will keep getting knocked down 

again and again? 

You did not need to be different back then, we are not 

going to change what all happened in the past with each 

one of you, no matter how painful it was. It taught you 

some really, really important lessons for your life going 

forward.  

What we are going to do with what happened is rather 

dissect it and use it to your advantage so it becomes a 

slave to you.  

Deal? Make some noise millennials!!! Deal?” 

Deal, came the loud response from the audience. 

“Perfecto! Now that you have made a deal with yourself 

for deciding the future in the present by learning from 

your past, you will discover a lot about yourself you didn’t 

know existed. 

For those of you who work out in the morning, life is 

pretty simple: get up, brush your teeth, have your pre-

workout meal, and off to gym. For others, it is pretty 

confusing: get up, brush your teeth, have your mocha, lurk 

around on the couch looking for likes, comments and more 

external stimulations thinking that they would make us 

happy. 

Or consider this: most people reach office and check their 

social media. Some, who always get their work done 
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before time reach their office and do only work for the 

next 2 hours. They get more done in a day than most 

people would get done in a week. 

Another example, this one comes from a participant in the 

previous FDF workshop. The participant said, “All the 

sisters and brothers staying here and also the ones coming 

here to render services, have a remarkable glow on their 

face. Irrespective of their complexions, they are simply 

glittering and glimmering from inside. I am a serial facial 

customer and I can make it out that any so-called natural 

facial can never bring out this glow. So where does this 

glow come from?” 

The glow to all of us comes from meditation. We all sit in 

meditation for at least 15-30 minutes in the morning and 

evening. It is not for those who have a lot of time; it is 

rather for those who have a lot of things to get done. 

Meditation does not waste time; it rather makes time not 

unavailable for wastage by raising your awareness. 

Meditation has become our habit, just like brushing our 

teeth has become. Meditation brushes and cleans the soul 

and all bad habits. 

More on meditation later, yet just know this much: you all 

are too important to let bad habits take over your life. You 

know what your bad habits are. You also know that in the 

past you have handled at least one terrible situation and 

came out of it stronger. If you look back to handling that 

situation, it did not come automatically to you. You were 

simply determined to get over it and so you installed some 

serious habits to let the situation wither away. 

What if you become stronger this time for what your 

current bad habits are? 
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What if you just simply have zero tolerance for letting 

mediocrity run your life? 

Isn’t it too much to be in that mud of miniscule that is 

taking you nowhere and making you hypnotise that you 

are moving forward? 

Isn’t your life too valuable to let triviality run the show for 

you? 

My dear kids, your lives are a cluster of choices. Even in 

moments in the past when you felt you had no choice left, 

you always had the choice to choose your response. Now, 

today, and every single moment from today, decide to take 

back the remote control of your happiness. You are well 

informed enough to use the remote control, and now, it 

shall be used only and only by you. 

For the next some time, we are going to program into 

ourselves everything….” Sister Shirley paused for a 

moment, and then continued, “…. everything opposite of 

what world has been programming into your heads for 

almost two-and-a-half decade. 

The world has taught you to never forgive and forget, and 

that is clotting your head and heart. 

The world has taught you to be like everyone else, and 

that has made you forget yourself. 

The world has taught you to fit in, and fitting-in has left 

you never standing for yourself. 

The world has even taught you to sit and gossip about 

those who wronged you, because according to them there 

is no other option. 

My wonderful people, my dearest darlingest millennials, 

you have been bravely fighting so many battles inside of 
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you. On the outside, people judge you as angry, frustrated, 

impossible, unable to get along, emotionless, and 

innumerable other titles. They are judging you because 

they do not know what you have gone through. They see 

you making some money and probably think that you are 

crazy and supremely egoistic. Right?” 

The audience nodded their heads in unison, and also 

wondering how this little lady knew so much about them 

without meeting them one-on-one. 

“My young ladies and gentlemen,” sister Shirley continued 

in a very understanding and comforting tone, “we all have 

huge expectations from our family members and closest 

friends.  

We really want them to hug us by looking at our face, 

knowing we are suffering enormously. 

We want to lay down our head in our mother’s lap and cry 

out hard like a child, so that we could forget everything 

just like we did when we were little kids. 

We also want them to listen to us without offering any 

solutions, because we know the solutions. We simply want 

to blurt out our heartaches so that they do not turn into 

headaches. 

Then why don’t these expectations from them get fulfilled?  

Why the people who love us the most do not understand 

us deeply? 

Why can’t we get that hug we have so desperately needed? 

Because we haven’t listened to ourselves. We want our 

closest people to come and sit with us yet when was it the 

last time we sat like that with ourselves? 
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Will you ever ask anyone to quit smoking, if you yourself 

smoke? 

Fit Doesn’t Fit teaches you to be self-dependent. Not so 

that you stop needing your loved ones, rather so that 

when you come into contact with your loved ones, you 

become a giver. Giver of peace to them when you are going 

through a difficult time yourself. Giver of understanding 

when you are misunderstood. And most importantly, giver 

of a loved one when you do not have that very loved one to 

you. 

That is when you will stop fitting in and creating your 

fraternity.” 

A wave of feeling light spread all across the room that 

could be felt everywhere. 

The audience could feel a lot of weight being lifted. Some 

even had tears in their eyes, including Jen. Everyone in the 

crowd felt connected with each other. 

“Kids, we are talking about habits. Habits – the world calls 

as brushing our teeth, going to the gym, and we will now 

dissect each of those habits that have been fit into your 

subconscious since your childhood. 

Today we will go back to your childhood. 

Where you lost your inner child, today is the day to meet 

her again. 

Close your eyes and go back to the little child you were. 

The little child that was chirpy and happy. The little child 

that just wasn’t afraid at all. She was full of passion to 

shatter the glass ceilings instead of fitting into glass 

slippers. He had dreams in his eyes. This child was full of 

awe and smiling face no surgery could ever give. 
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Then something dangerous happened.  

You grew up.  

With that growing up, something more terrible happened. 

You lost your light. 

You became heavy in thoughts and dark in smile.  

The worst part is that did not happen in a day. It happened 

compounded in a matter of years.  

Your laughter that once used to light up your family, those 

family members now asked you to stop laughing too loud. 

The speed of riding your bicycle that made your loved 

ones proud, those loved ones now scolded you for riding 

so fast. 

Do not run at crazy speeds inside the house.  

Stop wasting time on playing and get back to cramming 

the lessons.  

Sit quietly on this chair.  

You have to score more than my friend’s child.  

You are no good.  

Such an idiot.  

No you should not dream big. Follow everyone else. 

If listening to these words make your head feel so heavy 

right now, just imagine what growing up would have felt. 

Take a deep breath. Take another one. One more. 

Kids, you have not grown up. You were not allowed to 

mature. Instead you have simply become a big body with 

an inner child that is still wondering how that acceptance 

got lost. As a child you used to do rounds around your 
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parents to tell everything and now they do those rounds 

around you still you are unable to tell them anything. 

Keep your eyes closed, and we will travel back to the place 

where you lost that child. 

Go to your childhood home – to the place where you 

would find that five-year old version of you. The five-year 

old child you were is doing her favorite activity: riding a 

cycle or playing with blocks or running after the ball in the 

park or playing with sand.  

You go up to that child. As you reach near that child, he 

looks up to you. You can’t stop crying looking at him. The 

child is simply bewildered. Your somehow with courage 

wipe your tears and put a hand on the child’s head. You 

smile at her. You bend down on your knees and hug him. 

In a whispering voice you say sorry to the person you had 

unknowingly buried so many years ago. 

For some time, you just watch that child enjoy their own 

company. 

You get up and let that child get lost in his world again. 

The child has started playing again. You have started 

walking away wiping your tears. As you walk away, you 

realise your heart has all of a sudden become so light. Like 

a weight that you had been carrying for years in your 

head, heart and back has been lifted off all of a sudden. 

You are not only walking away, you are running 

now…wiping off your tears and running in happiness. Fast, 

faster, even faster. You are running at dizzying speed. Run 

fast, faster, faster towards this place that you are seated on 

now. 

Faster. No limits today. Only lightness.  
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Faster. 

The habits that you were so desperately looking for 

changing were simply blocks that little child was carrying 

for over two decades now. 

When that child is healed, so are you. 

You are totally healed. You are simply perfect. There is 

nothing about you that needs to be changed whether it 

was that boyfriend / girlfriend who told you to change or 

maybe your parents told you in childhood “good boy” or 

“good girl” when you performed poetry or dance or 

mimicry…you are always a good boy or a good girl even if 

you do nothing. The ones who taught you limitations were 

taught that only. 

They hurt they inherited they wanted to pass it on 

UNINTENTIONALLY.  

Now you know how to heal that hurt. Whenever any block 

comes to you, you just need to go back to the five year you 

and hug her. Sometimes let him cry, sometimes you just 

cry. Sometimes play along.  

Just remember, all your sufferings have their root in 

childhood. Go back to the root, and the tree shall blossom.  

Open up your eyes to see what a wonderful world you are 

now in. 

No one has changed, just you. 

Since you have changed, the world appears different. 

The lips now make an upward curl automatically. The 

heart is easy.  

And more than anything else, you feel liberated. 
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Take this liberation with you, and while we will see each 

other back in the evening hours with your questions. 

*** 

“Dude why have you taken just 2 chapattis instead of six?” 

Aryan asked Sid surprisingly at the lunch table. 

“Just don’t feel like Bro,” replied Sid, “that meditation 

exercise in the last session took me away by awe.” 

“Not bad man, very soon you will join these girls in the 

fitness industry,” Aryan said doing a posture of Namaste to 

all three of them. 

“See…you become whom you spend your time with,” joked 

Satya, raising her spoon as a cheers to Sid. 

“I must say man this self-help thing really works. It’s just 

shaken me from the core in less than two days,” said Sid to 

Satya. 

“Shaken you up from the core and shaken up your core as 

well,” Jen couldn’t control laughing. 

“Jenny you just watch me now, soon I will do handstand 

better than Satya!” Sid said doing a bicep curl using his 

spoon as weight. 

“How do you know…?” Satya started speaking when Sid 

cut her in middle. 

“I knew it,” Aryan said smilingly while covering his lips 

with his fingers, still audible enough for all three to listen. 

“My dear lawyer Truth, Jen just posted a picture of you 

doing a handstand and she doing a push-up on Instagram 

and also, I appreciate your audacity for not joining 

Instagram!” replied Sid in a free as a fly manner. 

Satya took a deep breath of peace, and being chilled out. 
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“Baby, go hug that five-year old”, said Aryan to Satya, “it’s 

okay. Take a chill pill and enjoy this amazing butter milk!” 

“Yes Satya, you are beautiful just as you are, you now 

know all our limitations came from where,” Jen said 

placing her palm on Satya’s shoulder while revising what 

they just learnt, “and no one is judging you here! Only Sid’s 

round belly was being judged, and that too has remarkably 

decided to go away,” she added with a wink. 

“Yeah you’re right, maybe it would be great to leave these 

law skills to the office only,” said Satya in a light-hearted 

tone. 

The four friends then raised a butter milk toast and 

cheered in unison with their steel glasses, to celebrate 

discovering themselves.  

For the first time. 

“On that note, some of us at least beginning to figure out a 

way, here’s my poetic toast to you: 

Banjaare ki zindagi, banjare ka safar 

Hua kya hai asar, aaj khul gaya jigar 

Aanko me nami, aur na jaane kaisa faila faila, 

Dil ka chain, aaj khud chal ke aaya hai,  

Ae banjaare, mat tu dil ko aur tarsa 

Jis ghar ki tujhe talaash hai 

Wo ghar aaj khud tujhe  

apni baaho me le jaane aaya hai 

(Life of a nomad, journey of a nomad 

What an effect, heart has popped open 

Moist eyes, and this widespread 

peace in the heart, has walked up to me, 

Hey nomad, make not your heart wander any more 

The abode you have been looking for 
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The abode has walked up to you 

to make sure you are enveloped within it) 

*** 

“You guys literally look like five-year olds” said Sister 

Shirley with a happy amusement, “Welcome back home to 

your happiness,” she said as she commenced the evening 

5PM session. 

“How you doin?” she asked in a roaring voice imitating the 

popular line from TV show F.R.I.E.N.D.S. 

“How you doin you happy millennials?” she asked again 

with even more palpable energy, “do you feel great?” 

“Yes,” the audience cheered. 

“Okay, few of you tell me what you guys are feeling”, she 

chirped beautifully swaying about on the stage. 

“Easy” came a quick reply. 

“I weigh 55 kg yet never ever felt so light in my life. Ever” 

“Hug that child who is playing beautifully, whenever there 

is any block.” 

“Amazing,” said Sister Shirley, “you guys are on the right 

track. There is nothing to stop you if you’ve gotten out of 

your own way. I will add just one very important thing 

before we head on to the Q&A session for today. For those 

of you who have not put their questions in the basket, 

please write them down without your name and very soon 

we will address all those.” 

Before we handle any of your questions just remember 

this: At the end of this week when you get out of here, you 

are going to be back in your old world, with only one 

difference. You will be different.  
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Then when your limiting beliefs and habits do come up 

and they will do, you know what is to be done: sit back and 

slowly go back to that child who is lost in playing. 

It all seems so simple, because the most important things 

are the simplest. It is our ego that gets pacified and sits on 

an opportunity to not to do work, when we label 

circumstances and life events as complicated. They aren’t. 

It is just the ego actively at work. 

Okay kids, it is all very simple. Difficult situation, don’t 

know what to do and how to deal with it, you simply have 

to sit back and go to that child. Once you master this inner 

architecture, you won’t even realize how your situations 

remain the same and at the same time the way you 

respond to them is going to be radically different. 

Just try it out and see the differences for yourself. 

“Radha”, Sister Shirley addressed another sister, “come on 

the stage with me and start reading the questions. 

Question 1: If I am having a bad habit of smoking and 

consuming alcohol, how should I get rid of it? That 5-

year old child didn’t consume either of these. Some of us 

consume Netflix and social media mindlessly, even 

though we know it is not good for us. How will our habit 

exercise work in this context? 

Answer 1: That 5-year child didn’t consume all this 

because as children we are just perfectly tuned in. We 

didn’t need any external validation back then. 

Then as we grow up and start performing poetries, dance, 

drama, etc., our parents and people around us say: “Good 

girl” or “good boy”. When we didn’t perform either of 

these, we were not appreciated by them. When we didn’t 

finish our food or when we did not do our homework 
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assignment or when we secured lower marks than our 

friends or cousins or probably when we did not take part 

in co-curricular activities we were called as “bad boy or 

girl”.   

It’s hilarious we all wonder why we finish up food so 

quickly instead of taking at least 20 minutes – because as 

kids we were called as “good boy/girl” when we ate food 

faster than our siblings.  

The point is not to blame your parents here, because your 

parents were doing their best in all possible ways – they 

just knew that much. The point is move ahead with 

awareness now. 

Coming back to the childhood point, as we slowly grew up 

we began stop getting the “good girl” or “good boy” 

validation as well and we began to feel empty again. 

Some of us went into a bad relationship, some went ahead 

and killed it in their careers by doing something amazing 

of their choice, some hugged addictive habits, some 

started transcending all this through meditation, and some 

went into a combination of more than one of these. 

We all have incredible desire to be validated. Oprah says 

that for 25 years of her show, every single person asked 

her in one or the other way: “Was it okay? Was I good? Did 

you notice me?”  

The question is to seek validation from right sources. The 

dopamine rush does come from texting with a wrong 

partner, from abusing substances and alcohol and also 

from mindless use of phone. 

When you start seeking validation from the right sources 

you automatically lose interest in what’s wrong. It’s 
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Universal Law. Presence of goodness automatically brings 

absence of anything that ain’t good. 

Few of the ways are:  

1. Set your goals too big that you get your validation 

by doing one small task every single day. It is 

sounding hysterical, yet when you really get 

addicted to doing the task you have set your heart 

and mind on, everything changes for the better. 

You will find energy and passion that you didn’t 

know even existed. You just have to be committed 

and really married to the goal. My question to you 

is: “Are you simply interested or are you 

committed?” 

2. You might observe around your friend circles here 

that most people have already started dominating 

over their bad habits. How does it happen? It 

happens due to meditation. You are staying true to 

yourself in this campus and that is making you not 

deviate to what’s irrelevant. Create that 

atmosphere of meditation around you. And you 

don’t need to dig out hours to do that. 

3. Other than your morning meditation of 20-45 

minutes, before you start anything, either drive to 

work, or leave from work, or go to a meeting; just 

relax and meditate for one minute, and then start 

your work. I bet this mindfulness technique will 

not make you do a single wrong thing. A single. 

 

Question 2: Sometimes at work it happens that I give 

my best performance and someone else gets the credit. 

Not only credit, they also get the promotion while I am 

still run down over by the management. It really makes 
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me feel bad. Even if I take care of all my habits and all 

that we are being taught here, how to handle 

something like this office injustice, which I have no 

control over? 

Answer 2: You have been performing excellently at work 

at someone does nearly nothing. He gets promoted you 

don’t. So you feel extremely bad about your employer and 

feel yourself to be miniscule and insignificant.  

Kids, just remember what time we are in now. This is the 

age known as “kaliyug” in Hindi. It means the entire world 

will draw to a closure and all the wrongs will be revered, 

rights will go unnoticed. This is the era when cow, which is 

regarded as the holiest of animals, is being given the worst 

treatment. 

Also, this is also the era when all karma will get their dues, 

which means all the right karmas that you have done for 

your work, will inevitably bear their fruit. When someone 

else has been given better treatment than you, just be 

patient. Forgive the doer and move on. Never create an 

emotional energy blockage for anyone. This is the most 

difficult part. Do not let someone’s bad action trigger bad 

action from you by making you stop doing the good you 

are doing. This will instead create a negative karma on 

your side. 

So hang on, be patient and just keep moving forward with 

positivity. It will make the biggest difference in your life 

ever: more than you’ve ever imagined. The real deal for 

you is: are you able to keep optimism, hope and great 

work alive, sans thinking any incorrect thoughts for the 

doer of the deeds? 

Even though it is challenging, you making a decision to 

bless the person with peace and creating zero energy 
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blockages in your head, will trigger your outside growth 

manifold. Many people just go out and start feeling too bad 

when they are not treated fairly, and resultantly, their 

negative behavior keeps them back again.  

Bless and see how blessed you become. 

Question 3: I have tried changing few habits in the past 

although they were not by the method you suggested. 

Then a big thing happened in a few days: people in 

office started criticizing me because I didn’t eat all the 

stuff at office parties, saying I am a person from 

different world, they are not a time-table like me. What 

to do when I want to make the change consistent and 

that happens with zero support from people around 

me? 

Answer 3: Misery loves company. Look at any miserable 

human being and they are miserable because they are 

surrounded by other miserable people. If someone is 

miserable and alone for a long time, there will be a time 

when they are sick and tired of being sick and tired and 

then they will definitely jump up to awesomeness – 

because boredom, loneliness, pain all have a peak when 

they are alone. They have to come to an end. 

When the peak of these negative emotions is crossed, the 

alone miserable person ends up becoming the alone 

successful person. 

Coming to criticism question and relating it with what I 

just explained: there is power in a group. When anyone in 

a group goes for something different even though it is a 

positive change, the rest of the group feels left out. They 

feel their identity will diminish if the group is not as 

strong. 
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Most importantly, it is something operating internally.  

The doer is also not aware of their insecurities.  

People’s insecurities are their fears made verbal. When 

you understand this, you will have two things – one, you 

will have sympathy instead of anger and two, acceptance 

of what they are doing without questioning yourself. 

That’s what an un-fitter does. He just doesn’t fit in. 

“That was fun! So many revelations, so much deep diving 

into the sea of thoughts and lots of understanding to 

understand our own emotions and everyone surrounding 

you. 

Today was Day 2 and it was simply scratching the surface. 

The next five days are going to bring you magic and 

miracles you won’t have conceived of yourself. Just go 

deep, go within and all the miracles are available by when 

you scratch the surface of the sea. To do that, now we will 

all go deep into meditation for an hour. You will be given 

the commentary, followed by music alternatively during 

these sixty minutes. Make the best of it, because when you 

go back home you are hardly going to dig time for an hour 

each of meditation in the morning and evening – that will 

be reduced to half an hour or even 20 minutes. 

To make those 20 or 30 minutes of every morning and 

evening fruitful, reap all the fruits which you have so 

diligently came here to sow by digging out your time.” 

The meditation class went on very smoothly. The entire 

class was swaying in love they developed for the one in 

the mirror. They learnt to nurture the child which was so 

dead for two decades. They learnt to nurture themselves 

with love and so much awesomeness that they really held 

the knob to decide what was going to happen next.  
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They became the creators of destiny vis-à-vis letting 

things be destined. They were taught to be gentle with 

their habits. More than anything else, they learnt to 

blossom like a joyful human being for whom anything was 

possible if they decided to. 

Twice the electricity went off in the hall for a minute and 

still there was not a miniscule sign of commotion: people 

were simply in awe of what they were experiencing 

internally that a few minutes of no air or light to the body 

made no difference. This is what power of a group does: 

one’s silence triggers the emotion of staying peaceful in 

the other one and it keeps on getting transmitted until a 

frequency of only peace prevails. 

*** 

While Aryan, Jen and Sid were returning from dinner, 

Aryan asked Jen: “Why doesn’t Satya join us for dinner? 

She didn’t come yesterday as well?” 

“She had little bit of khichdi by taking a break just before 

the meditation class, she has an early dinner,” replied Jen. 

“I don’t think that’s the problem,” said Aryan, concerned, “I 

think there’s something else troubling her.” 

“Roger that Bro”, Sid agreed, “Satya is not the kind who 

would not accompany her friends for dinner even though 

she doesn’t want to eat.” 

“Hmm, let’s find that out tomorrow” said Jen, trying to 

make sense of what the guys were saying. 

“Yes, tomorrow we’ll bring her for dinner, even if she 

won’t eat anything,” Aryan said with a confident voice, 

“wallowing in loneliness in her own thoughts will clot her 

brain. Let’s not let her do that.” 
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“Yeah, tomorrow I’ll stop her immediately after the 

meditation class gets over,” Jen added. 

“We’ll start having family dinners as well from tomorrow, 

along with lunch and breakfast! Aww....my one big happy 

family!” Sid cheered happily. 

“And someone’s one big happy tummy,” Jen laughed, high-

fiving Aryan. 

“For a very very few days Jenny!!!” Sid interjected, “wait 

and watch!” 

“All the best, and now good night to both of you!” 

“Good night” the guys beamed and disappeared into their 

building. 

Aryan and Sid went to their room and Sid started playing 

PUBG. Then within a second, he decided to stop 

immediately. Sid then took the book out of Aryan’s bag 

and started reading it. Aryan saw this, patted him proudly 

on his shoulder, and wrote in his notebook: 

Thak gaya hu dhundhte dhundhte 

Aaj paa lene ki ibadat karta hu 

Mera to kuch nahi 

Phir bhi pyaar baatne ki chahat mein 

Khud se shuruaat karta hu 

(Tired of this consistent search 

today I desire to receive 

Though nothing belongs to me 

so with the desire to spread love 

I begin with myself) 

Jen reached her room and Satya was nowhere to be found. 

Her phone was kept on the bed. She checked washroom, 

and then went to the balcony. As she was about to get 
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tensed, just before returning from the balcony she noticed 

Satya walking in the pathway behind their building. There 

were a few other participants as well taking their stroll, so 

she took a deep breath of relaxation, changed into her tees 

and shorts, grabbed the book “This is me Letting You Go” 

by Heidi Breibe and began reading.  

She didn’t realize when she fell asleep while reading it. 

When Satya came back to the room, she draped the 

blanket over Jen, and she also went to sleep like a baby. 
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4. 

Day – 3: I Hate Failures, 

please, no!!!! 

Okay bring in the failures I practice daily, bro! 
:( 

Aryan and Sid just returned to their room post their 

exercise session, tired as hell and charged like never. 

“Dude, these girls have so much stamina, they were 

enjoying this HIIT like their country just got freedom!” Sid 

complained to Aryan. 

“Bro they both are exercise freaks, so it is natural even if 

there is a challenge in workout regime they will enjoy it” 

Aryan said as he was walking around the room getting his 

stuff set right into the cupboard. 

“You want me to like that?” Sid asked confused. 

“Bro get inspired by it. If they can, so can us. And just 

imagine how great we would feel on a daily basis once 

exercise becomes a part of our daily life.” 

“Yeah, I think you’re right. They are our friends, and we 

should learn great things from enemies as well,” Sid said 

while eating his banana. 

“Enemy is just a concept in your head,” Aryan shouted 

from the washroom while shaving his beard, “each one of 

us is made up of love!” 

“I love you!!! Okay?” Sid shouted back with a loud laughter. 
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No response came. 

After a while when Aryan was ready and waiting for Sid, 

Sid popped out of the bathroom and said: “Dude, too much 

of purpose-less disorder and round tummy days now. Let 

that be a history now!” 

“Bro is everything fine? You seem very excited?” Aryan 

asked removing his aviator sunglasses. 

“I was just thinking why not make it a passion – to make 

people lose weight by solving their emotional and habitual 

problems – a lot of people need it,” Sid grew happier than 

ever. 

“If you could have results for yourself, you can definitely 

do it for others as well, buddy!” said Aryan placing his 

hand on Sid’s tummy. 

“O yes, I am now trying to understand what having results 

mean. And having results on the outside begins with 

having results on the inside,” Sid just couldn’t contain his 

joy. 

“Chak de phatte veer (you go, brother), and go shatter 

your limits,” Aryan give his friend a quick hug and strong 

pat on his back. 

“I know it’s gonna be scary, still let’s do it! I will at least 

know whether I am good for it or not. If it works out, 

great; if it doesn’t at least I’ll have experience of what 

didn’t work out.” Sid said now quickly getting ready, 

“Dude, where’s your gel?” 

“In the drawer of cupboard,” Aryan replied from the 

washroom, washing up his face to make sure his dry tears 

didn’t get wet. He was more than happy for his friend and 
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felt sympathetic for himself for being trapped in this 

family business he respected, yet didn’t enjoy. 

The guys then left (oops, Aryan walked and Sid flew) 

towards the hall for the pre-breakfast session. 

*** 

“Today we are going to talk about a strange topic,” Sister 

Shirley began the session bang on time with her energetic 

voice, “and we have someone very special with you here to 

not only talk about today’s topic which most of us hate, i.e., 

Failure and Problems, it is also something all of us face.  

Before I invite him on stage, let’s meditate for a minute: I 

am an infinite energy – indestructible, unconquerable and 

intangible. Since I am intangible, there is anywhere I can 

go at any time, like I went to my childhood yesterday. 

Since I can go anywhere at any time, today and for the rest 

of my life, I decide to go towards success. Success is my 

birthright. Anything that comes before that is simply that – 

it comes before success. People call it failure, for me it is 

just a step – something that comes before success. Success 

is inevitable for me because I serve the world with my 

success and I am an unconquerable being. 

Open your eyes and relax. 

The speaker for today is Mr. Shashwat – he is a professor 

of psychology and is currently settled in the US. His life has 

an interesting curve and relationship with failures, 

something which I will leave to him to disclose. Please 

welcome on stage, Mr. Shashwat.” 

After being welcomed and given a present of bouquet, 

Shashwat took over the stage and start blowing away 

audience’s minds: 
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“You guys enjoying at FDF here? Give me a cheer peops!” 

Shashwat said with an energetic voice of a millennial, even 

though he wasn’t. 

“This guy in the second row is thinking, I am giving my 

time here, away from my leisure activities and now he 

wants me to give him a cheer as well? Right? 

It is like in relationships we often ask ourselves: Till when 

do I have to give understanding, respect and love to this 

person? Why should I be tolerant? Why should I only do 

this, when will they understand me? 

It is as much as a little kid waiting to be recognized – as 

you all learnt yesterday. Over a period of time that little 

kid stopped getting recognized and that lack of recognition 

was termed by the society at large as “failure”. 

Let’s dissect this word failure: what does it mean in the 

first place, and why are so many people terrified by it? 

Failure is simply not being able to achieve success so far. 

Double underline the words “so far”. It simply means that 

you have not reached the peak of your summit so far. 

It does not, in any manner mean that you won’t ever 

achieve success in the future. 

Does anyone walk here? Raise your hands if anyone does?” 

The audience started laughing and everyone raised their 

hands. 

“Now,” Shashwat continued in his humorous tone, “keep 

your hands raised if you never fell down while learning to 

walk.” 

All the hands went down. 
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“You see ladies and gentlemen, oops, I forgot I am with 

millennials, you see girls and guys, boys and babes, each 

one of you fell down several times while learning to walk. 

Some of you still fall down.” 

There was a soft roar of laughter in the audience. 

“Did your parents tell you that you are a complete failure, 

you simply cannot do it, we have put in a lot of efforts, and 

now we are going to put you to a special school! 

Nope. They didn’t. They knew it is natural to fall down 

while learning to walk so you were not sent to special 

school. You tried the next time. And the next time. And one 

more time. Till it was totally impossible for you not to 

walk.  

Even though it seems natural, the entire world which 

believes in failure has ignored the obvious reason: since 

they did not accept and allow the failure to enter their 

heads, pretty much everyone walks now.  

Now let’s take that mindset to something you have been 

labeling as “failure” now: maybe it’s your business that 

you want to start, maybe it’s a failed relationship, maybe it 

is feeling lonely because of sibling’s marriage, maybe even 

it is feeling unfulfilled because of reasons you don’t know 

– all these feelings, emotions, hurts, heartaches, headaches 

are there for a reason – to literally be your driver towards 

taking you to the peak called success unlimited. 

You don’t know how you will navigate so much hurt and 

pain. You don’t have to know it. As Martin Luther King Jr. 

said, ‘You have to take the first leap of faith.’  

Go ahead with taking one small step at a time and over a 

period of time you will reach a place when the word 
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failure will be completely eliminated from your dictionary 

and life. 

Remember King’s words: faith. Move with unwavering 

faith for what you know is the next right move, and the 

next right move, and then the next right move. 

Like your life so far…you didn’t know as a kid that you’re 

going to face all these traumas that you have faced so far. 

Yet when they just showed up, you took a leap of faith. 

Like this program of FDF is a leap of faith. 

There is a reason why this is called “Fit Doesn’t Fit” – 

because this program is not for everyone. This program is 

not for those who face a difficult or terrible situation and 

then spend the rest of their lives complaining and whining 

about it. 

Then there are the un-fitters like you. Who not only 

recognize that something is not right, they also own it, take 

responsibility for it, and decide for now and forever – that 

you are not going to stay married to this. So you figured out 

a way – to come to the FDF workshop to heal your pain so 

that you don’t get eaten up by this pain. 

This is your moment of glory – and I know despite so 

many failures you have faced and still facing, you made the 

brave choice to come to this workshop and resolve your 

biggest blocks. 

Someone whose oxygen is getting approval of herd would 

not have come here. No matter how much you guys and 

gals consider yourself to be a failure, you aren’t.  

You thrive on your intuition. That is real success.” 
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Shashwat continued in his ever-energetic tone after 

breakfast, which was delayed by half an hour due to 

audience’s and his indulgence in each other: 

“I want to share an interesting story that will make you 

understand how failure is simply a roadblock to move 

forward with greater speed. 

I was born in a small village in Uttar Pradesh. I did not cry 

or move after being taken out of my mother’s womb. 

Thirty-five years ago, there were no hospital facilities in 

villages. They don’t exist even now in many villages. I was 

given skin-to-skin for warmth, by a freshly trained 

volunteer who assisted in childbirth, and then after her 

never-ending efforts, I finally started crying. That was just 

the beginning. 

I was dyslexic. I could not understand or read anything. 

Everyone said I wouldn’t amount to anything. My relatives 

suggested my parents to put me to special school; my 

parents they refused. They believed in me. 

My father had gotten a job as a car cleaner and cook in 

Delhi, so I grew up in there and went to public school. 

When in school I was also sent to a gang of drug smugglers 

through bad company of friends. Over a month passed by, 

and one day my mother caught me when she saw drugs in 

my schoolbag. She immediately changed my school, and 

made sure that all of them in the family gave me just love 

and acceptance. 

With continuous efforts of my parents and elder sister, I 

somehow ended up graduating. This was not enough. Now 

I wanted to study more, yet I had to be mindful of the fact 

that I was not born with a silver spoon in my mouth. I had 

to take care of my family as well, financially.   
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I got a job and also started applying for scholarships in the 

US. With focused efforts of three years, I got one in 

majoring in psychology and went to with a bag of my 

dreams and passions. 

There I took a job along with college that paid me well 

enough to support the lifestyle my family had back in 

Delhi. With those efforts, now we are well off. 

In the past few years, I have presented groundbreaking 

researches, am teaching psychology in a reputed college 

and have made sure my family live here with luxuries they 

were denied in my childhood. 

Quite a story it is, and I want you to take at least two 

takeaways from this: 

One, nothing, nothing, and NOTHING ever compares to 

persistence and focus on the goal. When you have decided 

with unwavering faith and every step of yours is in 

direction of your goal, no bad fortune, no poverty, no bad 

company, nothing can ever stop you. 

Two, with every challenging situation you are given, there 

is another beautiful side of the coin already with you. 

When I was not moving after birth, a twenty-year-old 

trained volunteer saved me. When I got in the company of 

smuggling drugs, my family gave me incredible support. 

The other side of something else going great in your life is 

always there. Look to it not only in crisis, rather even 

when all is going fab. You will see your power growing 

exponentially. Gratitude is your best friend. Period. 

You might be wondering why I am telling this story to you. 

You might also be wondering that most of you don’t have 

supportive parents, even though they love you 

unconditionally; or most of you have gone through bigger 
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failures than what I went through – then what is the point 

of my story to you? 

The point is those two lessons. Each one of us has a story 

to tell. Each one of our stories contains transcending 

failure to limitless power.  

What you have got to do with that failure is to use it. Use 

that failure to fly over it. Because this world, when you go 

out of this workshop back to your life, this world out there 

is filled with mess. And people make it messier when one 

person argues with another, blaming the other for making 

it messy. 

Your job is not to get into this mess. Your job is to fly over 

this mess when you go back to the world of mess. 

How will you be able to do that? 

You will be able to do that when you understand the 

meaning of failure and meaning of success. The messy 

world is running after failure to failure thinking they are in 

chase of success.  

Let me tell you what is ultimate failure. 

Ultimate failure is not financial or career failure. Why? 

Because they can be turned into success at any time you 

decide to change your inner story. 

Straighten your backs and listen carefully now, you may 

need this power of discernment for the rest of your lives. 

1. Ultimate failure is thinking and analyzing about 

others. Let’s say you are a dietician. You take care of what 

you consume and make sure your clients achieve 

wonderful results. If, in the process, you are constantly 

nagging your family and friends for not following you, you 

are a failure. Because they have their own journey and 
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more than that, their own understanding of food facts. 

Even though what you’re saying is perfectly right and 

maybe what they are following needs to be checked, yet 

your role is to nudge a little bit once a blue moon, and then 

go back to unconditional acceptance. People need love and 

validations more than anything else, trust me on this. 

Or take another example. Let’s say someone cuts your car 

on busy peak hour traffic, and in the process there is a 

dent in your car. The dent in your car will be repaired, 

however the words of anger which you will gift to that 

driver will stay with them for the rest of the day and 

probably they’ll never forget it in their lives. Shouting and 

blaming the other person is the ultimate failure, if you 

really want to be successful, earn blessings. Tell the other 

person, ‘It’s okay. Never mind!’ He will not only be happy 

with you, he will tell at least 20 other people, and now 

those 20 people will sit together and burst you with 

blessings.  

Those blessings are the real success. Don’t believe that 

your shouting and getting angry will make the other 

person understand how to drive. They already know how 

to drive, they just made a mistake for which they are 

realizing more than your words could teach them. You be 

the Angel they need right now, because you too need an 

Angel right then. Be one. 

2. Ultimate failure is not making that call when you 

must. You have probably grown up to be successful in 

your career, or probably you are still struggling. You’ll 

figure a way out to that. What about being true to people 

who deserve you? It really does not matter if you have 

millions of followers on Instagram and you reply to each 
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comment on your post. Congratulations on that 

achievement btw. 

What really matters, is those 10-15 or even lesser people, 

who matter the most to you, are you always available for 

them? Do you reply to their text messages? Do you 

proactively call them or text them? Do you just love them 

unconditionally without expecting them to give you 

something in return? Your real job is to make sure that 

your family and the closest friends have you by your side 

anytime they need you. It literally does not mean you are 

on your phone the entire day, although it does mean that 

you will get back to their voice message or call within 24-

48 hours. 

We all know that it is nothing about busy, it is always 

about priorities. And if something is as important as 

brushing teeth, it gets done no matter what is the burden 

of tasks for the day. 

Be a go-to person if you really want to become successful 

and you will never feel empty within. 

3. Third ultimate failure is being complacent. There is a 

reason why majority of the people are the happiest as 

kids, hugely happy when in school, quite happy in college 

and totally unhappy after completing college.  

You’ll be shocked at listening what the reason is. The 

reason is obvious and also invisible: people are happiest 

when they are learning and growing. The world outside 

of us has taught us to learn a lot as kids and it keeps on 

getting inversely proportional to people’s ages.  

Since we are not learning at all, we are not providing stuff 

to our brain to feed upon. Your body needs food to grow. 

What about your brain? A typical human being eats at 
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least 4 meals a day and a human being focused on a 

perfect physique eats at least 8 small meals a day.  

So make it a point to read a lot from self-help literature 

every single day. Make 60 minutes a bare minimum. Or 

listen to audiobooks while driving instead of allowing 

radio to wander into your life. Trashy novels are not going 

to help, you have to make a commitment to be married to 

self-help literature like nothing else, and you will find 

those treasures within that you didn’t even imagine, 

existed. 

You will find solutions to your problems, source of 

happiness in the middle of pain, hope amidst 

hopelessness, and you will be the light when everyone else 

is surrounded by darkness. You will be failure-proof when 

your mind is focused on improving and raising its 

standards. 

The obvious yet unseen thing about failure is that it does 

not happen suddenly on one sunny Wednesday morning. 

Failure is the result of lack of understanding of knowledge 

of your work, knowledge about your people and their 

understanding, and most importantly, lack of 

understanding of who you are; done over a period of time. 

And now, brace yourselves because… 

The biggest failure is not staying true to your own 

nature. Your true nature is you can do or be anything. The 

problem in not achieving your goals is not that you are 

inadequate or there is something wrong with you that 

needs to be fixed. Nope. Not at all. You just need to make 

yourself purer each day to be able to receive all that you 

are so beautifully wanting.  
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Purity here means purity in thoughts, words and actions 

Not even thinking a bad thought for someone who hurt 

you. Not judging anyone. Not losing your calm when 

everyone thinks you “should” get angry. Not gossiping at 

the water cooler. Mooosttt importantly, not losing your 

faith when things do not go your way – having trust in 

your ability and the Universal Intelligence that takes care 

of you more than you could ever believe.  

Which brings me to success. What a word! Even hearing it 

brings a dopamine rush inside us. True or not? Come on, 

tell me you young peops! Make some noise if you feel that 

rush of dopamine right now if you feel good upon hearing 

the word success!” 

The audience gave a loud cheer. 

“Louder!” Shashwat said, “The breakfast of idli and 

chutney was real yum and gave you a lot of energy. Use 

that energy and give me a louder one!” 

The audience gave a louder one this time. 

“Yeah, that’s the way of un-fitters.  They don’t make noise 

like a sheep. They roar like a lion, because they are one. 

Success ladies and gentlemen, the definition the “fit-in” 

society has taught us is more or less with achieving goals. 

Bucket list ticks make you successful. 

What about hurting others on your way to the top? (Pro 

tip: Hurting others does not include people feigning hurt 

so that you don’t move forward. Hurting simply means 

being disrespectful.)  

What about using all your money for yourself and not 

giving it away as charity (without letting anyone know)? 
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What about not taking care of your meal timings and 

eating whenever you “get time” because you are busy 

“getting successful”? 

Trust me, there is nothing wrong with being the richest 

person you know or achieving the scariest goals. That is 

success. Rather, that is just a part of success. 

Real success is happiness in pursuit.  

Real success is being happy irrespective of anything 

happening on the outside.  

Real success means giving a hug to a friend in need instead 

of giving solutions. They don’t need solutions, do they? 

They have brain of their own to reach a solution. They 

need someone to accept them unconditionally and listen 

to them. That is success. 

Real success is enjoying an exotic vacation without 

checking in on social media and posting zero pictures. 

Real success is feeling successful and having faith in you. 

Come on, anyone can have faith in themselves when things 

are working well, to have the faith that you are invincible 

and able to achieve anything on the outside through your 

awesomeness on the inside, is the success world lacks. 

Guess what? The real success we all are talking about, is 

totally different from what the world is aspiring for – so 

there is veryyyy minimal competition at what your 

standards are. As you keep on aspiring for those 

standards, the material success that the world is after 

comes automatically to you. It naturally gravitates 

towards you because you have worked on the entity, a.k.a. 

you, which brings success is perfectly in flow to receive 

every good thing that life has to offer. 
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So before we wrap up for lunch boys and girls, I’ll share 

with you a few brief pointers so it remains easy for you to 

remember it for the rest of your lives: 

1. One, success means being unshakable and 

unmovable: Life happens. People happen. Things happen. 

Your job is to stay untouched by everything around.  

Now you might say that if someone gets angry at you 

despite your being right, it is your job to respond with 

greater anger and get upset. I request you to keep this 

negative side aside for a minute. 

Let’s take a look at the positive side. Let’s say you have 

done something incredible which was your goal for many, 

many years. Now you are going around and telling 

everyone. As they are congratulating you, you are feeling 

happier and more charged up with every wish coming to 

you. 

My question to you is: Was your goal dependent on 

someone else saying good things about you? Or was it for 

you raising a notch higher? Pause for a moment to think.  

If it was about former, don’t you think this success will 

make you feel hollow; while the latter would have made 

you a human being of deep respect and inner power. If we 

are waiting for others to like us when we get successful, 

probably we need to check our path. And if we are not 

waiting for others to like us when we get successful, the 

very same ‘others’ shouldn’t affect us when they are not 

on the right path. 

2. Two, only purity can breed success: Basics triumph 

everything that is layered up.  

 Be honest with your conduct.  

 Work like you have never done.  
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 Think and imagine like you have never done.  

 Analyze yourself and work towards removing the 

negativities that are clouding your sunshine. 

 Think right about people. 

 Look for the good in them even though there isn’t 

any visible. You have to practice overlooking 

reality if it’s painful and undesirable, because 

looking at what exists does no harm to the human 

being seen and lowers your vibration. 

See people as you want them to be, treat them as 

you want them to be, and they shall become so.  

Purity means purity. Not a single thought about why 

success is not justified for you, why people are bad, or 

justifying the situations. We create the reality with our 

vibrations, and pure vibrations mean zero adulteration. 

A friend of mine shared a tough story his family went 

through. Her parents migrated from what is known as 

Hyderabad in Sind, Pakistan to India at the time of 

partition of India. It was not an easy thing. Their family, 

like many other families, fled by getting into a train. It was 

rather a horrid sight as her grandparents used to tell her. 

For quite some time after settling in India, her father had a 

fear of train – because for him train meant another 

horrible experience.  

So do you know what my friend’s grandmother did? She 

changed her son’s name to Tej Bahadur: which means 

fierce and brave. Every single time during the day she 

used to call my friend’s father by this very name. In a few 

weeks, his fear began to get vanished, and soon he was 

playing at the train station. 
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This is what pure unadulterated thoughts create magic – 

when you totally refuse the possibility of what is, and 

focus 200 % on what reality you want. Nothing can stop 

you no matter how big and bad the reality is. 

3. Three, and this one you will find ironic – Have zero 

desires. There is a law that says it is better to die than to 

beg. This is exactly what unfortunately happens with 

people’s aims. The aim for something to become better 

and to grow, and over a period of time, those aims 

transform into desires and make us beggars. We are no 

longer focused on growth and all we do is ask, ask, and 

ask.  

The real way is to have an aim, and then surrender. Do 

your work and things will happen. You do not go to a 

restaurant and order something once, and while the time 

it is being prepared you do not place another order for the 

same thing again and again. Has anyone done this before? 

No one.  

Remember the game of once. Know what you want once 

and start feeling it in your bones that you have received it. 

You want a house by the beach to feel the breeze on your 

face the moment you wake up – what is the point of 

desiring and begging that house so much that the current 

breeze in your ventilated apartment stops reaching your 

lungs due to anxiety? 

If you chase your shadow it will run away. If you move on, it 

follows you.  

“Is that cool with you? I know it is.” Shashwat answered to 

his own question with a super energetic voice. 

“Now, one final thing before we break for lunch,” 

Shashwat added, “you have chosen a path of excellence, 
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not a path of mediocrity like most of the population. On 

this path, there will be usual roadblocks that anyone who 

wants an average life will get and you will also have the 

resistance to average because the average within you that 

you want to become dormant will keep on instigating you 

to come back. You just have to remember success is the 

process. It is the “during” that matters the most. Just focus 

on being in that physical, mental and emotional state that 

you are unconquerable no matter what. That is what will 

make excellence your nature. It will definitely take time, 

btw mediocrity also does. Whom will you allow to drive 

your life from this moment onwards, for every remaining 

moment is only up to you.” 

“ONLY UP TO YOU.” Shashwat repeated. 

“That’s it for your pre-lunch session. We will meditate for 

two minutes before we exit. This one was taught to me by 

none other than Sister Shirley and her phenomenal team. 

Here we go: 

‘I am. “I am” is followed by a blank. That blank is up to me 

to fill. I can choose hatred, anxiety, pain and still earn 

money that will take care of my resulting diabetes and 

depression problems; or I can choose acceptance, working 

on myself, unconditional love, self-love sans ego, and 

protecting myself from energy drainers.  

I have the power of discernment in smallest to biggest 

circumstances, and that only defines how successful I am. I 

am.’ 

*** 

At the lunch table, these four friends did not have any 

measure of their joy from what they just learned. 
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“I just can’t believe there is so much depth in success. 

Seems like I have been living my life at a superficial level.” 

Sid reflected. 

“I agree. So much to go within to be amazing without.” Jen 

said as she carefully measured the quantity of dal she 

wanted to eat. 

“Apna time aa gaya dosto! (Our time has come friends!)” 

Sid said to his friends placing his hand around Aryan’s 

shoulder because of so much excitement he had as a result 

of what was unfolding. 

“Truth!” Satya laughed. Sid followed suit. 

“Listen you all, let’s go on a bike ride around this place 

after lunch. Please Jen and Satya don’t say that you have to 

rest for some time.” Aryan said as Satya was about to open 

her mouth. 

“Yeah, it is almost 1PM. We have roughly 4 hours before 

our next session begins.” Sid agreed, “With only one 

problem.” 

“Which is?” Jen and Satya spoke in unison. 

“We are four and we have only one bike.” 

“Hey don’t worry about that Sid,” Aryan confirmed, “I met 

another participant in the corridor in the morning and he 

told me about his bike ride yesterday. He has promised to 

lend us his bike for today.” 

“Not a bad idea, and as a thank you for his kind gesture we 

will refuel his bike’s tank in full.” Satya said high-fiving 

Aryan. 

“What a planning dude! I’m in.” Jen raised her left hand to 

confirm. 
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“I was already!” Satya also raised her hand. 

“This man can’t go anywhere without me. I’m also in.” Sid 

said patting Aryan’s back. 

“Alright then my new and wonderful friends!” Aryan 

declared using the butter milk glass as his mike, “Get 

ready for the most exotic bike ride of your life!” 

“Yayyy!!!” Jen and Sid started tapping their plates with 

spoons. So did Satya and Aryan now. 

“And ladies, please don’t say you’re gonna be tanned. It’s 

just February. Not May.” Aryan said to both Jen and Satya. 

“Haha, don’t you worry Aryan.” Satya agreed. 

“I was, and now you have taken this point from me,” Jen 

stated giving a bit of fake arrogance, “huh!!” she sighed. 

*** 

“Can I ride?” Jen asked Sid as he seated himself on the 

driver’s seat of the bike.  

Aryan drew his bike closer with Satya seated as pillion: 

“Jen I didn’t know they teach this also in gym!” he joked. 

“Not funny! You male chauvinist!” Jen said giving a light 

punch to his helmet covered head. He placed a smile on his 

face and finger on his lips. 

“Jen you never told this award-winning fact ever” Satya 

came down from bike to be the arbitrator, “otherwise we 

would’ve borrowed bike from these men for our girls’ only 

ride.” 

“Yeah my ex-boyfriend….” Jen stopped in mid-sentence. 
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“Come on Jenny, why not!” Sid interrupted quickly 

changing the topic, “lemme learn some bike riding tips 

from you today.” 

“You will,” she wore the helmet, placed herself on the 

driver’s seat, pillions were seated, and off they went. 

For about an hour, they explored the lush greenery of the 

Aravali mountains on the bike. None of them used their 

phone to navigate where they were going. In fact, they 

were feeling so whole that they didn’t feel like taking out 

the phone as a substance to abuse, including Sid who was 

by now happily divorced from PUBG.  

Even miniscule things like dogs on the road that is a 

hedonic adaptation in our busy lives became a sight to 

witness during this ride. They just rode and rode. It just 

felt for them like a bird had been discharged from the cage 

and now was experiencing flight to the fullest. The 

mountains were no less of amazing. They were not so cold 

which made the journey quite comfortable. At some times, 

these friends would be riding in the clouds, and at other 

times, they would be above the clouds.  

The non-monsoon drizzle kept on making its presence felt 

for some time until it finally disappeared and made way 

for sun to shine. They kept on riding the narrow roads 

overlooking the deep valleys filled with lush green 

vegetation. 

They finally stopped outside a park. Jen bought some 

freshly washed cucumbers and carrots from the roadside 

vendor, for all of them to eat. It was totally surreal to ride 

this much and get into a park that had nothing less than 

heaven to offer. Walking paths were beautifully laden with 

flowers of all colours and hues. The grass was the 

brightest green shade of green. In the middle of the park 
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was a gigantic fountain below which was transcribed: “As 

you sow, so shall you reap.” 

The four friends sat casually in a circle on a patch of grass 

near the fountain and began chatting. 

Satya (to Aryan and Sid): Where are you guys from? 

Aryan: Too quick to ask baby! :) I’m from Chandigarh and 

he’s from Lucknow. 

Satya: One friend is a king and another is a Nawab. Not 

bad. Then how did you guys come here by bike? 

Sid: Truth, I knew you were about to ask this question so I 

am ready with my answer along with all the evidences 

Your Highness. This bike belongs to my Uncle who lives in 

Udaipur. We drove from Udaipur to this ashram. See, here 

are our pics at my Uncle’s place just before leaving from 

there. 

Sid shows his phone to Satya and continues humorously: 

Sid: And if you remember we were wearing these same 

clothes on the day we met. 

Satya smiled, Aryan stared at Sid and Jen came to her 

friend’s rescue 

Jen: Will you stop making fun of my friend? She was just 

being interested in you guys as a person should be while 

having an authentic conversation. Okay? 

Aryan: Okay madam and now lemme answer you another 

inevitable question (looking at both Satya and Jen): We 

both were school friends while Sid stayed in Chandigarh, 

and then he moved to Lucknow after college, as his family 

migrated there. 

Satya: Smart you are to guess what’s next. 
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Aryan: Of course babe, I am surrounded by two smart 

brains these days. 

Jen (high-fiving Aryan): That’s so true! (Taking a deep 

breath, she continued) How are you guys feeling here – 

this meditation, amazing lessons about the topics we 

heard all our lives and here those very common topics are 

giving an uncommon meaning. How are things going with 

you guys?  I’m personally feeling like something deep 

within me is moving, a big shift is happening. I have 

started loving myself more. 

Sid: You’re right Jenny. I have started having a purpose for 

myself here which I completely lacked all my life. I have 

started feeling that I am not irrelevant. I matter. 

Everything that is deemed as failure is just an illusion. If I 

can get over my bad habits and start living healthy, anyone 

can. And if I can get over my bad habits and get healthy, I 

can teach it to anyone. (Turning towards Aryan) What do 

you think Bro?  

Aryan: Honestly the material here is great and they are 

touching something internally as Jen said, yet I haven’t 

found the solution to my problem. I am stuck in my family 

business, not as a force yet out of responsibility. Rather it 

is some weird kind of problem which needs some weird 

solution. 

Satya: Probably you’ll get it tomorrow in the counselling 

day. That’s what I think all of us are looking for – to find 

hope in the midst of our respective problems. 

Jen: Sweetie, do you want to share now, about your reason 

for coming here? 

Satya: I do. I do want to. I just have a lot of guilt about 

what all happened and how I did not use my brain in such 
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terrible situations. The guilt is so much holding the gates 

to my heart that every time I want to open up, it just 

reminds me how big a fool I was. 

Sid: Satya that happens with all of us – we all are just 

growing. Maybe when I see fitness freaks like you and Jen 

even I may feel guilty for not being like you. And it’s okay 

if I am moving in the right direction now. 

Satya nods her head, however still confused 

Aryan: I know I seem ironical, yet don’t you think we need 

to practice self-forgiveness? For whatever happened, 

you’re not repeating it. So forgive yourself Satya. 

Satya looks at him smiling in sarcasm at herself. 

Aryan: What? You repeated? 

Satya: Yes, I did. I did not learn a lesson from the first 

mistake and allowed that mistake to be a part of my life as 

a friend. Since I didn’t accept first one was a mistake, I 

made another, similar and bigger mistake. It took me two 

big mistakes, so many slaps on my face and so many tears 

from my eyes and heart to understand what mistakes I 

had made. 

Satya sighed. 

Jen: Satya, I think we all can guess where you’re coming 

from. I want to tell you about my ex-boyfriend – he had a 

bunch of friends who did make relationship mistakes over 

and over again. In your case, the truth hit you in its face 

with two. Trust me, there are a lot of people who are 

walking around doing mistakes and not even realizing 

what they have done. 

Aryan: Yes, baby, and if I am not wrong, it is about two 

guys in your life. Even if you considered your acts as a 
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mistake, it requires two hands to make a clap – they both 

would’ve been equally responsible. 

Satya: Yet by blaming them I can’t waive the responsibility 

off my shoulders. 

Sid: Truth although you are speaking right, yet you can’t 

stay married to an illusion of past that shook you up from 

the core. 

Satya: Thanks Sid, you’re right. Since you all have guessed 

it is about two guys whom I “hashtag” loved, even though I 

feel ashamed to admit it, there is a bigger reality to it. I’ll 

tell you all everything, once I am done with counselling 

tomorrow. I just want to know a detached perspective of a 

counsellor, because as friends you all just accept me 

unconditionally. 

Aryan (in a humorous and dominating tone): De diya tujhe 

samay humne – ye ek Raja ka elan hai! (Granted you the 

time; is declared by the King).  

Jen placed her hand around Satya’s shoulder and gave her 

a hug. 

Jen: Everything’s gonna be fine sweetie.   

Sid: Alright then ladies, on this occasion of union of four 

friends for life and their life problems and bigger 

solutions, our very own poet Mr. Aryan is going to recite a 

poem. Refreshments are provided by our Dr. Jen who will 

make sure you eat only healthy stuff. Now please give a big 

hand to our very own Mr. Aryan. 

The girls and Sid gave a big applause. Jen passed on 

cucumber and carrots to all. 

Aryan: Thank you guys! 

He clears up his throat, and starts speaking: 
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Ye pyaar ka kaisa dabdaba hai 

(looking at Satya) Koi pyaar ki wajah se andar hi khoya hai 

(looking at Jen) Kisi ne pyaar ko aur khud ko kho diya hai 

(looking at Sid) Koi zindagi se pyaar ki talaash me hai 

(pointing at himself) Koi shabdo ke saath pyaar me udna 

chahta hai 

Ye pyaar ka kaisa dabdaba hai 

Lekin ek pyaar aisa bhi hai 

Jo bediyo dukh dard se koso door hai 

Saathi mile aise paraaye, apno se zyaada apna bana gaye 

Saathi mile aise paraaye, pyaar ki talaash me bhatakna 

chuda diya 

Saathi mile aise parraye, jinse kuch rishta nahi 

Sirf neeswarth aur nishkalankit pyaar ka rishta hai -   

Pyaar ki talash me pyaar aaj tohfa ban dastak par aaya hai 

Jisme na koi bandish na hi bediyaan 

Sirf anmol pyaar aur humare pagalpan ka dabdaba hai 

Ye pyaar ka kaisa dabdaba hai 

Pyaar ki talash me pyaar aaj tohfa ban dastak par aaya hai 

 

(Look at the dominance this love holds  

(looking at Satya) Someone is lost within because of love 

(looking at Jen) Someone has lost herself and love 

(looking at Sid) Someone is in search of love with life 

(pointing at himself) Someone wants to fly in love with 

words  

Look at the dominance this love holds 

And there is this one special kind of love 

That transcends limitations and hurts 

Met such strangers, made me feel at home more than 

home 

Met such strangers, made me stop wandering in search of 
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love 

Met such strangers, who share no relation 

Relation of only pure and unadulterated love this is -  

In search of love, love has landed up to me as a gift 

That does not bind or limit 

Only invaluable love and madness dominate here 

Look at the dominance this love holds 

In search of love, love has landed up to me as a gift) 

 

Aryan then bowed to his friends. They all appreciated him 

with loud applause 

Satya: What an apt description Aryan, to raise a toast to 

our friendships! 

Jen: Whoa!!!! Your words just hit right! You are a superstar 

Aryan!!! 

Aryan: (with a smiling face) O’ thank you ladies!  

Sid: Bro I didn’t know this inpromptu talent also existed. 

Now you will say a poem for me every time I desire of it 

(he said with one hand around Aryan’s shoulder and 

another patting his friend’s midriffs in appreciation) 

Aryan: (jokingly) Yeah, and you will lie down sideways on 

bed with a flower in one hand, all the while smelling the 

flower and listening to all of it? 

All of them laughed out loud. This was truly one of the 

most unforgettable memories they would cherish whole 

their lives. 

Aryan: On that note, I’d get you all a drink as a token of 

appreciation. 

Sid: Bro if I’ll appreciate you more each day now, will you 

take me to Big Boys Toys for shopping? 
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Jen: Yeah, and take me to Under Armor and Nike store for 

shopping…. I’ll be cool with that. I also agree to appreciate 

you each day. 

Satya: Yes, he will, he just said. The lawyer (a.k.a. yours 

truly) has his words as a first-hand witness. 

Aryan (in a light hearted yet assertive voice): Keep quiet 

and be happy with sugarcane juice.  

All feigned sadness. As they started walking outside the 

park, Aryan bought four glasses of sugarcane juice from a 

roadside vendor. 

All four: Cheers to our friendship! 

Jen: Cheers to you all eating cucumbers and carrots! 

Sid: Cheers to me finding my purpose! 

Satya: Cheers to you all encouraging me to live without 

guilt! 

Aryan: And for the first time, cheers to me believing in 

myself that I can publish my poetries and share it with the 

world!!! Big loud cheers!!! 

They all had the greatest fun that noon and then rode for 

another hour to get back to the ashram. They reached just 

a couple of minutes before the session began, rushed into 

the auditorium, grabbed the seats in the last row, and 

drew a couple of deep breaths. 

“Alright then my wonderful people” Shashwat entered the 

stage with his energetic tone and lit the stage on fire with 

his aura “you all seem to be charged up and freshened!” 

“Ask us!” Aryan murmured with a radiance of happiness 

coupled with peace. 
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“Good. Now from 5PM to 6:30PM is going to be your time. 

I don’t want to be that speaker who speaks and speaks and 

you listen and listen and we both enjoy and by the time 

you’ve reached home your learning remains just a source 

of spiritual entertainment and not deeply ingrained. 

Do you fear this? I know you do – you all do want to 

exercise what all you people are learning here, back to 

your respective places when you go there. Not only this, 

you want to feel amazing on a daily basis even when FDF 

gets over. 

That is what FDF stands for. Fit Doesn’t Fit. Stop fitting in 

and blaze your own trail. While most of the population 

does attend one program or another, they do not ingrain it 

because the changed happens at a superficial level. When 

they get back home they are back to square one.  

For you, the un-fitters, the ruling tribe of the entire world 

– the ones who will change the world – for you, the change 

happens at emotional level. Your emotions drive you to 

action and when these emotions take charge, everything 

changes. 

That’s why it is the best thing to stop following the world 

and start creating your own history.  

Which brings me to you. If you want to create history, you 

have to focus on yourself. Only when you are full of 

yourself and feel abundant inside, you can give to others. 

Nothing can flow out of an empty cup. Right? 

Focusing on yourself is the only way to get out of your 

own way and start the joy journey. What I mean is that 

you have to know what your strengths and weaknesses 

are. If any single person amongst all of us is asked what 

are the strengths and weaknesses of our friends and 
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family, we’d give a humungous list in less than sixty 

seconds. 

For us, we really need to think a lot and go deep to know 

what are our pearls and roadblock. This exercise you are 

going to do now. Because the biggest failure as we 

discussed in the first half, is staying untrue to your true 

nature. 

We’ve already discussed a lot about that before lunch, now 

is the time to take some action – so you get that 

momentum. 

Right now boys and girls, take some time to write down as 

many strengths and few weaknesses of yours. You’ve got 

forty-five minutes, till 6:30 PM, go take out your note-book 

and pen and let your mind give you results. We are not 

going shallow, we are going deep and that’s why you are 

being provided more time so that you just don’t skim 

through the surface of the depths your brain holds, you 

are going to the bottom of the ocean.  

Don’t worry, you don’t have to show these to anyone. They 

are totally private to you. You just have to write and let 

your brain be empty so it could decide what from that list 

to capitalize on, instead of staying confused. 

Remember, you have to make sure that your list of 

strengths is bigger than your weaknesses. Your strengths 

are the foundation on which the building of your life is 

going to be built upon. Weaknesses are to be accounted 

just to make you aware – so at any time they pop up, you 

will be aware and dance with it through your strengths 

instead of getting upset about it. 

Now go ahead and jot down your strengths and 

weaknesses. 
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(Readers are also requested to do this exercise for forty-

five minutes now, not later, because you know you won’t 

do it later. What will come out is going to be nothing short 

of miracles.) 

*** 

After the exercise, there was the meditation class from 

6:30 PM to 7:30 PM; post which Shashwat gave his final 

words: 

“Most people will chase success as if their lives depend on 

it” Shashwat began, “which it does. Life of most people 

does depend on success. Yet they don’t know what success 

really means. So they run after the wrong things and when 

those wrong things do come to them, they wonder why 

they aren’t happy in the first place. 

Success always begins from within. Invariably. This is the 

mantra the world outside will consciously attempt to 

make you forget. The world will try to tell you to be sad 

because that is what they are. Your happiness, your 

exuberance, your radiance, your power, your calm, your 

centeredness from within will drive them crazy and make 

them wonder what planet are you from. 

This is what the herd’s or the world’s most important job 

is. They are disguised as family members or friends who 

try to make sure you do not grow exponentially, because 

for them that would mean you’d leave them. Love them 

unconditionally, accept them unconditionally, yet do not 

allow their resistance to your growth actually resist your 

growth. 

It is a natural wiring for the human brain that gets tensed 

when a member of the herd leaves the group. And that 
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unconscious wiring comes out as resistance disguised as 

concern, logic and harm.  

Agreed?  

Yes, the real success is being someone who attracts 

success which we have been discussing the entire day 

today. Failure and success on the outside are just two 

sides of the same coin. Failure is another name for 

learning as an essential part of success, and success on the 

outside is the result of being relentless and persistent. 

Nothing else. 

Your real job is to feel success all the time even when a 

terrible failure pops out on the outside. In a moment of 

difficulty, you are not what you think you are. You are 

what you are in a moment of silence – a field of abundant 

possibility for which nothing is impossible – water cannot 

wet it, wind cannot dry it, and fire cannot burn it. Nothing 

can happen to you – EVER – if you remember who you are. 

You are not your name, you are not your title, you are not 

the bad label that boyfriend / girlfriend gave you, you are 

not the result of anger of family members in the past, you 

are not what happened to you in the past. 

You are what you choose to be today. And every single 

day. Death is not when your breath stops; death is when you 

start living a life that stops taking your breath away. Don’t 

die. Live while you have life. 

And, the most important thing for today: As you raise 

higher, raise your standards, become more present, be 

more patient, you are not only going to achieve wondrous 

results; also a bigger set of challenges await you.  

It is as good as you clearing first grade. Once you have 

cleared first grade, the exams of second grade will be 
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tougher and the same will continue for the rest of your life. 

So don’t expect challenges or situations to get better 

because you would have gotten better – rather totally 

expect them to get worse because now you’ll have the 

skills and emotional ability to deal with them. 

Remember, in a moment under fire, never scream, and get 

angry, irritated or frustrated. Even if these emotions arise 

in your mind at first, do not use your words to express 

them. A word once spoken could never be taken away. It is 

said that people do not forget how you made them feel – 

however if you made them feel uncomfortable while you 

were angry from within and speaking nothing; and the 

next time you made them feel comfortable because you 

were calm and spoke kind words, they will forget your 

attitude of first time because you had not spoken a single 

word to validate your inner frustration.  

Words are like Pareto Principle. They constitute less than 

20 percent of entire communication, along with body 

language and tonality – yet they have the power of 

affecting 80 percent of the receiver’s mind. 

Use your words wisely, express nothing when you are 

angry, hurt, irritated or sad and you would have all the 

blessings in the world. 

That’s it, from my side, boys and girls!! It was so much fun 

interacting with you and seeing the young energy taking 

great leaps towards taking care of the inner architecture. 

Nothing could ever be better than that.” 

Shashwat took a bow to the audience, received a huge 

standing ovasion because of the way he moved the 

audience, and then he proceeded backstage. 
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Sister Shirley took over the stage and announced: 

“Shashwat’s email address is here, written on the white 

board, all those who want to interact with him, do take it 

down. 

Now you all shall proceed for dinner. Tomorrow is your 

counselling day. Your counsellors will be arriving 

tomorrow early morning, so after exercise session you all 

will get ready and go to the rooms in the campus that have 

been allotted to you – for your respective counselling 

sessions. 

Make as much as you can with these counselling sessions – 

the counsellors are dealing with millennials like you for 

years and there have been zero exceptions when a 

participant did not experience their road blocks removed 

and experience amazing levels of happiness and internal 

power. Every single time. 

So enjoy your dinner, have a walk around the beauty you 

are surrounded with, have a good night sleep and get 

ready for your transformation tomorrow! Good night 

folks!” Sister Shirley then vanished into the backstage and 

“Train Song” from the movie Gully Boy started playing in 

the background. 

The four friends were too tired, they had already had a bit 

of khichdi with Satya, and now they all went straight to 

their rooms and slept like a baby. 
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5. 

Day 4: Let’s let it all open 

Do I have to? I mean, really…? 
“Today I felt an air of stillness in the meditation in the 

morning” Jen told her friends just after they finished a 

terrific cardio with a celebrity trainer, “I just felt that I’m 

going to get all my answers today.” 

“Before your answers I need my massage,” said Sid, “Aryan 

can you just give some punches on my back and 

hamstrings – they are just crying out loud.” 

“COL! Lie down” Aryan instructed Sid to lie down on the 

bench next to the patch of grass they all were sitting on. 

“COL?” Satya asked. 

“Crying out loud!” 

Satya, Jen and Aryan started LOLling. 

“It’s just a matter of patience my friends,” said Sid in a 

hilariously painful voice while Aryan gave him soft 

punches “then you guys will call me up for health advice 

and my assistant will answer the phone.” 

“You’ll forget your friends after becoming healthy? That’s 

not fair Sid!” Satya said teasing him. 

“We are healthy now only, let’s forget him right now!”  Jen 

added in satire. 

“Ladies, chill! I’ll make you understand,” Aryan said while 

sitting next to Sid on the bench and giving him punches, 
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“See, in hospital a patient shouts a lot at nurse yet she 

never loses her temper. Why? Anyone?” 

The girls waited for an answer. Aryan continued, “Because 

she knows that the patient is ill and during illness a lot of 

people tend to get frustrated and lose their temper.” 

“Yeah, how does that relate to Sid?” Satya questioned. 

“I’m coming to that baby,” Aryan answered patiently, then 

added, “Our Sid is also ill. You cannot see it because 

disease is his head. I’ll tell you girls a secret,” Aryan now 

started whispering so that no one could hear it, “Sid, get 

up and come on the grass” he instructed Sid as he also sat 

back on the grass, “Our Sid has no brain. Zero. His head is 

empty. So don’t mind like those nurses because our very 

own Sid is also mentally ill.”  

The girls broke out into laughter. Aryan joined them too. 

Sid acted like he was angry, then with a punch or two from 

Aryan on his tummy, he also joined his friends. 

A true bond of pure friendship was being formed. Day by 

day. Moment by moment. Trust by trust. Understanding by 

understanding. A bond that is one of the most valuable 

things ever. 

*** 

The people got ready and reached their respective rooms 

sharp at 7AM. What was opening up was a gate to life 

within.  

Here are the conversations each one of these four people 

had in their counselling sessions. (Start with the character 

you love the most) 
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Satya’s Session 

Dr. Naina? Satya asked as she entered the room of the 

counsellor assigned to her. Dr. Naina was in her late 

thirties, yet bore the smiling face of a five-year old and 

compassion of the most understanding mother. She had 

something that made her glow from within and made her 

look like in her mid-twenties.  

“Yeah. Satya? Come on in, please take a seat dear” she 

responded with kindness that had the tone of someone 

who really understood people. 

Thanks, she took a seat at a sofa as directed by Dr. Naina. 

Dr. Naina got up from her seat on the opposite side of 

desk, and came and sat on the sofa placed opposite Satya. 

She was wearing a plain yellow palazzo and kurta that 

complimented the amazing inner power and beauty she 

radiated; which was accompanied with a long traditional 

yet simple silver necklace. “Nothing is as freeing as being 

your own stylish” Satya thought to herself and took a look 

at her own clothes. For a change she was wearing a culotte 

and pink top, instead of her regular boyfriend fit jeans and 

bright-colour kurtas. Though it was February, it was not 

too much cold here in Udaipur and surrounding areas. 

“Would you like to remove your shoes?” she asked as she 

removed her sandals, “we can open up more when we are 

bare-feet.” 

Okay, why not, she went aside, placed her shoes near the 

shoe rack that was apparently Dr. Naina’s go-to place for 

leaving her shoes before doing any work. 

As Satya came and sat back at her sofa, Dr. Naina asked: 

“Okay Satya! What brings you here?” 
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Lot of guilt, came the quick reply. 

“Interesting, and tell me the name of one person who is 

guilty and happy!” Dr. Naina offered in her calm and 

soothing, yet candid tone. 

None, Doc; that’s why I am not able to fly and be happy as I 

used to be when I was a kid, Satya accepted. 

“What do you think that took your happiness away?” Dr. 

Naina asked with the curiosity of a friend and detachment 

of being non-judgmental yet loving. 

Fell in love with an incorrect person. Rather two, Satya 

finally confided. Do you know what was worse; her voice 

going louder because of so much numbed pain, story 

number two was exactly the same as story number one – 

just a bit magnified. 

Dr. Naina listened empathetically. 

Satya continued: 

I fell in love with a guy while I was pursuing law in Mumbai. 

Let’s call him Deepak. He was nine years older than me, and 

was looking for prospects to get married. In a tale of events 

of conversations over the phone, we sort-of developed liking 

for each other. At least I believed so. 

Then something happened to him and after a few days he 

ignored me completely. If we be very clear, that “something” 

happened the day after we became intimate for the first 

time. I felt left alone like a tossed out ball of a basketball 

player who was now interested in volleyball. Vacuumed 

along with headaches which I had never had. In a so-called 

relationship all of a sudden he came to a realization that he 

better keep looking for prospects instead of continuing with 

me.  
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The worst part is this was not communicated to me by him. 

He was the man, I was just the female in the relationship – 

one who according to him and me even, did not have any 

say. Of course, I was not making money back then. Look at 

all the things and yes, he was in all his bits justified in not 

communicating to me about the fact that he was 

abandoning me. Probably he wasn’t, abandonment happens 

with those for whom you have some emotions and a 

relationship with.  

He was not in a relationship with me in the first place. I was 

maybe his instrument to play around. 

So he just discarded the instrument the moment he needed a 

human being. 

Dr. Naina offered the box of tissues to Satya. Satya 

continued wiping off her tears and nose: 

The way I am narrating it now makes it look so plain, 

vanilla. The reality is no heartbreak is plain, vanilla. You 

lose a part of yourself in the person you spent so much time 

and emotional energy with – the part of you that you 

believed was starting to fly in this so-called love story, is 

chipped off its wings and made to fall, no, rather bounce 

flatly on the ground of reality – that probably he was just 

having fun or maybe I was not good enough or maybe he did 

not find just want me anymore.  

Maybe his game was over now. 

With what Satya was feeling to be an emotional outburst, 

Dr. Naina still heard with the poise and peace of someone 

who just understood her. She gave no signs of disgust or 

regret as Satya had expected. 

Looking at her calm, composed demeanor, Satya said: Doc 

this is not even the tip of the iceberg. You might probably 
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want to immediately end up this session with me once you 

get to know the entire story. 

She further added, Doc, before I continue I want to make 

you a request not to judge me. What I am about to tell you is 

the big heap of my mistakes however I am not a bad person. 

“Satya, relax! Sometimes good people choose poor 

methods,” Dr. Naina responded bravely and calmly, “each 

one of us is good. Sometimes we ourselves don’t know 

what we want from life and that makes us commit 

mistakes. Sometimes we know what we want from life 

however we are not emotionally strong to stay alone with 

the truth so we choose not to stay alone and go along with 

a lie. No one is bad Satya, no one.” 

“I agree….my second mistake was the second instance you 

just said…..that I was not emotionally strong to be alone so 

I chose the wrong option. No one is bad either, neither 

Deepak nor Karan, even though I am shattered because of 

the way things unfolded with them.” Satya sighed. 

Dr. Naina politely asked at Satya to let her continue. 

Okay, so while this attitude Deepak was throwing at me, he 

was already chit-chatting with my roommate who had sent 

him a friend request. I know there was just friendship 

between those two yet I felt so bad, so damn bad that I was 

the one who was used as his time-pass / love and then I was 

the one to whom he made himself unavailable to. 

Satya stopped and started crying again. Do I have to tell all 

this to you Doc? Satya asked sobbing, Right now I just feel 

like a crybaby who is unceasingly complaining though that 

is not my nature. 

Dr. Naina just looked at her in a matter of compassion. She 

said nothing to allow Satya to cry out fully. When Satya 
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stopped sobbing, she said: “Do you want it to get it out of 

your system or do you want to stay married to the hurts 

for the rest of your life?” 

Out of system. Forever. Satya affirmed. Then she started 

sobbing again.  

Dr. Naina just let her.  

Doc for a long long time I haven’t cried about past like this. 

These both instances were just rooted in my past that I had 

almost stopped remembering those. Yet today as I sit with 

you all this tide of emotions is just ebbing out. 

“Satya have you seen a diya that is lit in temples?” Dr. 

Naina changed her cross-legged position from right leg 

over left to left leg over right. 

Yes, Satya said confused, wiping off her tears and 

wondering what relevance it has with her tears. 

“The diya flickers the most when it is about to burn off.” 

Dr. Naina said as a matter of fact, “Don’t worry. These are 

your hurts just burning off.” 

Is one full day of counselling going to rub off everything 

from my memory? Satya asked the doc. 

Dr. Naina asked her: “Have you ever forgotten where you 

kept your keys and then went searching in all directions?”  

Multiple times! Satya responded getting a little easy and 

supporting her back by the cushions. 

“If we humans forget where we kept our keys 10 minutes 

ago then why do we remember instances of ten years 

back?” Dr. Naina now walking slowly around Satya’s 

couch. 
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Interesting, Satya said resting her arms on the armrest, it 

just hit like a ball full of facewash that was perfectly needed 

to clean my face swept with dirt. Btw Doc, Satya added, then 

why did you just say to get it all out of system? 

Dr. Naina leaned over to Satya from the back of her couch 

and said, “Satya, I want to know your story that is keeping 

you trapped behind the bars. The only problem is the bars 

are in front of you. On your right and left are green 

pastures of possibility. For that you need to look right and 

left baby. 

Having said that,” Dr. Naina said now moving towards the 

glass wall of her office, “the bars in front of you will always 

exist. If you move left or right and then see in the front 

again those bars will be lost because you would have 

taken a different path now. As long as you stay exactly in 

the same position where there are bars they will also 

exercise their right to imprison you. 

You just need to remember that the world is a huge place 

beyond the three feet of bars you are behind. It is like this 

glass,” Dr. Naina said pointing to the black glass of her 

office wall, “this glass is black in colour. If you look at it 

sitting at your position you will be able to see the world 

outside. If you’d walk closer to it, you will see not the 

world rather you yourself.” 

Looking at confused yet a little bit understanding look on 

Satya’s face, Dr. Naina said, “Sometimes you just need to 

get out from what the world thinks and start looking at 

yourself closely.” 

I get where you’re coming from, Satya said, still wiping off 

her nose. 
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“Go ahead Satya, you are not being judged,” Dr. Naina 

reassured, “the reason you have landed up here is because 

you want a different perspective.” 

Satya continued: 

Okay, so I and Deepak stopped communicating by now…I 

had come to terms with this fact after juggling with his 

silence for weeks and trying to make conclusions out of it 

and reaching no conclusions. It was all a terrible time. I used 

to cry randomly, in the bus, while brushing my teeth, 

anywhere and everywhere where I was alone. Even at home 

I used to have sudden bursts of anger to my younger siblings 

and even to my parents. 

They just asked me why am I getting so angry sans any 

reason and I used to have no answer to give to them, even 

though I had one in my heart. 

So this time too passed away, and I got busy in my life. Six 

months later that former roommate of mine (by now I was 

living with my family since they had also moved to Mumbai) 

informed me that Deepak had gotten engaged. 

On hearing that news, I surprisingly did not quite feel bad. I 

rather felt relieved – for him. As far as my closure was 

concerned, I knew for quite some time now that I was not 

going to get it anyways. 

Life continued, and another eight months later I receive a 

call from Deepak from a different number. I was now doing 

internship at a law firm, and had sort of moved on from him 

with occasional tears that just popped out like a well 

whenever I was alone. 

Satya stood up from her couch and faced Dr. Naina like an 

orator and spoke: 
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That day, Dr. Naina, I committed THE BIGGEST MISTAKE of 

my life. Deepak asked me to be friends, and of course he did 

tell me that he was married now, and above all things, 

above his disappearance and above the fact that I was just a 

football for him, I agreed to be his friend. 

You know why I call being friends with him as such a big 

mistake?  

Firstly, because I am not saying he was wrong for leaving, 

he was wrong for coming back and believing he could have 

me when it was convenient and leave when it was not, as the 

author Rupi Kaur said. It was just so selfish on my part to 

accept his appearance as the only way of being accepted – 

which was a sign of how bluntly incompetent I was, to say a 

no. No is a complete sentence and I realise it now, no matter 

how much they judge you. 

Secondly, the so called friendship did not continue only to be 

a friendship. I was his time-pass and yet again I had no 

audacity to say no to what was a complete no. 

And, the third reason Doc, why saying yes to friendship with 

Deepak was such a big mistake was this: I got a love 

proposal from Karan after two three years of ‘friendship’ 

with Deepak. He was married and had a daughter, and just 

because I was an idiot, I said yes to him. 

Before I go into what happened with Karan, here’s my take 

on what had happened: Karan was just a friend, like Deepak 

was (duh), and one day he said he really liked me. Now as I 

look back on the past chats with both Deepak and Karan, 

there were always whispers of the impending storm that 

was coming over. Never was a case when they didn’t give a 

glimpse of what they were up to.  
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As Oprah often quotes Maya Angelou, “When people show 

you who they are, believe them.” I believed neither of these 

gentlemen what they were showing me about them, and 

continued chatting with them with the background of 

innocence.  

So now enter Karan…. the evening he said that he liked me, I 

was laughing like how could this be possible – also said him 

no straight-away. The only problem was that I did not get 

him out of my life in an instant. For the next 2-3 days he 

kept on posting pictures and status of heartbreak on his 

WhatsApp profile, and guess what? In a few days, I gave in. 

Yes, baby, I did say yes to him. 

Dr. Naina was still composed, gazing at Satya for her story 

to come in further - bearing no expression of judgment or 

bewilderment. 

How come you are not surprised doc? Satya paused to ask 

Dr. Naina. 

“Satya, you have done your fair share of mistakes, and 

have realized it. You are, if I am allowed to say, an easy 

patient. Your problem is not guys or bad habits and not 

being able to recognize that either of those. Your problem 

is guilt and you very well know it. I am there to help you 

out navigate it and for that I need to know your story, if 

you are willing to. You won’t have landed on this couch in 

the first place had you figured out how to deal with your 

problem. So don’t judge yourself Satya, let it all out of your 

system and travel light.” Dr. Naina concluded with a smile 

sans judgment. 

Satya continued with a sigh:  

Now for the first time in my life I was feeling suffocated. For 

Karan, I was just the person where he vented out all his 
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frustrations and anger on, which he probably couldn’t do on 

his wife. Karan used to expressly tell me that his wife was 

dominating and he listened to every single thing she asked 

of him.  

Even today as I think back to those days, I believe there was 

no lack of love between Karan and his wife, it was simply he 

had to show his wife that he is the man and the power of 

dominance lied with him. So Karan took me as an 

instrument – to show his dominance over his wife and 

probably to show her subtly that if she continued her ways, 

he had now shown her how he could dominate her by 

making her cry. 

So Doc, here was I, sandwiched beautifully. Mine and 

Karan’s so-called relationship lasted for almost 4-5 months 

and his wife knew about it from the start. So Karan used to 

hide from her however I am very sure that she always knew 

what was going on. That period of 4-5 months, I literally 

went to bed every single night praying for things to get over. 

Having experienced heartbreak beforehand, I knew this was 

not going to be easy yet the guilt overtook me so much every 

single time I either spoke with Karan or was chatting with 

him – that I really wanted myself to be emotionally 

liberated. 

There was certainly ONE great thing that happened as a 

result of me having this so-called affair with Karan: that I 

stopped talking with Deepak, because Karan wanted me to. 

This was just the best thing that happened in my life ever, 

because I was not right in the first place to have resumed 

talking with Deepak. 

Anyways, the reason things got over with Karan were that 

over a period of time he had started doubting me that I was 

in contact with Deepak and not loyal to him. 
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Dr. Naina smiled at this. Looking at her reaction, Satya 

asked: What happened, Doc? 

“Can you see the missing link here, Satya?” Dr. Naina 

asked, “Just because Karan was infidel with his wife, his 

own conscience was shouting at him and making him 

distrust you as a consequence?” 

I know, that’s exactly what I thought. People’s anger is their 

insecurities made verbal. Satya added. 

“So how did you navigate these things?” Dr. Naina asked. 

I did try to convince him that what he was suspecting was 

not the truth. Yet at a subtle level I had lost respect for 

Karan now, because for whatever reason he was now 

questioning my character. By the time he started giving me 

his signs of suspect, we had already decided our upcoming 

meeting. 

So I didn’t cancel that meeting, however, decided not to 

meet him again like this. Next time, when I presented my 

denial w.r.t. meeting him, I was expectantly gifted with 

tremendous anger, questions on character, and a blessing of 

a beautiful life ahead with Deepak. 

More than questioning, now I felt worse about the fact that 

both these men never considered me to be more than a 

prostitute – someone who is just doing all this stuff because 

these men want her to.  

Demeaning.  

Satya wiped off her tear again, and continued: 

So yes, since I refused to meet Karan again, now he had no 

method to vent out his frustration on and show (in his mind) 

his dominance to his wife, he ultimately stopped talking 
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with me. No, it was not a silent goodbye, Karan gave me 

loads of anger and then it was over.  

Satya took a deep breath, placing both her legs on the 

couch and sitting in cross-legged position, and continued: 

Doc, I can literally narrate the incidents from start to finish 

about what wrong these men did to me – Deepak threw me 

out of his flat one day because he received a call from his 

friend that he was coming to the flat and obviously I was by 

default his dirty secret. Karan did not text me back after the 

first time we were intimate – just disappeared – a perfect 

treatment of a prostitute. Karan went on a family trip and 

disappeared for a week – I was devastated for the first 3 

days, and then went on to believe that he was gone now and 

somehow happy that finally he and his wife were together – 

and although I still had to bring back my emotional stability 

I was happy for the fact that I could start on with it finally – 

until he did finally come back and woo-ed me with his tears. 

Doc, I know I am telling you just one side of the story. 

Deepak I know is an emotionless man and he moved on with 

ease. Probably he has an emotion of pity for me, of making 

me not being able to ‘avail’ him, yet I don’t think there is 

anything beyond that. We are not in contact anymore, like I 

said earlier. Karan did have emotions however I am at a 

place in my life where I will judge his feelings as selfish as 

well. As much as I want to think good of either of them, I 

deviate myself from it purposefully to let these bad 

memories keep me focused on what’s important. 

Also, I do feel good for the fact that Karan used “hurts and 

disloyalty caused by me to him” as a crutch to doubt me at 

the end stage of our so-called relationship before finally 

calling it quits – his doubt towards me finally brought him 

closer to his family. At least I wish him and his family this. 
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So that’s it Doc, me and my guilty story. 

“What are you exactly guilty about?” 

About being in relationship with two married men. 

“What should you have done rather, to not to feel guilty 

about it? 

Should’ve backed out. 

“You’ve already.” 

Satya’s eyes grew bigger and she stopped blinking. This 

statement of Dr. Naina felt like one lost piece in the 

missing jigsaw puzzle Satya had been looking for. In a 

moment, the questioning brain returned: 

Why did I linger upon it? 

Dr. Naina said passing on a sandwich to Satya that had just 

been sent in: 

“Satya, sometimes we want to know reason to a lot of 

“why’s” we know we are not going to get an answer to. 

You have suffered enough darling, and there is no reason 

for you to let your spotless future draw impressions from 

the stained past – because you, You in the present, are the 

wall to decide what will happen next.  

Not your history rather the geography you mark today.  

You want to draw answers because that is what brain is 

craving for – certainty. Looking for certainty is going to a 

forest and expecting the tree to give 100 fruits because 

you want 100. It may have 150, it may have none. How are 

that tree’s fruits that come as per weather conditions 

linked to its ability to give oxygen? Zero correlation.  

Don’t question why you have to move beyond this very 

tree with its fruit, rather enjoy your journey. 
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Some questions are not worth going the circles about, 

because had you been aware of the answer, you won’t 

have landed there in the first place. Sometimes you 

have to stop questioning and listen. Listen to the hurt 

what it is teaching you out loud. Give yourself some space 

of silence on a daily basis – be it walking in a park without 

your phone, sitting alone to think about your life, 

meditation, or simply taking an off for 15 minutes during 

your work hours and going for a stroll around the block. In 

those silent spaces, think and also let your mind wander. 

You will discover that the blocks that were chaining you 

lose their control once you take control of your inner 

architecture.  

And when you do, you understand that hurt was there to 

teach you an important life lesson –without which you 

won’t have been the same strong person who you are. The 

hurt was there, to let you understand that there is no such 

thing as mistake.  

Mistake is simply an insurance, to protect you from 

the same mistake over and over again for the rest of 

your life.  

Don’t take the mistake as a bad investment for your self-

pity; take it as a life-saving equity investment of happiness 

for the rest of your life – because you are not going to 

repeat that mistake ever.” 

What an insight, doc! So when I find myself questioning my 
bad decisions in the past, I should not judge myself as bad or 
guilty, rather I should go to a silent sanctuary and answer 
all my questions popping up?  

“Exactly, and let your mind settle down with answers, not 
ignorance. Seek answers in your own silent spree and not 
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to the one who hurt you, and you shall be able to forgive 
both.” 

I agree Doc, and also I feel that I was also responsible in 
bringing this mess into my life. It is said that what all 
happens to us is our destiny – so destiny was that these two 
men had to enter in my life, then how I responded next was 
totally my karma and that could not be blamed to destiny. 

I also know that both of them were and are fabulous men – 
we just happened to do the incorrect things with the right 
people. So instead of blaming myself or either of them, I 
better take responsibility for my life – to never repeat the 
same mistake again. That’s probably going to be my 
redemption.  

Satya heaved a sigh of smile. 

Sometimes when I think all I was for them was a temporary 
tangent, it does make me feel inferior however feeling 
inferior is just a matter of choice. Getting out of those 
relationships that were headed for nowhere is the biggest 
service I did to myself and everyone included. That includes 
my self-respect. 

“Why do you think you needed to be in this counselling 
session today, despite doing all this inner work on 
yourself?” Dr. Naina walked over to her desk, took a 
notebook and came back to the couch. 

To get out of this guilt that has been eating me up like crazy. 
Also, I wanted validation from someone who does not know 
me and gives me a bird’s eye view. Doc, you know something, 
my friend Jen whom I met here in this ashram only, has 
come here because her boyfriend was infidel to her and that 
shattered her into pieces – and here I am, someone whom 
she considers as her friend, being the reason for someone 
else being infidel to their wife.  

“Are you on talking terms with either of those men?”  Dr. 
Naina asked, adding, “if only you want to tell.” 
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With neither. Had stopped with Deepak when Karan existed, 
and he did try to contact me several times, I disconnected 
the phone. With Karan as well, very long time has passed. 

“Do you have Karan’s wife’s number?” Dr. Naina asked 
with what seemed a reflex to Satya however it was 
premeditated by the doc. 

Satya stared wide into her eyes and said: You are not going 
to make me do it, I suppose. 

“I am not going to make you do it, if you want to do it you 
are going to do it now. Not because I am telling you, rather 
because you want redemption from those three feet bars 
that had stopped you.” 

Doc you really want me to talk with her? 

“She always knew about you and Karan, right? She must 
have felt extremely bad even though you were guilty each 
day of that relationship?” 

She must have felt bad in such a way that I can’t even think. 

“So what do you think you should do next?” 

I know I must apologize to her, however, isn’t it too late? It’s 
been more than two years that things got over. She may 
think that I am having some evil intentions of getting in 
touch with her husband… 

“…which is not true,” Dr. Naina interjected Satya in 
midway, “If you are clear of your intentions why hesitate 
from doing the right thing?” 

Even though my apology can’t rectify what has already 
happened? 

“Come on Satya, just remember that you were not the 
reason why there were differences between Karan and his 
wife. Because there were differences between Karan and 
his wife, you were the one Karan chose to have an affair 
with. You were not the reason Satya, they both were the 
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reasons and you shouldn’t have gone along with Karan 
which is why you will apologize to his wife. 

Satya took a deep breath and said: What if she shouts at 
me? 

“Remember your intentions Satya. If you don’t have any 
malice in your heart nothing could ever hurt you.” 

Okay, even though I wish I could overtake this step, 
somewhere I feel you’re right. It’ll certainly help me in my 
redemption. It may also give some sense of security to his 
wife, even though I wish everything is great between both of 
them and she does not need this from me anymore. 

“I appreciate your thoughts, Satya; trust me, your attempt 
to only go onward from this place is the wiping off of the 
guilt you have been so beautifully and undeservingly 
carrying,” Dr. Naina said handing over Satya’s phone to 
her, that had been placed on Dr. Naina’s desk as she 
entered the counselling room “now please do it. YOU 
deserve this.” 

My hands are shivering, okay, I won’t call her. Will send her 
a message. Let’s see if things work out. In any case, she is not 
someone with whom I want to stay in contact forever. Since 
there is no relationship in the future, I can do away with call 
and send her a message. 

“Go ahead.” 

Shall I go out into your balcony and have this conversation? 
I’m sure, positive or negative; it won’t take more than five 
minutes.  

“You go, gal!” Dr. Naina said placing her hand on Satya’s 
shoulder in encouragement. 

Satya returned from the balcony after fifteen minutes. Dr. 

Naina had been waiting on the couch for her, sitting as 

peacefully and happily as the Buddha.  
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When she entered, Dr. Naina continued that composure 

and her eyes were fixed on Satya in the same Buddha 

demeanor. 

Satya exhaled a huge sigh of relief. 

God, she is such an amazing person. No shouting, no 

blaming. I just have huge respect for her. 

“Interesting! Wasn’t she shocked? Did she speak well with 

you?” 

I just began the conversation by saying: “Hi, this is Satya. Do 

you have five minutes to chat?’ She may have been 

surprised, yet she said okay. So I began by apologizing for 

what happened 2+ years back…even though I was too late to 

apologize. I also said that no amount of apology could ever 

mend what happened yet I wanted to… So she said that she 

suffered a lot and is still suffering, yet she appreciated this 

gesture of mine if I were honest.  

She did ask what struck me all of a sudden and what my 

feelings for Karan now were. I said that I was suffering from 

guilt and in a session I was asked to apologize even though 

past is irreversible. W.r.t. Karan, I said that I don’t know 

what I feel, since not been in contact for a long time. She just 

expected me not to stay in contact again and also that she 

hoped she could trust me. 

She is one kinda person and instead of lingering on the 

conversation, she finally wished me peace. I also wished her 

the same and off we went. 

That’s it Doc. I feel a lot happier. 

Satya took a deep breath with a satisfied smile. 
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“Well done, girl. I can promise you now you won’t ever feel 

this guilt again. Trust me,” she said patting Satya’s back. 

She further added, “You already look lighter Satya!” 

Thanks Doc, Satya said resting her back on the couch. 

“What are your feelings about Karan now, if I may ask?” 

I think we all are made up of love, love is a part of us. No one 

can deny it. What actually happens is that when you stop 

nourishing that tree of love for another person, you cut off 

the feelings that made the relationship in the first place. My 

love for Karan or Deepak, I won’t deny the fact that I did 

love both of them at two different times. I will however 

vouch for the fact that I have stopped nourishing those trees 

in my mind and my heart, and now I don’t have those 

feelings for them. Now what I have is only blessings for 

them, as human beings. That’s it. 

“You’ve come a long way Satya. Must have been very 

difficult to cope with all this.” 

It was, Doc. I just used to have big tears looking at a couple 

in a park, in a mall, reading or listening to a love story. And 

it happens even to those who are in their eighties. Love does 

not see that you have cried for another person before. All it 

sees is loss of love. 

Yes, I did cry a lot, lot and lottt, like thousands of times at 

the time of Deepak. At the time of Karan those tears were 

just reduced to hundreds of times – because this time I was 

also responsible for getting out of contact with him – so he 

had tons to blame me as well. 

In the end, I don’t regret falling in love. Like I said earlier, 

none of these two were wrong people. Simply we met each 

other at incorrect timings – a sort of rant I keep on telling 

myself always. 
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“You don’t know how much I appreciate you Satya, for 

your bravery. Today, you have crossed just one last border 

today that was encircling you – the guilt. However, I know 

you know that the old memories will come back, swaying 

sometimes. All you have to do is two things: one, bring 

yourself back to now by talking to those thoughts instead 

of numbing them down, and two, keep your mind busy in 

right pursuits. Even when you have rest or leisure, if it is 

scheduled your mind won’t wander off to places it has 

already taken it out of. 

Thanks Doc, I’m already feeling lighter. Satya said still lying 

her back against the couch and laying her back and 

spreading her legs at ease for a few minutes before she 

went off outside from Dr. Naina’s room after thanking her 

from the bottom of her heart. 
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Aryan’s Session:  

Aryan was really skeptical about the counselling session.  

How could possibly a stranger help me with what I am 

going through? Should I run away and go for a bike ride? 

Anyways I will be sitting idle courtesy my friends and their 

respective counselling sessions, let’s give it a try. There’s 

nothing to lose either. 

With all these thoughts bubbling up in his head and the 

zeal to run away, Aryan finally ended up in the 

Counsellor’s room. 

Dr. Amy? Aryan said opening up the door post knocking it 

open and reading the name on the cue card given to him. 

“Yo Aryan, come on in!” came the reply from the doctor.  

Dr. Amy was dressed sharply in her black pencil denims 

and semi-formal cappuccino colour full sleeved plain shirt 

in as flawless manner as one could ever get, and 

something within her radiated an aura of simplicity and 

ease. It felt soothing to be in her company within ten 

seconds. 

Aryan took a quick glance at his denim jeans and tee after 

looking at his stylish counsellor, and finally 

uninterestingly took a place on the far end of the big couch  

Dr. Amy looked a bit fizzed and accepted Aryan’s denial for 

his pain, and took the chair opposite that couch. 

She didn’t utter a word. 

Yes, doc, how can you help me? How is it possible that 

someone outsider can change what I live day in and day 

out? 

“No, an outsider can’t.” Dr. Amy agreed. 
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Then what’s the point of this counselling session in this FDF 

program? 

“Because Aryan, we want the change you people see here, 

to become a part of you. It should not so happen that all 

you people take out your valuable time here, have some 

feel-good vibe and go back emotionally and mentally to 

where you came from in the first place.” Dr. Amy spoke in 

a manner coherent with the answer Aryan was looking for. 

Not bad, yet what would this one-on-one counselling session 

do?  

“Not everyone wants to discuss their problems in public. 

Rather no one does. And when some expert spends time 

with you without any judgment, they hold up a mirror to 

show you. Change cannot happen because of the presence 

of the expert. Change will happen if you want to change – 

the counsellor just shows you what is blocking you and 

that you are not alone in your pain.” 

Aryan was totally taken aback by Dr. Amy’s last line. 

She further added, “Pain is a synonym for growth as we 

morph from one place to another in this journey called life. 

What most people often believe is that they have to blame 

someone else for their pain in order to keep growing. And 

when we blame them we ultimately cede control. We give 

it away as easily as we exhale.” 

How is that possible? Aryan’s eyes getting wet now. 

Seeing his response, Dr. Amy calmly said: “When we blame 

someone else, it is a two-pronged approach. One, we need 

not take responsibility for our lives. It is them, who made 

our lives hell and two, we want closure from them to allow 

us to move forward.” 
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So does that mean that we should not tell the other person 

how they treated us? 

“It’s important to tell, if they are someone close to you. 

What usually happens is once we communicate it to them, 

we expect them to give us the closure. We quietly expect 

them to heal the wounds we believe they gave us.” 

What’s wrong with expecting it? 

“If they knew they were wounding you, they won’t have 

given you those hurts in the first place. And, if you are 

about to ask me: what about if they gave us those wounds 

intentionally; then what’s the point of expecting them to 

heal us in the first place?” 

You just trapped me in your words, Dr. Amy. 

Amy continued: 

“My job is to liberate you Aryan. What just got trapped 

were your false beliefs and expectations; and probably, the 

loss of so much time in them.” 

True, and guilty, Aryan said quickly munching on hot idli 

that was served for breakfast. 

“Why guilty?” 

For wasting quite a lot of time, years literally, blaming. 

“Aryan, most of us think we need to be guilty in the future 

to make our past correct. The only privilege with past is 

you cannot change it. Why privilege; because past 

serves as the best teacher and the strongest 

foundation on which you can build a stainless future. 

The problem with guilt is it does not serve us – rather guilt 

is solely responsible for keeping us trapped because of 

past even in the future.” 
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So you mean I should not be upset about what went wrong 

in the past, even though, as I can see in the mirror shown by 

you, that somewhere I was responsible for it? 

“Exactly Aryan. We use guilt as the reason for not forgiving 

ourselves. Since we are still in pain because of that guilt, 

voila!! We don’t need take any responsibility to shift that 

state. The guilt is technically lizard brain at its best, dude,” 

Amy said to Aryan in a way friends let the truth slide by 

us. 

Aryan went quiet for a couple of minutes. The kind of quiet 

we all deserve to give our own self. When he resumed 

himself, Dr. Amy asked him to tell his story. 

Every one of us longs to feel special at the end of the day. We 

all did as kids, even though we were ordinary like everyone 

else.  

Why does it happen in the world to most of us? We have 

giant dreams, we have great passions, and then in a prick all 

that energy is lost. 

“That prick means when we took most formative decisions 

of our lives.” Amy added as Aryan was getting reflective. 

Zindagi dhundhte dhuntdhte 

Bandagi se guzara kar liya 

Auron se kya gila 

Jab khud ki khushi ke katl me 

Har roz use maarne ki saza kaat rahe hain 

Zindagi dhundhte dhundhte 

Bandagi se guzara kar liya 

(In search of life, 

I settled for death 

Why ask others 

When after murdering my own happiness 
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I am suffering the pain of its death 

In search of life, 

I settled for death) 

Aryan ended the last two lines in a manner laughing at 

him. 

“You’re a poet?” Amy asked, intrigued, yet maintaining 

that poise of a counsellor to let Aryan have his space as 

well. 

Aryan smiled a bit sarcastically at himself, and said: I 

would’ve, had I not loved my parents. 

Amy allowed Aryan to open up. 

I live along with my parents in Chandigarh. We are three 

siblings – my elder brother and sister always wanted to go 

abroad and settle down there. So they did. Now they live 

there with their respective families.  

I never had such a desire to go anywhere foreign because I 

really wanted the comfort of seeing my parents anytime I 

want. Somewhere my parents were also hurt at the fact of 

their elder two kids leaving the country. Since I did not want 

to go abroad, I was their only hope.  

I know Amy, I am using an incorrect word for my parents by 

telling myself as their hope, because they were the ones who 

raised me from scratch to this wonderful human being – so 

in reality parents are so strong that they don’t need anyone 

– it is simply my narration of my belief at that point of time. 

“Carry on, Aryan, you are not being judged. We are here 

for letting the waste thoughts go away – and they will, 

once they pop out to the surface. So don’t you worry man!” 

Amy said compassionately. 
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Thanks, Amy. I had just finished 12th grade of school, and 

was looking for options to migrate to Delhi to study in Delhi 

University. I was a basketball player back then, so sports 

quota would’ve let me in. 

My parents, particularly my father, weren’t thrilled at this. 

My mother dutifully obeyed him. Once my elder brother, 

who lives in NYC, was chatting on a video call with us on the 

computer – he suggested that if I am so keen on playing 

basketball, I should also move to the States so that I may 

have a career in the NBA. Now, though NBA is very difficult 

to get into, yet these words of my brother brought about a 

deep fear in my father’s heart. He began fearing that my 

elder brother, who had already abandoned his father, was 

now trying to take me also away from him. 

It was far from truth. I did not want to go abroad in the first 

place and that’s what I kept on explaining him. Yet my 

father was fearful beyond limits. Ultimately, not only my 

non-existent plan of United States got cancelled, also I was 

made to pursue graduation from Chandigarh and not from 

my dream university – DU.  

I was smashed beyond measure. I was the kid who was 

bearing the brunt of my father’s unhealed pain of being 

away from his kids. Even though my brother and sister 

visited India with their respective families once every two 

years, physical distance was more than enough for our 

father to create emotional distance. 

Do you understand what I am trying to tell you? 

Amy nodded her head and gave an easy, understanding 

smile, signaling Aryan to continue without being self-

judgmental. 

Thanks man! 
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Now that I was graduating from Chandigarh, I was being 

given plans of joining my father’s business. Boy, I wanted to 

go to Delhi to be able to participate in literary events, 

network with top notch people in the industry, and become 

established as a well-known poet. I know the path was not 

as straight as getting a degree and joining a job you hate, at 

the same time I was prepared to take the ride to the road 

not taken. 

I started doing it in Chandigarh only, during my graduation 

days, no matter how much opposition I faced from my 

father. In my conversations with my Mom, I used to plead 

her to persuade Papaji (my father) to let me follow my 

dreams – to no avail. She was submissive to her husband’s 

school of thought. 

I used to go to bed every night crying, sometimes sobbing 

like a five-year-old, Aryan said taking a tissue from tissue 

box kept to his side to wipe his tears, somehow requesting 

to the sky to burst open and tell my father how I was living 

in this gifted prison. I never wanted money from them to 

pursue my dreams – I was pretty confident of getting an 

internship and also do my dreams along with it.  

What I really wanted was to be Aryan – the King.  

And here I was – the slave. The slave to the unhealed pain of 

my own creators – my parents – the very people whom I 

loved the most and who loved me more than anything else. 

Aryan now looked down at his knees. Initially a drop or 

two of tears fell down his eyes. Then it was a fountain.  

They still do love me, I know. My father called me up when I 

came here for FDF program. I was expecting an outburst, 

and what he said was rather pleasantly shocking. He began 

the conversation in a difficult tone, probably to give a bigger 
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surprise that all he wanted was for me to enjoy this time 

here. 

“Okay, the problem here, boy, is that you and your parents 

are closely knit, yet since he did not let you go out to the 

college of your choice you are really not able to forgive 

them?” 

C’mon Amy, I am not such a little minded person to be upset 

with my parents even though 5-6 years of college are over. 

Ma’am, I am upset because now I had to manage his shop 

and be the successor to it.  

The problem is not in the past. The problem is my creativity 

– my muse – the flow state – the joy of seeing dreams get 

fulfilled – like you know Ranveer Singh, his Instagram 

handle says: “Living a dream.” If you listen to his Filmfare 

Award Speech for getting best actor award for “Bajirao 

Mastani” in 2015, tears will come to your eyes as they did to 

me. Ranveer says in that speech that his greatest support 

has been his parents and his sister, who believed in him even 

when he hadn’t started. 

For a few minutes, he sat in silence. Amy let him be 

absorbed in what he was thinking and going through. He 

then continued: 

Amy, I want to write beautiful compositions – the poetry – 

that just flows through me. I don’t need to do anything in 

order to have the experience of beautiful poetry – it just gets 

out of me. All the experiences right here, right now, I can 

touch through words woven into poetry. I want my words to 

liberate people and let them know that there is a world of 

awesomeness and joy that exists within us. We need not go 

anywhere else. Each one of us has it – we just need to go 

within to find that out.  
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Rather, this is the real me. However, how can I liberate 

people if I’m stuck in my own story? 

What really happened was, Amy, my father wanted me to 

take care of his shop in Chandigarh. He thought that we 

were a middle class family, and not worth going for artistic 

ventures as a full-time career. Even though he never really 

forced me, he did express this subtly quite a number of times 

to me and expressly to my Mom that he is already having a 

set up business – with me joining in, he could be less 

concerned about taking things further as his old age 

progressed and no light of hope came from his elder two 

kids.  

I never ever had the courage to say no, because I did see him 

miss the warmth of family dinners and festival gatherings 

which were now reduced to three of us at home. I knew if I 

revolted he would never stop me – ever, and in the process I 

would have made him lose a part of himself that it would 

have been very difficult to bear. 

My love for him made me join our family business, and I lost 

my love for myself in the process and internally began 

blaming him for the loss of career that didn’t even begin. I 

know we always have a choice and blaming won’t solve it – 

as we all learnt in the session on Day Two. Everything that 

needs healing is healing for the inner child. 

Maybe my father suffered loneliness in his childhood, 

probably from a friend, or my grandparents leaving him 

alone for a few hours or even a potential danger of a 

dangerous animal in his village – this much I know that he 

won’t have imposed his fears onto me had there not been a 

deep psychological impact in his own mind. 

I couldn’t resist, and I couldn’t persist.  
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Each day of going to work hurts me, and at core I believe my 

father is responsible for hurting me. How could a parent 

hurt his child? Why not, I think to myself. 

All this while, Amy was listening to what was not coming 

out from Aryan’s words. 

He looked up finally, to ask a question to Amy, looking up 

from his red eyes. His voice contained the protest, hurt 

and innocent agitation of an eight-year-old crying child: 

Amy, why do the people whom we love the most hurt us the 

most? 

Amy reflected for a while: “Because we undeniably give 

them the permission to all the doors of our hearts. Aryan, 

when we sign up for intimacy, most people also sign up for 

pain and suffering. The world outside has taught you, that 

when anyone close does not do what we want them, hurt 

is inevitable – which is wrong.” 

Aryan was bewildered by Amy’s explanation. He asked, 

wiping off his tears: 

Really? How is that wrong? It is inevitable. 

“Aryan, tell me something. When a child is an infant or a 

toddler, he throws food while eating it, does not sit in a 

disciplined fashion and does not go to the loo – despite all 

this, why are the child’s parents happy and contented?” 

Because he is a kiddo – no expectations from him.  

Amy looked at Aryan sharp in the eye and concluded with 

a smile: “Say it again!?” 

Because there are no expectations from the kiddo, Amy. 

She continued gazing in a professional manner that only a 

counsellor can, when we give our answers ourselves. 
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Okay, now I get it. The expectation thing – in my case, I 

should not be expecting my parents to understand me.  

Cool. Then how in the world will I be happy? 

“Aryan, I know you have been in pain. For years, expecting 

your father will understand you has made you suffer a lot. 

I want to tell you two things here: one about pain and 

other about love. 

The beautiful and weird thing about pain is – it comes and 

sits in your living room by sliding in through an easy gap. 

When it does, you want to toss it out, hide it in the garage 

/ store room, make it look ugly so that it disappears, and 

even say crooked things to it. 

Yet the pain is as cunning as it is rewarding. When it 

refuses to move from the couch in your living room, you 

finally get back to your business without paying much 

attention to it. Your attempt to ignore it attacks its ego and 

it still interferes in your business by not letting you focus 

anywhere.  

When this resistance of you and your pain continues for 

quite a while, you finally give up. What you then do is to 

allow pain to come along with you. At work, at home, 

while doing chores. You make it your friend. You let it 

show you directions on your way. You allow it to steer 

clear of roadblocks. You also have fun with it at the parties 

while sharing your stories about how it slid in, in the first 

place. You have accepted it, and not allowed it to drive 

your life.  

You are still doing your chores and all important stuff you 

handle – and pain is just there, as accepted by you, without 

making its presence felt. Since you guys hang out together 

these days, its presence is just to be your guide. 
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In this friendship of long time, the pain with a small “p” 

has transformed into Power with a capital ‘P” – because 

had pain not slid in the first place you won’t have ever 

realised the latent power it does bring along. That is the 

only purpose of pain. That was its very purpose when it 

slid into your living room. Once you accept it, you just 

can’t live your life without the lessons and roadmaps that 

pain gave you.” 

Amy now moved towards the glass window of her office 

and continued in a reflective mode:  

“Which brings me to the thing about love. Almost 

everyone in the world believes that those who love us the 

most, hurt us the most.” 

Aryan’s ears stood up. Amy continued: 

“Aryan, there is a huge difference between love and 

attachment. Have you ever seen a picture of two kids who 

are born attached with each other? They have to sit 

together, stand together, get frisked together, etc. One is 

totally dependent on the other for conducting small to 

significant things, and vice versa.  

That is what attachment does to us human beings. We 

think if someone we love was angry at us, was 

disrespectful to us, or was even physically hurt – we need 

to feel pain in lieu of that. Our mental programming makes 

pain as the “natural” outcome of an unpleasant behaviour 

of that loved one. These are, in reality, the chains of 

attachment. No matter they promise to bind you together, 

they are also there to keep you stagnant.  

Love is way and far too above attachment. Love is our 

natural nature. Love makes us fly. If you had a nephew or a 

niece and unfortunately if they met with an accident, what 
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would you do? Will you injure yourself exactly like they 

are now, to show that you love them; or will you do your 

best to take care of them – physically and emotionally?” 

I will definitely take care of them – no doubts about it. 

“That is exactly we need to do to those who hurt us 

through their words or behaviour. If they knew better, 

they’d do better. Becoming as hurtful as them would never 

help – it would only hurt us more. We need to detach from 

them and love them truly – then we will be able to heal 

their pain instead of increase it exponentially.” 

Increase it exponentially? Amy you mean we increase their 

pain when we also get in pain along with them? 

“What do you think Aryan,” Amy continued while she 

came back to the couch, “your father must not be seeing 

you are in pain?” 

Aryan got a hit in the heart. 

My father can see it? 

Amy raised her eyebrows with a smile. 

How is that possible that he can see my pain? Why in the 

world has he never communicated this to me? 

“Probably he is avoiding difficult conversations so that you 

also don’t go away from him – which you are already, 

emotionally; there is still adjoining hope that you are there 

with him, at least, physically.” 

You’ve gotta be kidding me, Dr. Amy. 

Amy kept her gaze at Aryan that said: “I’m not!” 

Aryan had a sarcastic laughter at himself and said: Amy, 

please give me an explanation. Please. 
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“Aryan, I just told you, your father has an underlying fear 

that you may also go away from him. It is difficult as 

parents for them as well, because their parents never 

communicated their feelings to them – therefore he failed 

in communicating your incredible value for him.”  

Amy paused for a little while, and added the fact when she 

felt Aryan was ready for it: 

“Btw, don’t you think his underlying fear has transcended 

into you as well?” 

Me? Not at all. I am fearless. 

“Then why don’t you get out there on the skinny branch 

and publish your poetries?” 

Because Amy I just told you, my father didn’t let me… 

Aryan reflexively blurted out this sentence when Amy’s 

gaze stopped him. He knew that was no reason not to 

publish his poetries. 

“I guess none of us need our parents’ permissions to post 

something on Instagram or Facebook.  

Then why poetries?” 

Aryan continued looking at the floor, like the world that 

had been ripped apart years ago in his head, he was the 

one holding all the missing pieces to the puzzle. After a 

few minutes, Aryan finally looked up. Not with tears this 

time, rather with a newfound assertiveness. 

I guess you are right Amy, if I can devote time to writing 

poetries while working on my father’s business, I can also 

dig out time to publish them in the first place. 

“Why haven’t you done it so far?” Amy asked, 

compassionately. 
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I didn’t know I had the key to my own problem. I was so 

much married to what my father did to me that I certainly 

did not divorce even what I did to myself. 

Amy stood up, announcing: “You just hit nail in the coffin.”  

Aryan was now ready for real transformation. 

Isn’t it going to be difficult Amy, btw, to publish the poetries 

in the first place? 

“Now you’re talking game Aryan! Now you are ready for 

real transformation.” 

Okay then, bring it on. 

“Are you sure? It is going to be uncomfortable,” Amy said, 

raising her right eyebrow questioningly and passing a 

smile. 

I guess less difficult than my own self-created prisons. 

“Good to hear that, Aryan.” Amy stood up and faced Aryan 

who was seated on his couch, like a teacher in a classroom 

faces her kids, “here we go!” she announced. 

“Aryan, I totally understand your misery about not being 

able to go to Delhi University for no fault of yours. I also 

understand that was the platform your passion of poetry 

was to take off. 

That was not the beginning of dreams being crushed. I am 

very sure you would’ve yourself crushed many dreams of 

yours when you saw your father’s and mother’s faces 

upon both your siblings leaving India. The peak of dreams 

getting crushed came when you were made to join your 

father’s business in Chandigarh, instead of carving your 

own path. 
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That was the place when you lost all the faith in yourself, 

when you just believed that you are worth nothing; and 

the worst was – when you unconsciously accredited your 

parents, especially your father with this condition of 

yours.” 

Aryan listened with the focus of a four-year old, who is 

wandering about his living room looking for the missing 

pieces of the building he just constructed. 

“Aryan, I am not saying that your father was not 

responsible. The only thing you need to know is, if he was 

a party, so did you have a role in the life you have created 

for yourself today.  

Lemme explain it to you like this: If you were sleeping 

soundly one night and in the midnight a thief sneaked into 

your home. He took a lot of your belongings - from the 

living room, from the kitchen, etc., and just as he was 

packing the stuff in his huge bag, you woke up and caught 

the thief red-handed. Now not only you take back all your 

belongings, you are also calling all your neighbours to 

make sure this thief gets a good one. 

Suppose, during the time you were taking away all your 

belongings, the thief begs you to let him carry at least 

something: a set of cutlery, or probably few bowls; would 

you ever allow taking even a rotten toothbrush?” Amy 

asked Aryan. 

Haha, not in this lifetime, Amy. Btw, why are you asking me 

this? 

“Then why do you let your happiness be stolen?” Amy 

replied promptly, “Even though the example was a thief 

and your real life examples are your parents, you did allow 
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your happiness to be stolen, Aryan. Isn’t it?” Amy injected 

these words softly. 

Aryan took a deep breath and stood up from the couch. He 

then started walking around in the room a bit, and asked 

turned back to Amy to ask: Did I, really? 

“What do you feel?”  

I think yes, that is why I am still in this counselling room. 

Had it not been the case, I would have run away from this 

room for long. I intuitively know that I have zero tolerance 

for lies. 

“Aryan, I respect your commitment to truth, not many 

people have that. Now is probably the time to start being 

truthful to you as well.” Amy asserted. 

I know, Aryan said taking a deep breath again, help me 

Amy. How to get out of this self-imposed prison cell? 

“Aryan, you need to start telling yourself a different story. 

Story where you understand that you not only have to 

take care of hurting others; rather you also have to take 

care of not taking hurts from others. Don’t let anyone steal 

your happiness, because your happiness is always going to 

decide what kind of work you do, what you work on, how 

people feel in your company, and how easily you attract 

success to you – and all this happens even without you 

speaking anything.” 

Hmm… 

“Millions of people go watch the same movie. Do they see 

exactly the same things, even though exact same things 

were being shown on the screen in front of them? Do they 

all derive the same message? Do they derive any message 
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at all? Do they give the same reviews to their friends and 

family and colleagues?” 

Hardly ever…. Aryan said, putting both his hands in the 

front pocket of his jeans. He was now opening up to the 

learning that was coming along. 

“That’s what you gotta do with your own story Aryan. You 

have faced so much resistance for your dreams in the past 

from your parents, that you have stopped dreaming 

altogether.” 

Aryan’s shoulder that had been raised because of his 

hands in pocket suddenly took a dip – like they had just 

been relaxed from carrying 100 kilos of weight. He just felt 

a tinge of dry tear in his eye. 

Is there any option left? Am I allowed to dream? 

“Dream by itself means you are not allowed to be worth it 

Aryan. That is why they are dreams right now. Your job is 

to dream anyway, and your actions and thoughts will pave 

the way for results to realise,” Amy said as a matter of fact. 

Dream anyway. Not a bad idea. 

“Soon you will realise this is the only idea that saved your 

life,” Amy the counsellor cum teacher returned as her 

heels made a clicking sound as she wandered about the 

room like a teacher and Aryan was listening aptly standing 

in a corner. 

Tell me Amy, what to do when I start dreaming again. Right 

now only, thinking of dreaming makes me shiver and makes 

my heart ache. 

“Thanks for being proactive in this question, Aryan. I was 

coming to that,” Amy responded, “before that, let’s 

remember that you are not going to abandon your father 
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either. We find our happiness not in seclusion, rather in 

staying together as individuals.” 

Now Aryan raised his eyebrows, you’ve gotta be kidding 

me, dude. 

Amy remained silent with a smile that indicated, no, she 

was not kidding. 

Aryan grew even more confused. Looking at Amy’s 

expressions, he could say only one word: 

Shoot. 

“You already write poems, Aryan. Right?” 

Yes, Amy, I do. 

“Probably the real work is not with your creativity 

because it is already blooming. Real work is with reaching 

out to people.” Amy waited for Aryan’s response as his 

eyes initially gave a confused look followed by smiling as 

he absorbed Amy’s words. 

My real work is reaching out to people. True. How can I do 

that when I am absorbed in my father’s business day in and 

day out? 

“How have you made the time to come to FDF workshop?” 

Hey, that’s because I’ve trained helpers in our store to look 

after the things……okay, o yes, now I get it. I just need to 

manage my time to get things done…. 

Aryan almost started jumping now. He ran towards the 

couch and landed there with folding his legs – now sitting 

cross-legged like a Zen master. 

“How you reach out to people based on your goals is 

totally up to you Aryan, my job is to show you the way. 

More than managing your time, you need to manage your 
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focus. I would strongly suggest you, although, to soak in 

everything you are learning here over one complete week, 

and never let old patterns to run the show.” 

Could you explain a bit deeper Amy, old patterns as in? 

“Sure,” Amy replied still walking with her creaking heals 

and sometimes stopping to emphasize her point, “you 

have been living with this story for years now – this story 

did not just happen by accident. Day by day, moment by 

moment, you thought the same thoughts that further 

strengthened your beliefs about blaming your father and 

not being able to follow your dreams. 

Now, what is happening all of a sudden is, you are 

abandoning those limiting beliefs and creating a whole 

new story. You are not only laying a whole new 

foundation; you are also demolishing something else from 

the root – something that will create a lot of upheaval. 

The good and the bad news is – that upheaval is going to 

be in your head only. Why good news? Because your 

parents will certainly be a lot happier seeing you give your 

hand in their business and also you fulfilling your own 

dream – neither way you will be abandoning them. Why 

bad news? Because you have to gain the ruling power of 

your thoughts and think only right when the inevitable 

upheaval comes right there. 

To be a bit more precise Aryan, we make a little effort to 

change our habits and then our habits run the show for us 

subconsciously. Do you know driving?” 

Aryan nodded, probably focussed for the first time in 

years as he was inching closer with that one nudge he had 

been looking for and waiting for. 
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“When you learnt driving for the first time, you did not 

take any phone call – you were simply focussed on looking 

at the road, managing to navigate the lever with your one 

hand, steering wheel with the other, while your legs were 

running a different battle with clutch, accelerator and 

brake. Now, today you are a pro at driving. You can talk 

over your phone, eat a parantha, listen to music, and also 

drive – all at the same time. Though that all should not be 

done and that’s not my point here, my point is that the 

habit has been deeply ingrained into your subconscious 

mind and now those habits and your subconscious mind 

run the show for you. 

This is India. Now let’s say you go to United States. There 

as you drive on the left-handed seat for the first time, you 

will again be focussed on the road ahead, and manage to 

balance the lever, steering wheel and the tools to be used 

with legs. Within a few days, that new habit becomes the 

new way of being. 

The bigger picture is, habits can be changed with a little 

bit of attention initially and then they run the show for us. 

You may not like it Aryan, although most of us go into a 

deep rut of thinking wrong when our lives are not working 

right on the outside.  

Your main job is to pay attention to your thoughts and 

think right even though no right may have happened in 

the past. That habit of thinking right will transcend all 

your negative beliefs.  

This is called ruling power. You are not the thoughts; you 

are the thinker of the thoughts.  

If you focus your attention on thinking the right thoughts, 

you will be the ruler. 
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Thinking the right thoughts come from feeling happy on 

the inside. 

Feeling happy on the inside roots from taking the right 

actions.  

So to have right thoughts, do the right actions. Simple. 

Even when you don’t feel like. That’s what powerful 

people do. Cowards stop when they don’t feel like, 

powerful people do it even when they don’t feel like. 

That is what yields them power in the first place.” 

Aryan instinctively sat quiet for a few minutes to let the 

knowledge absorb within. 

Amy, you changed my entire perspective. More than feeling 

good now, you also warned me to take attention of what 

might, rather what will come up in the future.  

I think you’re right. Blaming my father had gone into such 

an auto-pilot mode that I always used it as a crutch to let 

me not take any responsibility. Gradually I began relying on 

that crutch to such an extent that it took the form of a habit. 

This habit also disallowed me from looking at the great 

things my father did to me over many years or when he had 

been extremely supportive – which he was, I know. 

His neck choked as he spoke the last five words. He came 

back to speaking in a childlike voice that happened for him 

naturally when he was in pain. 

I really need to speak to my father, rather both my parents, 

face to face, once I reach Chandigarh back. 

“This is going to be the conversation all three of you have 

been needing badly for years,” Amy confirmed, as she 

seated herself on the couch placed in L-shape with the one 

Aryan was seated on. “Aryan, before you have this 
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conversation, I want to let you know something,” Amy 

continued. 

…. which is? 

“Aryan, your father made you settle in Chandigarh because 

there may be a part of him that may be abandoned in his 

own childhood. Maybe death of a parent, or maybe no 

siblings, or even being shouted at in school and laughed at 

by his friends. Maybe he did not have a safe childhood as 

you had because when he was a kid there was a lot of 

political disturbance going in India. Even though your 

paternal grandparents gave him all the love that feeling of 

abandonment must have definitely reflected in his 

upbringing because his own parents saw that with his 

very eyes.” 

Dude, you have this big mountain of understanding that just 

peeks in through the outer artificial walls people carry. Yes, 

my grandparents did migrate from undivided India to 

current Haryana at the time of partition and a few years 

later my father was born. 

“Bingo! Just imagine, walking around the road with 

another impending danger – both for your father and your 

grandparents. You and I, with our safety and security 

taken care of, can’t even imagine that. 

Maslow’s Need Hierarchy Theory, Aryan chuckled. 

“Intellectual!” Amy high-fived Aryan. She then continued 

her point by getting up from the couch and continuing her 

signature walk around the room: “Since your safety and 

security needs are met, it’s time to move up to the 

emotional needs – both yours and your parents. Fulfil 

their emotional needs. They did not have it at the time 
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they needed it, so expecting them to fulfil yours seems to 

be a harsh thing. What say?” 

I do not object Your Honour. I rest my case.  

A feeling of ease and certainty about dealing with 

uncertainty had dawned upon Aryan from this session 

that was here to stay. 

“Before we conclude this session, I have a request to 

make.” 

Please, Your Honour! Bring it on! Aryan said as he jumped 

from the couch to sit on the back of the couch with his legs 

resting on the sitting space on it. 

Amy grew a bit serious to emphasize her point, and then 

she began, “What conversation you are going to have with 

your parents is totally up to you. You may apologise, you 

may talk about your patterns or even what all learning you 

had in this entire week – all this is up to you. 

What I am requesting is, please, please, please assure them 

that you are not going to abandon him or his business 

ever. Carry on with your dream because dreams make you 

come alive, just also remember that family are the only 

ones who give tears of joy when those dreams come true. 

Never emotionally abandon them. You need them more 

than they do. They have seen 67% of their life leave them, 

i.e., their daughter and elder son – your abandoning them 

will not make them much difference because of the habit 

thing we talked about. Difference will be made in your 

own life, and as much as we at FDF are here to help you, 

we just wish you never end up with these kinds of 

problems ever again on this couch. 

For your sake and to always have the blessings of your 

parents and to witness tears of happiness shed from their 
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eyes seeing you shine and also shine their business, never 

abandon them.” Amy concluded as she grew a bit serious 

and sat on the chair opposite to Aryan’s couch. 

Aryan reflected on this. He nodded, had nothing to say. He 

knew what he was going to do once he reached back home 

in Chandigarh. More than knowing what he would do, he 

knew if he didn’t know the next step, he would figure that 

out. 

Breaking Aryan’s silence, “It’s almost 4PM now. We’ve had 

quite an intense discussion. Do you have any more 

questions to ask, I’ll be glad to answer.” 

Certainly not Amy, you answered all of them. Every single 

one of them. 

As Amy began walking from her chair, Aryan added, 

though I want to give a poem of thanks to you for 

counselling me so well throughout our session. 

“Whoa! My return gift. Please!” she sat back on the chair 

and came in Aryan’s magnificent words: 

Khud pe shak tha,  

aur ye yakeen beshak tha 

raahein uljhi hi rahengi, raaste simte hi rahenge 

aur ye beintehaa yakeen beshak tha 

Aaj shak se shukriya tak pahucha hu, 

Aaj hak se apno tak pahucha hu 

Aaj kab se khoyi hui khushi tak pahucha hu 

Aaj zindagi par shak se zindagi par hak se pahucha hu 

Aaj nish-kriya se shu-kriya par pahucha hu 

(I doubted myself 

Undoubtedly this doubt was reigning 

Paths will stay entangled, roads will stay limited 

And this unlimited belief existed undoubtedly 
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Today I have landed from doubt to gratitude 

Today I have righteously landed up to my own people 

Today I have reached happiness lost for a long time 

Today I have reached from doubt over life to right over life 

Today I have reached from purpose-less to purposefully 

grateful) 

Aryan then jumped off from his new position of power on 

the couch to standing in front of Amy and thanked her 

with folding his hands: Thank you Amy, you really showed 

me how to look at my life from a different angle, like a 

photographer clicking the same scene from a different angle 

and telling a different story altogether with it. It just 

changed the lens about how I view life. Thank you, thank 

you, thank you so very much. 

“Hey, that was so touching. You’re welcome Aryan. It was a 

pleasure listening to your story and hold a mirror to you. 

Thanks to you as well.” Amy returned her thanks with 

kindness. 

The two then just shook hands and off went Aryan, The 

King. 
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Jen’s session: 

When Jen entered her counselling room, she discovered a 

whole new planet in her counsellor’s office.  His name was 

Arjun, and Arjun seemed to be married to Nature. 

Although he appeared to be a 30-year old, he not only had 

plants in his office, he also had pastel green couch, wooden 

centre table, and wallpapers that were the best version of 

literally living inside a jungle.  

Weird, Jen thought to herself. Arjun was seated at his study 

table and when Jen entered, they both greeted each other 

with a handshake. Arjun, then directed Jen towards the 

couch and he placed his notebook on the L-shaped couch 

next to hers – the signature pattern of couches here. 

“Before we begin our session today, lemme introduce 

myself,” Arjun announced, remaining standing and resting 

his back on his desk, “I am Dr. Arjun, you can call me Dr. 

Arjun, Doc, Arjun, whatever you feel comfortable with. I 

look quirky,” he said, pointing to his ripped denim jeans 

and casual shirt and adjusting his spiked hair with another 

hand, “yet I believe I can be a great counsellor only when I 

am casual with the people I meet. Somehow in my head, 

formal clothing creates boundaries that do not allow 

people to open up fully. 

Anyways, moving on. I render services in this ashram for 

FDF workshops and several other workshops that are 

going on from time to time, for a period of 6-8 months and 

rest of the time I’m travelling overseas to deliver my 

services.” Seeing Jen’s mouth open up in bewilderment, 

Arjun continued, “Before you wonder where I make 

money from, the services I render overseas pay me a lot 

more than is needed to live a wonderful life; also, I am the 
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author of several books and run online courses to change 

people’s lives.” 

Arjun waited for Jen to respond. 

O, that’s wonderful. So what is the nature of your books and 

online courses? 

“They are about learning to dance with all the trauma that 

most people face as a consequence of one or two 

determining events in their lives – and then they never get 

back to that energy and power which they felt was an 

essential nature for them. It is technically a get back up 

process,” Arjun beamed. 

He then moved from his desk and sat on the couch next to 

Jen’s: “Well, this session is not about me, this session is 

about you Jen. Tell me, what brings you here.” 

Thanks, Dr. Arjun. What brings me here is a lot of mistakes, 

obviously. Rather a lot of mistakes with the same person. I 

hope you won’t judge me as bad…. because I am rather off 

with judging myself as bad.  

Dr. Arjun smiled graciously and said, “Jen, your reason for 

getting out of what all has happened and making this leap, 

that is more than enough. Wasting time what has 

happened and judging yourself or me judging you, no 

matter how ‘bad’ or ‘incorrect’ it was is an escape for not 

correcting it. 

Flood has already happened, Jen. Now we have two 

choices – either to mourn the fact that flood occurred and 

keep floating in that slimy, stinky water; or stop mourning, 

get some help, and kick the things right in place.   

Which one is always going to help?” he asked Jen sitting on 

the couch placed on the L shape next to hers. 
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Hmm, to clear all the stuff and get back right in action. I 

think always, inevitably this is the right option. 

“There you go!” said Arjun, “then there is no point why I 

would judge you. I won’t. This is one of the most important 

aspects of our career as counsellors – to accept people as 

they are. No matter what they have done, and those could 

be the biggest of things. Every single one and I mean every 

single human being is trying to do their best. Now if they 

have made some mistakes during that process, the best 

thing we could do is help them heal.  

I am simply doing what I, and I believe each one of us 

should do irrespective of their profession – to accept other 

people where they are in their journey. In this era which 

we all live in, people would be okay if you gave them 

nothing and only acceptance – acceptance from within. 

They would really sniff the honesty. No one really needs 

money or dinners at fancy restaurants from you – all they 

are dying for is validation for them. It does not mean that 

you condone the wrong deeds they do or have done, it 

simply means that you won’t create a negative thought 

about them or judge them. 

Accepting their flaws simply means seeing the work in 

progress human being who is suffering from some sort of 

emotional upheaval and help them heal by separating the 

doer and the deed.” 

Jen heard with great focus what Arjun was telling her. In 

his words, she was trying to forgive her own self. 

“See, I’ll explain you with a small example. If you have ever 

been angry, you would’ve reacted in a short-tempered 

manner to a colleague or family member? Yes, or no?” 

Not happy to admit, however, yes. 
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“I am not judging you Jen, we all do it when we are not 

aware of our mood. Now, let’s say you were in an amazing 

mood one day – you probably got a promotion at work, or 

delivered excellent presentation or did some good 

shopping for your mother from your first salary – now, if 

the same instance happened to you today that made you 

angry last time, what would your response be today, in 

this good mood day?” 

Okay, I think I would be less or not reactive at all. I would 

rather let it go and my happy mood will also give the other 

person the burst to get things right without draining their 

energy. 

“See! You just answered the question for yourself Jen. 

Acceptance means going beyond the layers of what you do 

now and see you as that unparalleled human being who 

has the capacity not to judge. And that begins with 

awareness and not letting anyone take away your 

happiness. 

People want us to see them and the very first thing they 

are expecting is: ‘Does what I do look good to you? Am I 

loved? Am I respected despite my flaws?’ It happens so 

unconsciously and we all try to hide it beneath the layers 

of verbal communications. 

If we as human beings started accepting people what they 

are instead of what they were, lives of all of us would be 

much better. And without counsellors,” Aryan smiled. 

Haha, you are right Arjun. Thanks for being non-

judgemental towards me and also telling the reason along 

with it, otherwise I would’ve been kept wondering whether 

that non-judgemental behaviour was real or not. Thanks a 

ton. Now I can tell my story without being judgemental 

myself. 
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“Yes please, go ahead,” came the high vibration reply. 

Okay, so I was in relationship with this guy for a small time, 

just six months. I will not name him, let’s call him “the Guy”. 

At the onset everything was good like it is, in every 

relationship. Over a period of time it became a jail for me to 

be into. 

Things like I was supposed to reply to WhatsApp messages 

immediately, he getting tensed if his message did not hit a 

“double-tick” immediately upon sending me a message, 

saying (oops, typing) ‘I love you’ hundreds of times a day…. I 

can go on and on. I mean I did love him, yet speaking it so 

many times a day, especially when you both are resolving an 

issue with each other or with either’s life – seemed like an 

escape route for me. 

My biggest mistake was he became disloyal to me at a point 

of time in our relationship, and I continued being with him 

despite being aware of it. Later on I got to know from “the 

Guy” only that the other person was his serious relationship, 

and while they were going through a tough phase of his life, 

he had developed a liking for me. 

Now, Arjun, I could give a thousand explanations of my 

intuition hitting me, and it did. I didn’t listen to it. 

Jen made a sad face. Recollecting what Arjun had told her 

earlier, she continued: 

There was a point when I had sent him a handwritten note 

on Valentine’s Day. The packet was supposed to reach him 

on the 14th, and  when it didn’t, by mid-afternoon, he was 

getting more anxious. I consoled him by saying that the 

packet will reach him tomorrow if not today, and he got 

upset with me because of me saying this. ‘I had belittled his 

love’ according to him! Who does that, dude? 
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On Sundays I went to and still go for prayer meetings early 

morning and return by 9AM, and once when I didn’t check 

my WhatsApp in the morning, at 09:10, there were six 

missed calls from him, saying he was worried about me.  

These were just a few instances; I can tell a thousand of 

them. The biggest thing of all that seems choking to me is 

that I have to accept is I was just a temporary crutch for 

him to lean on, and when his permanent life support and 

him became closer to each other, they became more loveful 

towards each other and I was left lingering to his mood 

swings. 

Honestly, Arjun, I did want to get out of it. Even though I 

knew my heart would hurt I was ready to face it because 

every single day felt like a battle for hiding. Why hide? 

Because I was not legit. Wow!!! 

As my bad fortune would have it, he came back after 

celebrating an all-couples trip to Singapore and contacted 

me again. That was not bad fortune, I created a bad fortune 

by getting into contact with him again. I still remember the 

line from which I tipped off. He said: ‘I’ve explored all the 

places which we both will see together’, and off I went. Big 

blunders do not happen big, they are the result of one small 

decision, usually not saying a “no” when you must not say 

anything else. 

Once I was going for a family trip, and it was all of us – my 

immediate family, my uncles and aunts, cousins – one big 

family trip. When I told him that I was going on a family 

trip, do you know what he said? He said, ‘What if your 

cousins try to be physical with you?’  

I can narrate a thousand instances to you like this Dr. Arjun. 

It would be wastage of time. Ironic, that I am saying it now 

when I have already wasted a lot of your time.  
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“No worries Jen, I think it was necessary to give a brief of 

what kind of things he did, to get a glimpse into his life. Go 

ahead if you want to tell more, go ahead if you want to go 

on a different tangent. I am all ears,” confirmed Dr. Arjun. 

Thanks Arjun, I really believe that he did regret relationship 

with me as much as I did, and how could he forget that he 

had this big fat ego that wanted to be ‘the ideal man’ in 

BOTH his relationships…. lmao!! I had access to him only 

during office hours and if I did not have my phone around at 

the start and end of day, I swear I would be given an 

emotional lecture about how he was ‘trying to save us from 

being caught’ and I had no respect for him!!! 

Yeah, I should have had feelings of love looking at the 

timings, because ‘I was the lucky one’; and yes, I did not have 

office work, and yes, my boss was unlike other bosses who 

paid me for sitting and lurking around the phone, not to 

deliver results. 

Jen took a deep breath, literally laughed at the way she 

was narrating sarcasms and allowed Arjun to laugh as 

well. Now she was telling him stuff like we wait for telling 

a great event to our best friend – a sarcastic joke that only 

your best friend understands. 

Oh yeah, in his times of super anger, he used to tell me that 

he can still show me messages where a lot of girls have tried 

to contact him and he chose me!!! He chose me to have an 

affair with!!! Do you know Dr. Arjun I was the lucky one? I 

just wondered to myself, ‘Had I been in his place I would’ve 

blocked these people and he is having those people to boost 

my EGO! Not bad!!! ROFLOL!!! I mean literally ROFLOL Dr. 

Arjun. 

Dr. Arjun gave a calm and compassionate smile. 
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All these things were on auto-mode for six months when 

finally, I refused to meet him one day. A point came when I 

had the “That’s it, no more” moment. Not only a big drama 

was created as expected, he sent me 60 messages on 

WhatsApp in one hour that night about how bad I was.  

By now I also had some experience of his ego, so after 

reading the first couple of messages, I decided not to read 

them – but but but there is a twist in the story as you may 

have guessed the great Dr. Arjun!!! Had I not read his 

messages the ego would have gone for a boil. I did 

something else – I opened up his chat so that he could see 

the “blue tick” of WhatsApp, and then close the chat without 

reading anything. I even kept my head up at the time of 

opening his chat so that not even a single message could 

enter my subconscious and ruin my already ruined peace of 

mind. 

So, that’s it. That was the major stop. After that he tried to 

contact me four or five times, and yes, I also did the honours 

once – btw, that was asking him to make his WhatsApp 

settings private – in a way I was asking him to vanish 

completely when even I had this very option by deleting his 

name and never contact him. So it was another self-created 

misery, and now, Dr. Arjun, self-created misery is that I am 

so married to the thoughts of the past that even when I am 

in pain for no reason that includes the Guy, I want to give 

him a good slap multiple times. 

That’s it Dr. Arjun, me and my mistake story. O yes, I just 

want to add something, he did love me. Maybe his love was 

tarnished or maybe he wanted something that was denied 

to him in his ‘real relationship’ and even though I never saw 

traces of that ‘unconditional love’ I think he did love me. Or 

maybe I want to think so because I guess he didn’t love 
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himself and I didn’t love myself at that time (otherwise this 

whole episode won’t have happened in the first place, 

obviously), so maybe I should not judge whether there was 

love or not – when the foundations itself were bleak. 

“Hmm,” Arjun said. Reflecting for a few minutes, he added, 

“How much time has elapsed since all this, if you don’t 

mind telling?” 

Couple of weeks. 

“Okay, what used to be your exact emotions while talking 

with him?” 

Caged. He just wanted to mould me to fit into glass slippers 

not meant for me in the first place. 

“If they were meant for you, you’d not have a problem 

fitting into them?” 

If they were meant for me, there was no question of fitting 

into them. They would’ve been tailor-made for me, Jen 

smiled. 

“What is your real problem? What really really really 

troubled you Jen?” 

The fact that I was an “also” in his life and his consequent 

inflictions on me. Most of all, I am still really troubled by the 

fact that I didn’t walk away in the initial days when I was 

brought to terms with the fact that I was his “I love you 

also”. 

“Why didn’t you walk away?” 

Hmm, you got me thinking Dr. Arjun. I never thought about 

it. Jen became quiet for some time and resumed: Probably, 

and I am ashamed to admit it, it was because I was getting 

fake validation and liking initially, and later I used to think 
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that in some time he would change and there would be more 

clarity. 

“Shall we reframe it as you were not willing to change by 

standing for yourself whereas you wanted him to change 

so you could get happier?” 

Jen sighed.  

Yes. 

“What kind of clarity you wanted? That he had left the 

other girl or he was now leaving you?” 

I never considered the possibility of either. Maybe I wanted 

him to call it quits with me so that subtly I could blame him 

for dumping me when I’d feel alone later. I was rather 

waiting to blame him when all those six months he blamed 

me. 

Jen paused for a minute and reflected what she just said. 

Oh, Dr. Arjun, I just don’t believe what I just said. Did I just 

say I was waiting to blame him in the future, that’s why I 

kept waiting for the right moment in the past to blame him? 

Arjun smiled in agreement. “Its okay, Jen, to know yourself 

inside out. Then only you can begin the process of clearing 

up the things that are not wanted.” 

Jen stood up from her couch and started moving briskly 

around the room. 

O, I absolutely do not want this at least. Me waiting to blame 

him, it all seems so foreign. 

She now sat on the chair opposite to the couches. 

“Jen, just relax. Most people do want to blame because 

they will get rid of the responsibility to heal their lives. 

The very fact that you are attending the FDF workshop is 
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because you are tired of blaming,” Arjun said as Jen was 

still feeling shameful of herself, “it all seemed foreign 

because you never confronted it in the first place,” Dr. 

Arjun added compassionately. 

Jen started regaining composure as Arjun’s last words 

struck her.  

“In fact,” Dr. Arjun added, “we all have been taught like 

this in our childhood. Give two slaps in lieu of one. Blame 

is encoded in our mindsets Jen, unless we take 

responsibility to scrub it off to surface and eliminate it 

altogether.” 

Jen looked up from her chair to Dr. Arjun, as he was 

moving slowly and letting these lessons sink into her. 

“….which you are: waving off everything that ain’t serving 

you Jen.” 

Dr. Arjun, in a way I have been trying a lot these past couple 

of weeks to get rid of thoughts and memories that are not 

serving me, yet they come and serve themselves no matter 

how hard I try to let go. 

“Why this ‘let-go’ thing is not working Jen?” asked Dr. 

Arjun curiously, as he sat on the couch opposite to Jen’s 

chair. 

Jen’s face tilted a bit to her side as she thought about it. 

She said after thinking for a while: 

Maybe I am not distracting myself to other meaningful 

activities. Maybe my ego still gets fed by thinking about the 

past. Maybe I think that the pains given by him were simply 

a reflection of his mindset and I should realise that what he 

inflicted on me was not me, it was him. 

“Have you tried all this before, I’m curious.” 
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Jen sighed. 

Millions of times Doc. It does help in the moment, then the 

flood of unhealed trauma returns, multiplied. 

“Why do you think it returns, multiplied?” 

Because I suppressed what my real feelings were. 

“It’s like taking an antibiotic! Suppresses pain in the 

moment, and creates a bigger chemical reaction 

underneath,” Dr. Arjun added. 

Exactly Doc! Jen said in a wave of excitement.  

Shortening names from Dr. to Doc is a sign of opening up. 

Jen was now ready to chip off the unwanted layers off her 

beautiful untainted self.  

“Then what is the solution if we know we don’t wanna 

take antibiotics?” 

The ayurvedic way – or homeopathy or naturopathy could 

even do, Jen chuckled. 

“What is the most common thing with all these 

treatments?” Arjun asked Jen, now making his point bit by 

bit. 

That they take a little longer than allopath, yet destroy the 

disease from its roots. 

Dr. Arjun raised his eyebrows and gave a bingo smile to 

Jen. She didn’t understand for a few seconds, and when 

she did, the excitement in her voice was incomparable. 

Okayyy…. I need to get to the roots of what is troubling me 

and pluck it off right there. 

Jen stood up in excitement. 

Wait Doc, how am I going to do it? 
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“There comes your doc, to help you out Jen,” said Dr. 

Arjun, sitting on his couch and directing Jen to sit on the 

chair opposite. Jen’s athletic body along with her tank top 

and gym leggings had found their happiness high just now. 

Jen was all ears as she patiently heard what Dr. Arjun was 

now going to tell her. 

“When let go doesn’t happen, let it. That’s it.” 

Jen’s face went from excited to confused to questioning: 

Is that all? Let it? How does that happen? Is that a new three 

or five-point checklist…. 

“Relax Jen. That is not all. That is the crux of all you are 

going to do and all I am going to tech you to do. 

Here’s how it works. Whenever any thought comes to your 

mind about the Guy or you start getting into a negative 

loop, you have to answer yourself. 

Let me explain. 

Say for example your mind says: “He was such a narcissist, 

he just played with me.” Then, you have to answer your 

mind by saying: “It’s great, that I am finally out of his life.” 

Then another day your mind may question, “Just how 

much emotionally caged I was in his presence!” You may 

also want to add a few hurting words along with it. Then 

your point is to tell yourself: “Why am I keeping myself 

emotionally caged now when it is already over years ago?”  

You may also make your explanations bigger in order to 

answer your questions well. Do you get what I am telling 

you, Jen?” Dr. Arjun asked her. 
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I think yes. I think I know where you are coming from. You 

want me to answer myself and not let the questions lurk 

around. Right? 

“Exactly. Like we spoke earlier, when let go doesn’t work, 

let it. It means just answer the questions in your head and 

they will go away. 

Like we did when we were kids. We answered the 

questions in our exams and passed them. Now we grown 

up adults, just do not answer a single question in our head 

and then we stay stuck – in other words we fail and don’t 

get to the next level because the questions of previous 

level remain unanswered.” 

Interesting. Isn’t it too simple and easy? 

Aryan chuckled, “Have you ever seen someone who is 

damn busy and in reality they are doing nothing much, 

other than simply doing their job? I bet you have.” 

Yeah, of course. I knew of someone who was always busy on 

phone despite nothing significant happening in their lives. 

They were and are, I believe, appearing to be busy so that 

they can follow the status quo. 

“Bingo!” Dr. Arjun was stunned at Jen’s amazing reply, 

“Gimme a high five! Now tell me, do you know someone 

who is not at all “busy” yet gets a lot of work done? They 

are available when they are reached out and enjoy their 

family meals and work like heaven?” 

Jen began to ponder. 

“If not in real life, at least a celebrity or a social media 

influencer you definitely must be aware of,” Dr. Arjun 

added. 
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O yes, online, definitely yes. In fact, I am signed up on their 

mailing lists as well and have applied a lot of their learnings 

and transformed my life in numerous ways. 

“Why didn’t you sign up for the other “busy” person’s 

mailing list?” 

Never ever, they are so complicated. I don’t want to make 

my life as screwed up and as complicated as theirs, no 

matter how much fancy it looks in the moment. I know the 

other person whom I have signed up lives a fancier, and 

happier life.” 

“You just answered the question for yourself, Jen,” Dr. 

Arjun said with a smile. 

Hey, I didn’t even realize it. Yes, now I get your point. The 

right things are always going to be simple. It is the 

mediocrity hides underneath the veil of complexity. 

“So be it. However, Jen I want to remind you of a few 

things before you go out into your world and start 

applying it to the Guy things, and also, on any other things 

that comes to trouble you.” 

Sure Doc, bring it on. 

“One, never ever say anything wrong or judgmental about 

the other person.” 

Jen’s face grew small. 

“I know you don’t like it, yet this is the biggest factor that 

is going to help you out of the cage that kept you bound for 

over two years. Our job is not to bring the other person 

down. Our job is to lift ourselves up, without doing any 

harm to our mental status.” 

How will me thinking right about him, which is, he was bad 

is going to harm my mind? 
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“As you think anything negative about him, irrespective of 

how truthful it is, it is not about him anymore. It has now 

become a part of you and your thinking and your 

consciousness now.” 

Okay, now I am thinking exactly what he did – which makes 

me no different from him. Rather I am reinforcing what was 

supposed to be eliminated. 

“True that, Jen. Can you believe that you are watering the 

very thing inside of you that hurt you so immensely?’ 

Yes, yes I do….and now I feel sorry that I must have done it 

thousands of times before. 

“There’s nothing to feel sorry about. You are only sitting 

here to get healed. Stop being so critical of the past. Slay 

the present of present.” 

I think you are right. I just want to let the past remain the 

past. And this was such a revelation Dr. Arjun, it was like 

waking up from a deep slumber of years. 

“Now that you have woken up, I will tell you another point 

to remember.” 

Which is? 

“Your real job is not of letting it by answering the dooming 

questions. Your real job is to become aware when these 

questions pop up. Only when you become aware, you will 

be able to create a change, because negative feelings have 

a poor habit of coming in a storm without knocking your 

door and before you know it, everything is tussled and 

tossed.” 

Hmmm, you are right. To allow for good things, notice when 

the bad things have already arrived and quietly address 

them all. 
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“Think before you think,” Arjun added. 

Means? 

“Your thoughts are always budding in your head and 

before you convert them into words, censor it and say it, 

their original waves have already permeated your brain 

and now your one trillion brain cells are giving water to 

your thoughts even though you censored them into totally 

different words. So technically it is not ‘think before you 

speak, it is think before you think.’” 

You are quite a life-changing Doc, I must say Dr. Arjun. 

“Thank you Jen,” Dr. Arjun responded calmly accepting 

Jen’s appreciation. 

You sure all this is going to be so easy? 

“I’m not only sure, rather confident (reminds me of Big B 

in KBC) that it is going to be so easy if you become aware 

of when these thoughts come. You can also do this exercise 

in a notebook whenever those hurting thoughts come to 

your mind.” 

Notebook? Umm… 

“Notebook would quite be helpful, because the speed of 

negative thoughts is faster than positive ones. Even when 

you become aware of them, they might cause you not to 

answer them because they are coming at fast dizzying 

speeds already.  

Writing in a notebook brings clarity. It makes you focused 

and then you can answer all your questions one by one. 

Cool enough?” 

Super cool and easier, Doc. Thanks.  
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“You’re welcome Jen, which brings me to the third point 

for you to remember in your healing process.” 

Which is? 

“Don’t be stunned when you answered your thoughts of 

the past once and they come back again some other time.” 

Which means they will still keep coming…? 

“For some time, yes. Then the thoughts will understand 

that you are entertaining them in the same way over and 

over again without getting disturbed; over a period of time 

they will lose their grip and power and abandon you. Not 

at once Jen, over a period of time, they will; definitely.” 

Understandable, I accept it. 

“I appreciate the way you are not rebelling against these 

new ways being served to you word by word. The 

destination is closer when you believe yourself 

unquestioningly.” 

Thank you Doc! Jen said with a smile. 

“Which brings me to the fourth and final point of our 

conversation today?” 

Bring it on, I’m curious. 

“I’m also curious.” 

About? 

“About the definition of infidelity.” Dr. Arjun then looked 

up to Jen.  

Her face went from flushed with excitement to pale. 

“Don’t worry Jen. Just tell me, what is the definition of 

infidelity,” Dr. Arjun said in a composed manner. 

Being disloyal to your partner. 
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“What is being disloyal to yourself called then?” Dr. Arjun 

asked assertively. 

Jen understood what Dr. Arjun was trying to convey. With 

a prick in her heart, a tear trickled down her eye. 

“Don’t feel embarrassed Jen. We all have been infidel to 

our own selves. It is rooted in our genes that have been 

transmuted from thousands of years wherein blaming the 

other person feels safe. 

Now you understand how much it is harming you. 

More than anything else, you surely definitely know that if 

you stay stuck and do not answer yourself repeatedly for 

some time, you are being disloyal to yourself.” 

Which is infidelity…. Jen said rubbing off her tear. 

Arjun smiled in approval and not let words take away the 

sensitivity of the situation. 

I had not expected this Dr. Arjun, yet I just needed this. Had 

you not told me the definition of infidelity, I probably may 

have slipped into my old ways of being. Thank you, Doc. 

Jen smiled and got up from her chair to leave as she was 

clear that her session was coming to an end. 

“I know; logic plays the trick just in the moment. Emotion 

regulates for the lifetime and makes change permanent.” 

Dr. Arjun added, “And remember Jen, our session here has 

come to an end however you have to become your own 

healer from now onwards. Be your best friend and walk 

your path. It is going to be easy, you know!”  

Arjun then high-fived Jen with a smile. 

It is definitely going to be easy, now my emotions have 

entered and played their role. Thanks a ton Dr. Arjun. 
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They both gave each other a handshake and went out 

another person with and for a happier, more meaningful 

life. 
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Sid’s session 

When Sid entered his counselling room no one was there. 

He looked around the big room, and finally when no one 

was found and he started walking out, some assistant from 

the reception came and he gave Sid the message that Dr. 

Sharma would be late by a few minutes, till then he could 

wait in this very room. 

Okay, Sid said and went to a couch to be seated. 

Only after two minutes he found himself walking in 

anxiousness. 

I thought that everyone here is so professional. 

All the programs in the past three days had been beginning 

to the T, and now look at this. 

I think these counsellors have too many patients to pay 

attention to everyone individually. 

Maybe I should leave, just because my problem is not a real 

problem like Satya, Aryan or Jen, he must have thought to 

call it quits. 

Sid was wanting to leave because his logics and past great 

experiences told him otherwise, yet a part of him nudged 

him to stay back, to keep anger at bay only for a couple of 

minutes and let the session with his counsellor go on. 

Finally, the counsellor did come after a delay of seventeen 

minutes.  

I had never been so calculative in time, Sid thought. 

“Hi, I’m Dr. Ranveer Sharma, or as everyone addresses me 

here, you can call me Dr. Sharma,” said the nerd gentleman 

with a smile on his face. 
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He was wearing casual trousers and an oversized pullover, 

with formal shoes that somehow didn’t appear weird to 

Sid. 

Hello, Sid this side, Sid said dryly shaking back his hand. 

”I’m so sorry young man to keep you waiting. Actually my 

son met with an accident early morning today. He was 

crossing the road of our society to take his bike from the 

parking, and a car driver hit him badly, because of which 

his left arm and leg got fractured.” 

I’m sorry to heart that Sir, I think you should go and be with 

him; he needs you more than I do right now. 

Sid’s anger got replaced by empathy. He realised how 

important it is not to judge people at the first instance, we 

may never know what they must be going through. 

“It’s okay young man, my family lives back in Kolkata, and 

the earliest flight available is for midnight. I will have this 

session with you and then leave in the evening. Meanwhile 

my wife and daughter, and a few relatives are there to take 

care of him. Right now, I got late for our session together 

because I was talking back at home with my family and 

then took a couple of minutes to sit in silence and calm 

myself before having a fruitful session with you,” Dr. 

Sharma clarified. 

It’s perfectly fine Sir, I still believe you should be in contact 

with them instead of our session together. 

“Sid, thank you so much for your regard. Yet I cannot do 

anything from here other than send my family good vibes. 

They need an emotionally strong father and husband 

instead of having an upset and angry one, for no reason. 

What say Bro?” Dr. Sharma smiled. 
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You said ‘Bro’? Not bad… 

“My millennial kids taught me,” Dr. Sharma said with the 

pride of a father as he sipped his glass of water. 

I am quite surprised Sir; you are clear what you want to give 

your family gift of your powerful vibes, and you are proud of 

learning this millennial lingo at this age when a lot of 

parents don’t seem to be understanding their kids – it’s 

rather great to be in your company. 

Saying this, Sid also reflected again on how he had jumped 

to conclusions about this very person just some time back 

and how matter of spur decisions in the negative direction 

are often so embarrassing to yourself. 

Dr. Sharma said breaking his silence, “Of course Sid, before 

giving anything else to them, my number one job is to give 

them happiness and peace because of me. And for that 

millennial lingo, why not? Leaders in corporates have 

workshops to understand their subordinates, why 

shouldn’t I grow as my kids grow? At least they are not 

doing something wrong……so I also choose to have fun in 

the process.” 

Sid’s face lit up. 

“Alright, young man,” said Dr. Sharma enthusiastically, 

“that was about me, you tell about yourself. How are you 

doing? What brings you here to FDF?” 

Nothing much really, Sid sighed. 

“Bro this ‘nothing much’ of you is costing you your 

happiness. Do you know that?” 

Sid smiled. 

Honesty, Sir, I don’t know what to do with myself. I am 

having graduate degree from Stephen’s College in Delhi and 
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post graduate degree from ISB in Mohali. These are like 

cream colleges in the country. I got placed into a handsome 

job that pays really well, I lead a team of interns as well, by 

being based out of Lucknow. 

The only problem with me is that I feel lost.  

The worst thing is I don’t even know why I feel this way. I 

know I should be grateful that what I have, most people only 

dream of. I also dreamt of it once and achieved it. Now, over 

a period of four years into my job, I feel totally blank. I drag 

myself out of bed every morning and each day is another 

day waiting for the weekend to occur so that I can bombard 

myself with junk food; and I know that is visible in my size 

as well. 

Dr. Sharma, I have seen colleagues in my office, not all of 

them, only one rather, who wakes up early in the morning at 

4 AM, does meditation, goes to the gym, and is the happiest 

person to be around in office. You know what, this job is not 

even her dream job, yet she finds utter fulfilment in every 

single day of life. She works hard to have her dream job 

before and after office, and I bet she will have it very soon. 

That, that kind of aura, that kind of charisma, that kind of 

obsession with your dreams that before you, everyone 

around you knows that you are going to receive it, really 

makes me envy her. Every single day without fail, she is 

early in office by at least ten minutes, and manages to finish 

her work before time no matter how much the pressure is.  

When I see this colleague of mine in office, it is a treat to 

behold someone so passionate like that. She has zero, I mean 

totally zero tolerance for office gossips, she does not rebuke 

them, simply makes an excuse to go back to work when 

others are discussing stuff that’s energy draining. There is a 

constant anchor for her, which I and all those who are 
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envious of her discuss about when she has left the gossip 

corner that keeps her moving constantly no matter what.  

Seeing this kind of unbound passion and energy makes me 

supremely guilty of myself. I just feel I have wasted my life. 

Then another question pops up in my head that I did do 

good things in my college life, it is only post transitioning 

into job that I have lost it all and my body has gained it all. 

Sid jokingly patted his tummy while saying the last words. 

Dr. Sharma listened to him with utmost focus and calm. 

Sid then continued: 

I even don’t know Sir, whether this is a problem even or not. 

I have seen this entire thing with a lot of my colleagues as 

well. I don’t know whether they consider this to be a 

problem or not, at least I do. 

I mean if we just take a look at our childhoods, we did not 

have any “purpose” of life, we were all wandering spirits 

radiating our sunshine to the world. Then when we did start 

having the real “purpose” we still let things go by flow, and 

later on growing into adulthood the entire happiness thing 

became alien when we were busy falling into the dementia 

of being under parental and societal pressure of securing 

good marks started. 

What say Sir, did we lose ourselves then? 

“We did, majority of us did. What we should also 

remember young man,” Dr. Sharma smiled and said, 

“facing a trauma at the age of ten is bad, living with that 

trauma at the age of twenty or forty or even eighty is 

worse.” 

Sid started pondering. Interrupting his thoughts Dr. 

Sharma added, “which is the reason you have landed up 

here; so that you don’t live with what kept you small for 
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the mint life you are gonna begin when you leave this FDF 

workshop.” 

I like your “gonna” style Sir, btw. 

Dr. Sharma gave him a dad-like smile. 

Okay Sir, so like I was saying, my friends out there who are 

sitting with other counsellors right now, have gone through 

loads of difficult stuff. Real difficult. Two of them had just 

lost a part of their heart and happiness in terrible 

heartbreaks. Another one, my best friend, has literally been 

taught to slay his dreams. 

As compared to them all, my struggles seem really finite or 

none at all. Yet when I look at a typical day of mine, it all 

begins with cell phone and junk food, ends with cell phone 

and junk food; with going to office and not feeling good in 

the AM to PM hours.  

I did learn some goddamn stuff here about health and that 

had affected my eating habits, however I am paranoid about 

this entire lifestyle of mine. More than that, I am scared 

about why I feel unfulfilled throughout the day. And most of 

all, what scares me the most is that I do have a lot of good 

things in my life, quite a big population do not have access 

to clean drinking water and here am I, feeling worried 

about not feeling good!!!? 

Sid took a deep breath as he uttered his last words. 

Dr. Sharma stood up from his desk and started walking 

towards Sid. He then patted his back and signalled him to 

walk towards the couch with him as he said these words 

to Sid, “First of all, young man, you have an abundance of 

ability to reflect upon where you stand right now. What 

you have is not a small thing, it is huge.” 
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Do you think so? Since last three days I have been thinking 

about my selfishness to come here despite having it all. 

Although my friend Aryan brought me here, something 

within me did nudge me to come here. 

They both now sat on bamboo couches placed opposite to 

each other, separated by a small gap of about two feet. 

Quite old school yet cool, Sid thought to himself. 

“Sid, it is not uncommon for you to think like this. A lot of 

people who come here do think there are many more 

unfortunate people in this world, why should they be 

discussing their problems in the first place.” 

Do they? Is it something a lot of people actually think? 

“I bet. Yet I believe it is selfish not to think about yourself,” 

Dr. Sharma added. 

It is selfish not to think about yourself? How is that possible? 

Are we not taught that since childhood? 

“How will you take care of anyone else around you if your 

own cup is empty? What will flow out of an empty cup 

Sid?” 

Does this mean I should be selfish? 

“Selfish is rather a lower degree word of being mean and 

sadist. Never be selfish. Being self-caring is the correct 

word rather. Let me give you an example. There are two 

categories of Moms in this world. Without going further, 

lemme address the fact that being a mother is the most 

difficult and taxing work on the planet. 

Moms address it two different ways. One, they forget 

totally about themselves, their own food, their own 

exercise and go all in only to take care of their kids. Second 

category of Moms love their kids equally, with the 
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awareness that their kids can be happy and healthy only 

when they are happy and healthy.  

My question to you, Sid, is which category of Moms is 

actually going to enjoy their motherhood?” 

I believe second one. 

“What makes you believe so Bro?” 

Hmm…. I get what you are trying to say. When you are 

taking care of yourself, everything else on the outside simply 

works out like easy. If your door sways outside, there is a 

real problem. 

“Smart a….” Dr. Sharma stopped in the middle, trying to 

keep millennial lingo at bay when it was not professional 

to speak so. 

Sid couldn’t stop laughing at how Dr. Sharma concluded 

himself. 

It’s okay Sir, relax. 

“Sure,” Dr. Sharma said composing himself and with 

another smile, “I hope so are you now. Don’t doubt your 

approach towards rising higher. Existence is 

meaningless if it is stagnant, and if there are some 

roadblocks like you have, I’m pretty confident you will 

solve them out.” 

You mean we will solve them out. 

“You alone will, I am sure. I am here to give you a mirror in 

the right direction for one complete day. You are the one 

who is going to live your life. My job is to ignite your 

power not to walk your path,” Dr. Sharma added politely. 
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Sid nodded his head, you sure my life will be different from 

tomorrow? Can change happen in a day? Researches have 

said that it takes a number of days to…. 

“It takes a moment to make a change, 0.25 second to be 

exact,” Dr. Sharma said cutting Sid’s words midway. 

0.25 second? I don’t think I quite get it… 

“Between stimulus and response, there is a gap of 0.25 

second. It always exists. When you stop taking decisions at 

impulse and based on past experiences, you draw your 

future into the point of power that is the present. 

Since present is the point of power, in the present 0.25 

second, you make a different decision.  

Why do people who are fat eat so much junk food? Ever 

wondered?” 

Sid looked at his tummy in pity. 

Dr. Sharma continued, looking at his expression, “This is 

not specifically about you, because you wrote in the 

introduction sheet that you have started eating two 

chapatis here instead of your status quo of six. This is a 

general example how people are making a change every 

single second and creating their future. 

So, an unhealthy person is driving from office to their 

home and they feel extremely hungry on the way; they will 

grab a burger from the takeaway, not to miss fries and soft 

drink, and before going to this takeaway they will tell 

themselves that they are not going to get fit and lean 

anyway. 

A healthy person will stop at a local fruit vendor, eat a 

banana and go home to eat nutritious dinner. Before 

ditching the mall and stopping by at the fruit vendor, this 
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person will have a self-talk: it is really exhausting to eat 

junk food, and I am working really hard in the gym, I 

better keep up with my diet. 

Notice the ‘before’ element here Sid: both these people 

have made a decision now to determine their future. If 

they made opposite decisions at those points of power of 

0.25 seconds and kept making those decisions 

consistently, their entire life story and body stories 

would’ve been different. 

It all happened not in an impulse, rather deciding, 

choosing, consciously, what they want IN THE FUTURE.” 

Dr. Sharma gave a bigger emphasis on the last words. 

I think I’m quite trying to get you Sir…it is all about people’s 

self-images, about how they perceive themselves, about 

what they think about them. 

“Precisely, Sid, self-image is the beginning and end of all 

the happiness and misery. You do not get what you want. 

You get who you are. Since you get who you are, you can 

always change who you are if you don’t like it now.” 

Hey…...Sid almost jumped from the couch in excitement, it 

just relates to my problem Sir, if I do not like what I am now, 

I can change it. 

“You absolutely can, young man,” chimed in Dr. Sharma, 

“that’s what my point is.” 

But Sir… 

Dr. Sharma was expecting this, because as the moment 

you get a great new idea to change your life, your 

subconscious patterns have to play their part to trap you 

to fall into the previous patterns of living and being. 
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Is it really possible to change my life, change the way I feel 

unfulfilled, change my morning and evening life of 

dedication to phone, and above all, is it possible to change at 

all? If it is, why didn’t I change for so long in the first place? I 

am curious Sir… 

“Sid, firstly, I really admire your way of asking these deep 

questions. Right questions have the root to all the 

answers.” 

Thank you, came the polite response. 

“Now, moving on to your most important question, why 

did you not change so far if it is possible to change.  

Sid, tell me something, have you ever visited a gurudwara 

or temple or any place that you deeply believe in, and felt 

peaceful all of a sudden?” 

Yes, Sid answered muddled, not sure where this discussion 

was going. 

“Why did you feel peaceful? You never felt this way when 

you were trespassing an array of sculptures of deities 

while driving through the road?” 

Sid’s eyes and mouth grew wide open, at the striking 

contrast he had never noticed, and at the way Dr. Sharma 

was explaining things beautifully through the examples he 

was putting forth on the table. 

I never thought that way, was his candid reply. 

“It is because the array of sculptures on the road do not 

have the vibrations of a temple. What brings those 

peaceful vibrations in the temple is groups of people 

coming together and remembering God and creating 

beautiful thoughts. Those vibrations sway in the 

environment of the temple and make you feel peaceful. 
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Now let’s jump over to your question Sid. It is very 

important to address this here. You did not change earlier 

because the environment out in the world is filled with 

negativity. You need to do nothing to let negativity step in. 

That is why you are brought in this ashram. Here 200 

people come together to listen to knowledge that has 

never been taught to you ever, and when all of you do this 

in a controlled environment for a period of one week, 

having great transformative ideas is just the beginning. 

That is why it is urged for everyone to do this FDF course. 

It is not just the end. You will never be perfect forever by 

coming to this course over here. What you will receive, for 

sure, is a guidemap of what power of groups can do to 

your benefit.” 

Sir, does this mean that I am having the idea of change 

because earlier I was not aware, or rather none of us are 

aware in the humdrum of busy lives?  

“True.” 

However, I knew before coming here that I am lost, so that 

was awareness if I’m not wrong, Sid presented his point 

humbly. 

“Most people aren’t aware about that as well Sid,” Dr. 

Sharma added, “and awareness is more focussed on 

becoming aware to receive the answers.” 

Sid’s expressions told he didn’t quite understand what Dr. 

Sharma just said. 

“A smoker knows smoking is bad. That is beginning of 

awareness. They do not know that addiction of smoking or 

any other addiction can be cured permanently, which is 

followed by a lot of other awareness of giving up smoking. 
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My question is not what issue you are facing. My question 

is what are you doing to resolve that issue? My question is 

not about reaching to the solution, my question is about 

being able to navigate to the solution by growing your 

awareness bit by bit, drop by drop.” 

Quite intense, I must say. 

“What is intense, I’m curious…” asked Dr. Sharma 

assertively, in a way he was in a flow, forgetting 

completely about the fact that his son is in pain right now, 

and perhaps aware that he being away due to unavailable 

logistics was no reason to be worried about. 

I mean it is so difficult to be aware of navigating to the 

solution, when all you are is lost out into the world. 

“That is why you have come to FDF.” Dr. Sharma smiled.  

Sid took a deep breath. 

Dr. Sharma started walking softly around their couches 

and explained to Sid the most important words he could 

take away from this counselling session: 

“Sid, I understand it is difficult for you to live your life this 

way. Things are just stuck and they don’t happen to move 

at all for you.  

I can tell you thousands of things you can do to change 

your life situation and I will, however, young man, before 

that I want you to decide. 

Are you really willing to take the difficult route of 

breaking your habits and get out of your own way? 

The only person standing in your way is you. If you 

decide to move, nothing can stop you. Yes, you are right 

that you have a lot of things to be grateful for and you 
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must be grateful for them, yet when you know you can 

become more do not suppress that part of you, my child. 

How will the world be a better place if you suppressed 

what was super-amazing in you? How would they even 

know what you were made up of if all you did was lose 

yourself every single day behind the veil of being busy? 

How at all, there would be transformations and histories 

created and world records formed and innovative ideas by 

start-ups pop up if all were busy into not being good 

enough and not getting out of their own way? 

What all I want to tell you today, is make forward 

movement as essential as taking a breath. Make it non-

negotiable. Your problem is right, you are stuck. You are 

stuck, because all of us are made to believe that your real 

job is to navigate college to get into a job. Then all will be 

taken care of. 

Nope.  

Wrong. 

Your real job is to navigate through life every single day so 

that you can be proud of yourself the next day, and the 

next day, and the next day, and so on. 

You also mentioned in your introduction form that you 

have discovered your passion to be healthy again and then 

help others be healthy. Spend your days doing that Sid. 

You are fortunate that you found this thing ignites you, 

and the sudden change in your habits is the ignition that 

will keep you going. Even if you hadn’t found something 

that ignited you in the first place, I would have definitely 

suggested you to start putting some time and effort into 

something that makes you even a bit interested. 
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The way our lives are programmed these days: screen at 

home, screen while commuting, screen at home, we are 

bound to feel stuck because our brain is not given even a 

bit to think outside the box, oops, I mean outside the 

screen. 

It is, therefore, important not only for you who is actually 

feeling stuck, even for those who do feel a sense of 

contentment in their days. Sid, this problem of yours is 

actually going to help a lot of your friends when you go out 

and share it with them. 

Each one of us must, and definitely must, have 

something meaningful to do after or before office hours. 

It serves two purposes: it keeps you engaged, and keeps 

you disengaged from the usual distraction of reaching out 

for tablet or phone. 

How will you do it, is up to you to figure that out. You have 

already learnt a lot of things that will help you out when 

you go back home, and the next three days are going to be 

revolutionary in terms of information that is going to be 

coming up. Your process of matching the pieces of the 

jigsaw puzzle and creating a splendid symphony is also a 

part of the process. 

The bigger and the biggest picture, to stay unstuck, is to 

remember to have a purpose for PM to AM hours, it does 

not have to be as grand as the office goals, yet it has to 

exist. Taking out a couple of hours on the weekend and an 

hour or two on working days is the key to being happy and 

creative. It will not only keep you unstuck, it will also 

prevent you from getting tangled into the metamorphosis 

of the stuck and the phone-addicts.” 

That is such a simple and elegant way to ease out my 

difficult days. I just, I just so loved the way you told how to 
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master my days without giving me minute-by-minute 

schedule. It just gave me the onus to create my own shape 

and get out of the metaphorical box I had been confused 

into. 

Sid stood up, mesmerised by what his counsellor had just 

said. 

“A single day holds more power than a single decade. If 

you let your day pass by without inching further a little bit, 

your decade will invariably be the same,” echoed Dr. 

Sharma. 

What if I have wasted so much time in the past and the 

power of my past habits? 

“‘The journey of 1000 steps begins with a single step,’ said 

Confucius. And my child, you understood today only that it 

takes a decision taken in 0.25 seconds to change a habit. 

Don’t be impulsive in your decisions. Hold back for a 

moment of these 0.25 seconds, and you will see your life 

experience change even before you recognise it.” 

I think you are right. Also, being curious is good yet asking 

too many questions is a sign of procrastination which I think 

I should not let in anymore.  

“You are a quick learner, dude!” Dr. Sharma said 

enthusiastically. 

And you are a man of immense power and love. You chose to 

be love and give love to me as it is a part of your work, 

because you know your power to your son lies in being love, 

not in being anxious and cursing the airlines’ schedules. I 

have immense respect for you Sir. Thanks a lot for being 

who you are. 
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“Thank you Sid. And you’re most welcome,” Dr. Sharma 

accepted the compliment humbly instead of denying it like 

most of the people do, “and with that, young man, we need 

to bring this session to an early close because I need to 

travel till Ahmedabad to take the flight, and road trip till 

Ahmedabad is also going to take some time. I’m sorry I did 

want to give you the entire day, like all your friends are 

getting; yet my family needs me right now. So, gotta leave 

in some time.” 

I totally respect that Sir. No worries. It is the quality of time 

together rather than the quantity of time that makes most 

difference. And this time with you was totally incredible, to 

steer me in the right direction of having health and sanity 

back. Perfectly fine. Sir. 

Sid stood up to shake hands with this graceful gentleman 

when Dr. Sharma joked, “Your line about quality and 

quantity of time reminded me of how couples talk with 

each other. Lucky you, single and happy bird. Keep flying, 

my child.” 

Both of them laughed at this statement of Dr. Sharma, and 

then off went Sid, taking happiness, meaning and purpose 

in his way of life going forward. 

*** 

All four of them started assembling one-by-one at the 

bench where Aryan had earlier massaged Sid. It was 

located in the park where their daily exercise session took 

place, just opposite the building where Jen and Satya were 

living. It was becoming their signature place to meet every 

day in the morning and before retiring at the end of the 

day. 
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No one said a word. All words had already been spoken. 

All hurts had already been given the space to break open 

and let loose. None of them felt a need to say anything. 

They sat quietly at the bench in silence for some time, and 

witnessed the sunset. 

They all had been interacting with each other in a way, 

through radiating respect with silence. Without speaking a 

word, they proceeded towards dining hall, had their 

dinners and went to respective rooms. 

After reaching their rooms, Jen started writing in a journal, 

Satya read a book for a while and then went for a walk, 

Aryan took out his note book and did not write a poetry, 

he rather wrote a letter to his Dad which he knew he 

would never give (he later changed the idea to talking 

with him in person and let the emotions flow), and Sid 

prepared notes – not on his smartphone, rather on his 

notebook – about what was his flow of life going to be 

going forward. 

All the hurts were now left in the premises of respective 

counsellor’s offices, and silence had started revealing their 

powers to them – power to change the geography 

irrespective of the history. 

Time to begin a new day had arrived…. 

No day is a normal day… 
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6. 

Day 5: Relationship Day 

No, you won‟t be asked to make that call and 
say „I love you‟ :) 

 

“Why do we do what we do?” said Sister Shirley in her soft 

voice as she started the next day’s meditation. Till now, 

the room used to be filled with 80 per cent of the 

participants, today every single one of them had turned up 

to have this magical experience. Lightness and the urge to 

soak in the early morning happiness had come in when all 

the emotional weights had been lifted off yesterday. 

Sister Shirley continued while the lights in the room had 

been dimmed and everyone was sitting in their alert-cum-

relaxed position, “Today we will think about this question 

and let it go. Let the question go, and wait for the answer 

to emerge. Why do we do what we do? This pursuit, this 

process of breaking the heart and crossing a thousand 

miles to discover this answer…….. 

…..who am I…..what is the purpose of my 

existence….where is this all wandering going on….. 

….let the questions sway into the space and you continue 

in your relaxed position……as you let the questions go, 

your mind is free to think a thought…..it chooses to focus 

on your breath…..observe the breath……let it in and let it 

go……deeper……let a deep breath in and let a deep breath 

go……enjoy this dance of in and out and focus your mind 
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on it……and as you are focused on your breath you notice 

a thought entering the vicinity of your mind….it is about 

something that is important to you……though not right 

now…..you don’t entertain the thought and you don’t 

ignore it…… 

….you let it…..and then you focus on your breath 

again……now sway with the music until you hear my 

voice…..focus on your breath……in and out…..in and 

out…..happily in and out……sway with the music……music 

guides your breath…..your mind is utterly focussed….. 

(the music goes on for a while, and then Sister Shirley 

chimes in again…..) 

…..your mind was deeply focussed…….it was focussed on 

your breath…..and during that focus you received your 

answers in some form of hint……your mind is still 

focussed on your breath…..do not wander much at the 

answers…..you will get them at the right time…..right 

now….just trust….that you will receive your answers…..let 

it all go…..and in letting lies allowing…..allow with trust…… 

….focus on your breath…..your breath is the anchor that 

keeps you from going away in the whirlwind of 

unease…….it has been supporting you when you were 

frustrated and tired…..it was and always will support 

you….today you support it……go with the breath and sway 

with the flow…….. 

…..there is nothing as easy as being in this feeling….of 

trusting yourself....you can return to this feeling whenever 

you want during the day……you are supported, nurtured 

and always answered…..whenever you want…..whenever 

you decide…… 
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…..now you will sway with this music for the next couple 

of minutes…..focusing deeply on your breath……and when 

the music goes off….you will come back to the place where 

you are sitting right now…..relaxed and answered……with 

ease…..let go of the how….let in the answer……sway with 

the music…… 

***  

Today’s workout session was a big relaxation for 

everyone, because today there was a mild stretching 

session. Brother Peter had told the attendees at the 

beginning of the session, that rest days do not mean not 

exercising at all; rather rest days meant stretching for a 

few minutes. 

“That’s what we are going to do,” he’d announced, “you all 

have gone through terrific cardio yesterday and the whole 

day was about lifting off your emotional weights. You’ve 

earned this easy stretching today, chaps!” 

The smile on attendees’ faces was infectious. It lit them up 

more than yesterday’s counselling session. 

“Dude, can’t all exercise sessions be like this? Having to do 

nothing at all?” Sid asked Aryan at the end of the session. 

“And to do the honours for you Mr. Sid, presenting before 

you our experts of the day – Dr. Truth and Dr. Jen!” Aryan 

replied enthusiastically and trying to have some fun, “so 

ladies, what’s your take on Mr. Sid’s comment?” 

“No one could answer it better than Jen,” Satya joked, “go 

on Jen, the stage is yours!” 

“It’s like wearing a kurta pyjama and expecting you to be a 

decent person. It doesn’t come that easy Sid, you have to 

work hard for it,” Jen said teasing Sid. 
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“Hey, with that kurta pyjama example, let’s all four of us 

wear white kurta pyjama for the day! We all will look like 

a tribe which we are, and vibe together!” Satya said in a 

matter of excitement. 

“Why not? I’m also carrying a white kurta pyjama. It looks 

graceful. What about you Sid and Jen?” Aryan agreed. 

“Done Bro, before Jenny presents some other weird idea of 

exercising, I give in,” Sid also agreed. 

“Well, I have only workout tights and tops here,” Jen 

smiled and presented her problem. 

“Don’t worry sweetie, I’m carrying 2-3 white kurtas. You 

may select one from mine,” Satya resolved, “Do you have 

white tights?”  

“Of course I do – tights of all colours present on the 

planet,” Jen replied proudly. 

“Okay then, problem solved,” Satya said, high-fiving Jen. 

“When will I be able to borrow your kurtas Bro?” Sid said 

to Aryan moving a hand around his tummy. 

“Dude I’m not getting your size ever. You better get mine,” 

Aryan warned Sid. 

Friendship is the most unadulterated form of love. - love 

that does not want you to do anything, love that just wants 

you to be.” 

*** 

“Today’s speaker is going to take you to a whole new level 

by his undefeatable, unconquerable energy,” Sister Shirley 

started the session, “if I say this, it would be an 

understatement. This man is all about how your energy, 
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every movement of yours literally changes your whole life 

– after all, the point of change lies in the now. 

He runs equivalent of a marathon in one day of his 

seminars, just by running around the crowd. People who 

are really not interested in seminars and workshops still 

come to his events just to witness his energy. 

Folks, if you loved what all you have witnessed so far, you 

will be thrilled and blown away by the material he’s going 

to share with you. Now, without further wait,” Sister 

Shirley said, “please welcome Sun!” 

The audience welcomed him with applause.  

Sun came on the stage, thanked Sister Shirley and started 

speaking: 

“Ladies and gentlemen, boys and girls, oops, I should only 

say young ladies and gentlemen – the other two categories 

are two extremes for you to tolerate,” Sun began, while the 

audience cheered up at his introduction. 

“Now, lemme answer the question that is popping up in 

your head: “My name is Suraj Khanna, and my school time 

best friends call me ‘Sun’. Initially I used the name Suraj in 

presenting myself, and over a period of time I realised that 

in order to connect with you, I need to be like you – hip 

and crisp. 

So here I became – Sun. 

It’s still uncool I know, while you all are thinking how I can 

read your brains, this is what it is. You don’t judge the 

brand you love by its name, you judge it by its quality – 

you see, Alto as a name looks better than Baleno, or name 

vXi looks snazzier than A3, still you know what a 

difference of quality does. Therefore,” Sun announced in a 
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loud voice in a tone making fun of him, “you will get a 

great quality here at Sun!”  

Audience looked really relaxed by his way of connecting 

with them. 

“Now, let’s begin today’s day afresh. 

In a lot of ways, your real life starts now. 

Because, today is the Relationship Day. 

People, you all must be wondering, that we will explore 

how to improve relationships with your family and friends 

and everyone who matters the most to you. 

Wrong.” 

The audience looked quite unsure, where this discussion 

was going. 

“The most important relationship you have is with 

yourself. The only person who is going to be with you 

since the day you were born till the time you release your 

last breath is, You. 

Doesn’t it make sense to have a healthy relationship with 

you then? 

For most people, it doesn’t. What really makes sense for 

them is how to go from one month’s salary to another, 

with occasional vacations and having a decent amount of 

investments and savings. 

While that is all good and really important, you did not 

land up here to just be average. 

You landed up here to stop fitting in. You landed up here 

because you were sick and tired of being sick and tired. 

You landed up here because you wanted the charisma, the 
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joy, the happiness, the infinity of being bottled down of 

past hurts and heartbreaks. 

And, young ladies and gentlemen, heartbreak does not 

mean having sad endings to a romantic relationship. 

Heartbreak also means facing discomfort and loneliness in 

any other relationship or any other situation of life as well.  

You all have gone through terrible heartbreaks that landed 

you here. I appreciate quite a few of you who did not wait 

for something terrible to happen before landing up here. 

Your will to get the best out of your life and your decline to 

settle for an average life and die average is worth a big 

applause. 

Making the decision to go to the solution is not easy. Ego 

shouts out loud because it is being dissolved beautifully.  

Do yourself a favour and give yourself a standing applause 

– for killing the ego that was shouting out loud at each one 

of you and making the decision to still come here in the 

first place, unsure of what might turn up. 

You deserve this applause.” 

The audience stood up from their seats and gave a huge 

applause to themselves. 

“Louder!! Loudest you’ve ever been,” Sun encouraged, 

“Show yourself what energy you are made up of – and that 

energy went nowhere. It is here with you – something bad 

may have happened that took away your breath and 

perhaps some years. What you have is Today. 

And if you do not make any change today I can 

guarantee you your tomorrow will be a photocopy of 

your yesterday. 
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Come on!! Give all your energy into this solid applause for 

all the courage you have mustered for coming till here.” 

The audience clapped for almost ten minutes. 

“Grab a seat. 

Now I will tell you a story. There was a wonderful painter 

who lived in a small village. He was twenty years old and 

made beautiful paintings that led him into feeling bliss 

while doing his work. 

Once he decided, he will look for the purest, happiest and 

most blissful human being, and make it as a role model for 

himself and the world to witness for years. Over the next 

couple of days, he moved around, saw a crown prince, 

richest and most successful people, people with many 

possessions, yet he could not find that purity and bliss that 

he had been looking for. 

Frustrated, he went to a roadside walk on a bright 

morning. There he saw a young guy, probably his age, 

grazing his cows. This lad appeared extremely beautiful 

from within, as he radiated a very strong powerful aura, 

which the painter could feel. 

The painter immediately walked up to him and requested 

the cow-grazer, if he could draw a painting of him and 

keep it as a memoir for the world to see what purity, bliss 

and happiness looks like. The lad smilingly agreed. 

Over the next couple of days, the painter drew an 

amazingly beautiful portrait of the cow-grazer, that both 

of them were pleasantly shocked. 

The painter proudly went back to his studio and achieved 

remarkable appreciation from everyone who witnessed 

his painting. 
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Time passed. Life happened. 

Fast forward to thirty years later, the painter had become 

fifty years old now. Life had given him some bitter 

experiences. He had been through a lot in these couple of 

decades. He now believed that the whole world is a mess, 

there is nothing other than hell everywhere around. 

Now the painter decided to grab the worst person he 

could see with a lot of sins, and decided to make that as a 

painting. 

After a lot of deliberate searching, the painter went to 

prison to meet criminals. Once he found a criminal who 

matched his criteria, he offered to draw a painting of him. 

The criminal began sobbing upon seeing this painter. 

The painter, not being able to understand what was 

actually happening, asked the prisoner why he was crying. 

The prisoner, unable to contain his tears, finally said, 

‘because I was the cow-grazer whom you had painted 

thirty years ago. And it is so terribly sad that the person 

who was the most blissful has turned into the unhappiest 

and full of rage and anger.’” 

Sun sat at the chair kept on the centre of the stage with a 

jerk as he said his last words.  

“Is the painter’s story your own story as well?” He paused 

for a greater time, and resumed, “Close your eyes now. 

Look at the curtain of your life. Since your childhood – 

what a rush of energy you were. Filled with positivity, 

energy no energy drink can ever provide, happiness that 

never depends on cell phone notifications, joy that is 

unmatchable – that is what you were as a child. 
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Then things started happening to you. You hugged that 

child a few days back. Now it is the time to see what all 

happened to that child from your childhood till today. You 

all are in your twenties, and a few, more than that. Life has 

played its game with you, laid all its pawns to rip off every 

tiny morsel of bliss that surrounded you, and most 

importantly, took away your innocent smile. 

The reality is, your heaven has also been descended into 

hell through the experiences you have had. 

The question to that reality is: Do you want to die like this? 

Bitter and hurt and filled with guilt, anger, pain and 

frustration? 

The question is: Where will this bag of garbage take you?  

The question is: Is it even important to take this garbage in 

the first place? 

Keep your eyes shut. Go back to yesterday when you had 

your answers to the problems of your life. The question is 

not to have problems, because they will, the question is to 

not to stay committed to those problems until they create 

a hell for you in your future. 

The question is, to be the deliberate creator of solutions 

and happiness.” 

Sun let these words sink in the audience for a few minutes 

while music dangled in the background. He then got up 

from his chair and continued: 

“Open your eyes now. You all had your counselling session 

yesterday – to burn something forever that had been 

burning you for long. You had a counselling session so you 

know what to do next and where to go from here. Most 
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importantly, you had a counselling session so that you 

learn to have an understanding. 

Your garbage of the past was cleared yesterday and a 

roadmap for walking into the future was given to you on a 

roughly. 

Today you will learn to design your life in such a way that 

the upcoming problems, which will inevitably occur, do 

not turn your newfound heaven into an omnipresent hell. 

The goal is not to not have problems, the goal is to be so 

strong emotionally that nothing can ever shake you. The 

goal is to build a strong understanding and eventually 

relationship with you so that you know what created that 

problem in the first place, and you go to its root all the way 

down to simply slay it forever – it ain’t coming back ever. 

Today is the day to create a beautiful relationship with 

you, and to learn how to keep doing that for the rest of 

your life – so that you stay hanging on people’s walls as an 

example to witness, not to cry seeing someone trying to 

portray your prison hell. 

Now, young ladies and gentlemen, today is the beginning 

of the rest of your life. You would have heard this 

statement hundreds of times in the WhatsApp messages 

or while scrolling down the social media. Why are you not 

able to make that very “today” as the beginning of a whole 

new life? 

Two reasons. One, you are in an environment that does 

not support growth, it supports bringing down. Two, when 

you read that message on social media, you did not pour 

your heart out for one full day in search of solutions, like 

you did yesterday. 
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Yesterday was not just a day to have counselling to speak 

about all your failures, heartbreaks, hurts, past pains and 

let them out of your system. Yesterday was also about 

building a structure in your system so that when you 

inevitably stumble, you get back up. 

Here’s how you are going to do it. 

Right now, you will be getting a manifesto – a Preamble to 

your life. This is that heavenly person you all were as kids. 

That innocence, that letting go, that power to be happy 

without reason, that zero interference in others’ 

businesses, that feeling of being unaffected when someone 

hurt you, that feeling of forgiving and forgetting in a 

second, that You who had no limitations. Today is the day 

to define that You. Today is the day to write who you are 

going to be for the rest of your life.  

Here’s the best part about this manifesto: You are going to 

write it.” 

The audience couldn’t understand what was being told to 

them. 

Sun explained: “I do not want to give you one more mantra 

like you have been spoonfed for so many years.  

Don’t you think all your life you have been looking for 

formulas and solutions? Fortunately, life is much beyond 

linear equations. Complicated situations arise in life 

because we do not have simplified solutions to them. 

Stop banging at someone else’s doors when your 

treasure box lies in an unused compartment of your 

own home. 

Today you are going to create your own treasure box.  
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Before you do it, let us be very very clear why are you 

going to do it.  

You are going to do it because a charged mind can charge 

anyone and everyone by their very presence. Nowadays, 

you do not need to think or read something negative in 

order to feel bad. All other people are already doing that 

for you – and since everyone is doing it, that very aura is a 

part of the environment.  

Your job is not to not think negative; your job is to light up 

the environment by your very aura. It is like when we 

meet someone for the very first time – what we feel about 

them is perfectly right always, no matter what they say.  

As you write this, do not focus on whether you have 

started taking action on your current life. You are going to 

take it along with you and tell this to you over and over, 

specially three times during the day – morning 

immediately after waking up, at night just before sleeping, 

and at least once in the middle of the day. 

Do it now. Do not make it more than five sentences. If you 

make it lengthy, your mind will play tricks on you to not to 

use it daily.  

One more thing, out of those five sentences, the first one 

has to be three of your values as a part of you. Let’s say my 

top three values are honesty, punctuality and kindness; 

then my first line would begin like: “I am honest, punctual 

and kind.” 

Get it people? There is a reason for it which I’ll explain 

later. Right now, take a few minutes now and get into the 

flow to create your treasure box. 

Do it now. 
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And one more thing: write it in present tense. Write it as if 

it is happening beautifully right now. The present tense 

writing is the best programming to your mind. Your mind 

reads all your “is” and “are” and accepts them as real.   

Now get into it and write your Preamble in present tense, 

five sentences. 

Sun said these words and everyone worked upon their 

treasure boxes. Here’s how they looked for each one of 

them: 

Satya: 

1. I am honest, powerful and happy beyond measure. 

2. I always do those acts that I will be proud to see 

my younger brothers doing. 

3. I am powerful to say no, to things that are beyond 

my conscience. 

4. My life is beautiful, because I choose to live wisely. 

5. I am the most fortunate person on this planet. 

(Satya thought about her that even though she had 

made quite a lot of mistakes in her relationships, 

she also realised that she had been fortunate 

because she got out of those conscience – draining 

relationships.) 

Aryan: 

1. I am mystic, disciplined and family – oriented. 

(Aryan cried as he wrote these words almost 

unconsciously). 

2. I take care of my father’s business, and I am a 

wonderfully read and recognised poet. 

3. I meditate daily morning and evening for 20 

minutes each, because in a peaceful mind lives 

peace. 
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4. I am focussed and passionate towards my goals, 

and achieve them with ease. 

5. Only good things happen with me. 

Jen: 

1. I am faithful to myself, live in the present moment, 

and allow myself the company of only good friends. 

2. I am focussed and unaffected by anything less than 

pleasant treatment being given to me. 

3. I stand for myself because I know there is nothing 

wrong in being right. 

4. I let go of anything that isn’t serving me. 

5. I am physically and emotionally strong and 

healthy. 

Sid:  

1. I am disciplined, excellence oriented, and the most 

optimistic person in the room. 

2. I enjoy each moment of my day, be it working at 

job or my gig at home. 

3. I am God’s favourite child, and He is always taking 

care of me, when I remember to surrender unto 

Him. 

4. I change people’s lives by giving my own example 

of fitness from fit-less. 

5. I am the architect of my days and I own them fully, 

completely. 

(Readers are requested to stop here and write their 

Preamble – that defines them completely. Pause and do it 

Now, there is nothing called Tomorrow.) 

“Now,” young ladies and gentlemen, “no one is going to 

read this for you. You are going to do this every day thrice 

as we discussed, and every time when you see a ghost.” 
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Ghost? The audience couldn’t understand where the 

discussion was going. 

Sun went on to explain, “When do ghosts enter a house? 

When the house is fully abandoned and not cleaned for a 

long time, when all its doors and windows are open, that is 

when the evil spirits make a house their abode.  

And guess what? As soon as a fully functioning human 

being enters there, all the windows start shaking and the 

doors close on their own, making the human being their 

prisoner.  

This is how the ghosts enter your mind – when the mind is 

vacuumed, when there is nothing important going on in 

the mind, and as soon as you feel sad and bad even for a 

little while, the ghosts make your mind a handsome abode 

without signing tenancy agreement or paying you rent.” 

The audience couldn’t stop giggling at Sun’s last sentence. 

“Makes perfect sense?” 

The audience nodded in agreement. 

“One more thing before we break for lunch,” Sun added 

with the enthusiasm of a child just released into the water-

dance session of the play arena at a mall, “who do you 

think you are?” 

There was a wave of confusion in the air, as the audience 

was not sure where was this going. Sun then continued in 

greater energy and louder volume: 

“Anyone, anyone who has been hurt today has been hurt 

because of some hurt in the childhood,” the audience 

nodded in unison as if a cat had been released from the 

bag. “What do you think I am going to say? That 

everything that is happening to you today is because of 
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those innocent souls who brought you into existence and 

gave you the gift of this marvellous life? You think I am 

such a fool?” Sun chuckled as the audience laughed, 

waiting for what’s the next amazing thing that is going to 

be coming up.  

His voice all of a sudden grew softer as he said, “Forgive 

your parents for giving you less than perfect childhoods. 

Stop envying that rich girl or guy in your college 

classroom that was fully jovial and rich and also happy 

and also very good friends with their parents. You know 

whom I am talking about. Those kinda kids are one in a 

thousand. Most of us did not have perfect childhoods, so 

we end up carrying those childhood hurts till our 

adulthood. 

Today, forgive your parents. They were not fully present 

to you because that is what they got in their childhoods. 

Imagine, what kind of a childhood would have created that 

kind of parents?” 

The audience froze, and had goose bumps as Sun 

emphasized on those words. They understood that though 

they had not been blaming their parents outright, there 

was a part of them that still believed their miseries had 

not existed in the first place had their parents gave them 

the understanding and space they yearned for. 

“They weren’t perfect parents to you. That childhood 

cannot be reclaimed. That’s probably because they never 

even had a childhood. Today, be a parent to your parents. 

Stop expecting them to do so much for you. They were 

never taught so. 

Give them such levels of understanding and acceptance 

with zero expectations so that they find hope in you which 

they had lost as a toddler. 
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How can they grow up when they did not even begin as a 

child and began with murder of dreams and plethora of 

expectations (and perhaps even neglect)? 

One of my friends who works on parent-child 

relationships as a coach,” Sun continued, “was once 

conducting a two-day workshop for parents. At the end of 

Day 1, she gave a homework to those parents – to not to 

get angry and speak only politely. 

One of the attendees reflected on her homework the next 

day, and said, ‘My little 7-year old daughter was asking me 

for something, for which I usually would have shouted at 

her and stopped her. Now, since I was under the pressure 

of that homework, I decided not to shout and handle her 

patiently. It took me twenty minutes to convince her. 

During those twenty minutes, twice or thrice I felt that I 

should get back to my old methods of shouting at her – 

because in reality, my daughter was also shouting at me 

for getting her irrelevant needs met. After twenty minutes, 

what I noticed was that my daughter, who was shouting at 

me initially; because of seeing my new habit, was now 

talking to me politely. She was reduced down to speaking 

softly because I did that as a conscious and difficult 

choice.’ The lady narrated that experience in front of 1000 

people the next day, stating that she had such improper 

habit of shouting at her kid which got unconsciously 

transferred to that kid. When she changed, nothing could 

stop her daughter from changing.” 

Sun walked through the aisles of the auditorium with a 

fast speed to get his message across the audience, “Your 

parents would have done better, had they were aware of 

it. Now you know better. What are you going to do about 

it? Let these 7 days of FDF, that are drawing to an end, get 
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to be the best days you have spent in your life so far. Do 

not let this week be just a way of entertainment, feel-good 

factor, came here for a while and then back to what you 

were.  

Now back to the question. You are going to have to deal 

with your parents when you go back. That is not a “have-

to” rather. That is a “have-the-privilege-to-grow” with the 

people who are doing their outright best to be amazing to 

you. I leave this to you,” said Sun, “you have been taught 

the wisdom and tactics to bring the teachings here 

forthright to your life. Use them, become what you want to 

become with this wet clay, and I will see you on the other 

side of lunch break, at 5 in the evening.” 

With this onus on the people, Sun disappeared into the 

curtains at the side of the stage.  

** 

After lunch together, Satya decided to retire into her room. 

Aryan also wanted to do some important stuff, so he also 

decided to go to his room. Jen and Sid went for a walk 

around the campus. 

Aryan now knew he had to have a real talk with them, 

specially his father, and he was in for it when he returned 

to Chandigarh. 

Right now, he did what was right for him. 

He searched a number of agents online, shortlisted the 

ones who were the best for him, and wrote them an email 

about sending his manuscript. Finally, he was feeling 

lighter. The words that for so long did not get out of his 

bag, were finally making their way to the world – to those 

who will be inspired and sent on fire by it. 
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He knew his old patterns would come up while making his 

dream come true, yet he knew his faith in his abilities and 

the willingness to navigate everything that came in way, 

was far greater than any damn challenge. 

Khatam kar ye mann ka jail 

Chhod de ye jeevan ka pher 

Jinme tu apni bediya gadhta hai 

 

Dil ke kan kan me pyaar ko behne de 

Aaj dil me khushi ko palne de 

Aur khushi ke siva sab kuch jaane de 

 

Ye khushi par tera adhikaar hai 

Khush na rehna, na aisi koi darkaar hai 

Dukh to maatra aalas hai 

Jaha umang hai, wahaa duk ka sannaata hai 

Khushi par tera har pal adhikaar hai 

Bring an end to your mind’s prison 

Leave away this life’s roundabout 

In which you bind yourself 

Let love flow in every sinew of your heart 

Let happiness blossom in your heart 

Today let everything other than happiness go away 

You own rights to this happiness 

There’s no such need, not to be happy 

Sad is another name for laziness 

Where there is joy, sadness becomes quiet 

You own rights to this happiness every moment 

** 

Jen and Sid went behind the auditorium and discovered a 

huge pond overlooking a beautiful park that encircled the 
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auditorium building. Never ever did this place give them 

less than surprises.  

They both removed their footwear and began strolling on 

the rounded stones lying across the pond. What they 

discovered, was quite a number of attendees of FDF were 

using this place to relax and open up in the nature. 

“So, do you have had some past childhood memory, when 

you need to forgive your parents?” Sid asked Jen. 

“I never thought of this parent-child dynamic so seriously; 

although while listening to it from Sun, I could connect the 

dots of some of my current inhibitions with that of my 

parents when I was a kid,” Jen replied thoughtfully. 

“So what are you going to do about it?”  

“I think chip them off in morning and evening meditations, 

and use the Preamble that Sun made us create today,” Jen 

responded, sensing Sid was a bit lost for the first time 

since they all were here. 

“I know, what all mess we have created now as well, had 

been created because we kept on reiterating some messy 

words to us,” with every word Sid seemed to be lost more. 

“What do you seem so lost about Sid? Is something 

bothering you?” Jen asked him finally. 

“Yes I am lost Jenny. What Sun said today, about how it 

would have been difficult for parents in their childhood, I 

was reminded of my parents.” 

Jen listened to him patiently. 

Sid continued, “You know Jenny, I now realise that for so 

many years I had been eating food just as comfort, to keep 

me safe. In reality, it was to cover up the void that had 

been caused by my parents’ existential void.” 
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“Existential void?” Jen asked, not sure what she was 

hearing. 

“Yes, they existed yet they were never really there. My 

father always took care of his business and meetings and 

client engagements that he hardly ever knew what I was 

doing in school or what challenges I was facing. My 

mother, she had had very difficult life after marriage. Took 

care of her mother-in-law, her sister-in-law, and also 

received tremendous hurts, both physical and mental, 

from them.  

I am the fourth and youngest of the siblings. Now I really 

understand, I did achieve a lot of things on the outside, yet 

remained hollow from within. And that, I covered through 

eating food. 

It made me feel safe, at least on the outside.” 

Jen had a weird thought at this time. She wanted to say, 

‘Siddy, eating loads of food and getting plump does not 

keep you safe on the outside as well. It increases the 

chances of fracture and muscle-tear and knee-

replacement. Conversely, strength training keeps you lean 

and significantly reduces the chances of these knee-jerk 

accidents.’  

She kept quiet and listened to him, knowing, it was not the 

right time to say all this and more so, she was aware a lot 

of us do overeat when because we are not fully present 

while eating. 

Sid continued, “I think all I said above was true, and if I let 

it remain true in the future, I am being untrue to myself. I 

think, no I don’t think, I know it’s time to be a parent to my 

parents – to nurture them with love and acceptance 

instead of running away from their reality.” 
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“Hmmm…” Jen said, “and by doing so, you are forgiving 

them for not being fully there for you in your childhood.” 

“True that. Because they did what was best according to 

them,” Sid was reflecting upon what was taught to all of 

them in the session. He also understood that his feeling of 

being hollow, as discussed in the counselling day, had his 

roots here, in his childhood.  

They both sat in quiet for a while.  

Sid finally spoke up. “Does no one has perfect childhood?” 

he asked with the curiosity of a child. 

“Statistics around you and me show none,” Jen smiled. 

“How was your childhood?” Sid asked Jen. 

“It was good.” Jen paused for a while and then continued, 

“today while Sun was talking about forgiving your parents, 

I could also see how my ex-boyfriend was exactly like my 

own father. 

Since as a kid I craved for love of my father and didn’t 

quite get it, I craved him more than anything else. Then 

unconsciously, I believe listening to what all we have 

heard so far, I became someone who stopped needing him. 

I became a tomboy kind of girl, pretending to be super 

strong on the outside yet needing him to come and hug me 

once, just once,” Jen’s voice became choked as she spoke 

this, “and fortunately or unfortunately, I really need him 

still. It is all hunky-dowry, we speak with each other daily 

over the phone, yet there is this unspoken gap that neither 

of us has ever crossed.” 

“What is hidden in that gap?” Sid asked calmly. 

“I want to listen from him, ‘Sweetheart, it’s okay to fail. 

Your Dadda is there to hug you, no matter what happens. 
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He will hug you backstage when you go to get that award 

you’ve been dreaming of, and he will hug you when you 

are weeping while sitting on your living-room floor.’  

Why is there so much love tied to success?” Jen took care 

that her dry tears did not transform into wet ones and 

continued, “You know what Sid, Sara Blakely, the founder 

of Spanx, told in an interview that each night her father 

would ask her and her siblings at the dinner table to share 

one failure they had during the day.” 

“Wow,” was all Sid could say, “guess what kind of adults 

those kids grew up to become.” 

Jen heaved a heavy sigh and smiled, “that is why dude we 

are being taught to hug our parents, ‘coz we never know 

what hard childhood may have created them like this. Let 

past not be the compass.” 

Jen jumped like a child down towards floor from the four 

feet wall they both had been sitting on, and Sid continued 

jokingly after her, “Jenny, aise shabd uchcharan kar rahi 

hai na tu, agle saal tu bhi aa jaiyo teacher banke. (Jenny, 

the kind of words you are uttering, next year you also 

come here as a teacher.)” 

“Tu fitness trainer banke aayega na, tab. (When you will 

come here as a fitness trainer, then for sure.)”  

They both then went on to have some more walk before 

catching up on a quick nap. 

**  

Satya wrote in her journal: 

Sometimes I do wish had my parents given me more 

unconditional acceptance I would have been better off 

emotionally, especially with Deepak and Karan. Yet I 
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understand now, you both had given your absolute best to 

me. I love you both. Even though we are very much a 

dysfunctional family, I am proud of you both, for going out 

of your way to sacrifice all comforts so that I and my little 

siblings could live in luxuries we desired.  

It must have been damn difficult for you, Maa and Papa, and 

my younger brothers to see me angry or frustrated for no 

reasons. I promise, I will do my best to just be happy with 

you, in front of you. That is the only thing you need of me, 

and I won’t let you down. 

She also wrote something else after this: 

P.S.: Karan and Deepak, you both do not go to bed alone, I 

do. Enough of me trusting your day-time words of having 

love towards me. In the evening, it was always I who was 

abandoned. Here, at FDF, I not only give up the anger I had 

towards you both, I also give up you both. I promise myself, 

for the sake of going to sleep in peace, if either of you ever 

tried contacting me, I will hang down the phone without 

saying a word. It does not mean I am still angry, it simply 

means I am at deep peace with myself and not in a mood to 

give it up at the cost of your mood-swing. 

P.P.S.: Once scrolling through YouTube, I had heard one of 

the senior sisters of a spiritual organisation say that bodily 

love makes you feel worse, God’s love elevates you. Today, I 

decide, to be bound in God’s love forever whilst living in this 

world and not of this world, and practice celibacy forever. It 

is not going to be difficult, difficult was waiting for both 

those men who owed me nothing. 

Satya went into a peaceful nap after she wrote in her 

journal. 

** 
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“How many of you decide and get determined not to be 

angry and within the next twenty-four hours you find 

yourself speaking something you hadn’t even imagined?” 

Sun started the evening session with his signature energy 

as well as provoking the audience to think at the same 

time. 

The audience grew quieter than before, knowing there 

was truth in Sun’s words. 

“It’s okay, you young ladies and gentlemen, must be 

thinking. The other person was also not made up of gold. If 

you’d hear what they did, my anger would be justified. 

Isn’t this what you all are thinking? That your anger is not 

unnatural ever, your anger pops up, your rage secretes 

itself out, and your sound gathers leaps and bounds, 

because what they did was extremely wrong and not 

acceptable at all. Right? 

The audience nodded, and also smiled, aware that 

something bigger was coming up. 

“Okay, lemme think.” Sun stood in the middle of audience 

with a posture of thinking with his thumb and forefinger 

surrounding either side of his chin, and this hand being 

supported by another, “if you guys are saying they were 

not right, there has to be some truth to it.” 

“I believe you are right,” Sun started moving again with 

seriousness on his face. The audience didn’t know quite 

where this discussion was going. “When someone is lying, 

you know they are lying, that is when you lose your cool. 

That is when you forget your peace and embrace anger. 

That is when you are set on a mission to transform that 

wrong into right,” Sun said poetically, energetically. 
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“Btw just tell me one thing,” Sun now said in a very soft, 

soothing voice, sitting on the chair on the stage – 

something he never did throughout the day, “is your anger 

and rage true?” 

Sun almost shattered all the glasses of ego and frustration 

with that one word.  

“What I want to tell you my young ladies and gentlemen is 

that there is a lot of wrong happening around you. When 

you get up from your seat of being the king or queen of 

your life and go down to their level, is that right? When 

you leave your peace and go be angry because they were 

untrue, is that right? How can you leave your right and go 

make some wrong into right? How is this ever possible? 

Today is your relationship day. I am not going to tell you 

to call your various relatives and tell you to say ‘I love you’ 

to them. You do love them. The only problem is, when you 

leave your royalty, your awareness that happiness and 

peace move together with each other, that is when you 

suffer miserably. 

Now don’t dwell on past when you should have, could 

have or would have been peaceful instead of being angry. 

Decide now; decide that no matter what happens, no 

matter the same reasons crop up which led you all to 

crying in the counselling day yesterday, you will never 

ever leave your royalty. No prince or princess is royal if 

they are caught shouting. Royalty is when you speak your 

truth fearlessly without getting down to someone else’s 

level.” 

“It’s not possible…. you don’t have a cranky boss like I do,” 

came a voice from the audience. 
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“I’ve had many cranky bosses and situations that a session 

worth another day won’t be enough young man. The 

question is not to judge me because I am saying it and 

compare your life situations with me. Everyone is normal 

until you get to know them, everyone is having their 

own struggles and problems; just because they don’t 

verbalise it, does not mean they don’t have them. 

And, the reason I am being so effective to y’all,” Sun said, 

“is because I have tried and tested all of this in my own 

life. The speaker has nothing to prove, the audience 

soaking in what is being told to them is the evidence that 

what is being spoken is nothing other than grill-tested 

truth. 

Do you all get what I am telling you?  

Just know that you don’t have to stay quiet and let lie 

triumph. Nope. Never. Speak the truth, and speak it in such 

a way that your way of living and your way of occurrence 

proves the truth. It is only fear and lie that get scared and 

take the crutch of rage.  

Let not any rage or anger take away your power. 

Your power lies in staying calm. I cannot repeat it enough. 

Our corporate culture, or even amongst kids or in gangs 

sitting together, what gets rewarded is intolerance 

towards anything wrong, and returning it with bigger rage 

and anger. 

Tell me something. Do you all not feel that your head 

becomes heavier and face looks ugly and smile vanishes 

and power to make decisions ceases all because of anger? 

Who here agrees what I am talking about? Show me by a 

raise of hands.” 

Invariably all the hands went up. 
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“Peace is not a sign of the weak. Peace is a sign of the 

strong. The blockages of headache, stomach ulcers, knee-

joint replacement – all are physical ailments that even 

though they are cured by the doctors, the doctor gives a 

forewarning that we may meet soon again. 

Why does the doctor say that? Because their experience 

and studies have taught them about the recurrence of 

diseases. 

What you are not told, is that the blockage is not in any 

body part, the blockage is in your heart. Your job is not 

only to forgive those people whom you have deliberately 

caused to create the very emotional blockage, your job is 

also to be aware that you do not create any more 

emotional blockage. 

The first person being caged is you. 

This is why you all are taught relentlessly, about the 

importance of meditation and also made to practice it,” 

Sun said as the time of meditation was drawing near. 

“Meditation is not only about focusing on your breath and 

seeing yourself as an infinite being, meditation is also 

about letting that infinite being go to all the people 

emotionally who were brought to block the body, and let 

the infinite being live infinitely happily inside the body. 

I can tell you a thousand more reasons and stories about 

the importance of staying peaceful, and importance of 

forgiveness, yet the most important thing to remember 

boils down to this: 

You are your number one responsibility. As you treat 

yourself, as you protect yourself against damaging 

influences even masked as someone very near or dear, as 
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you do your work of forgiveness daily and consistently, all 

your relationships will be perfect.   

You are the centre of your Universe and someone who 

knows it, can never be self-centred.” 
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7. 

Day 6: Karma is Real - Not in 

the way you thought it btw 

What!!? What are you saying??? Is it really 
real…? 

 

“If I lend you 5000 dollars today with your promise to 

return it to me tomorrow, should I not come to you 

tomorrow to have it back? Will you and I wearing different 

dresses make any difference at all?” 

Today’s speaker was a woman named Ananya. Ananya had 

her own humorous way of connecting with the audience, 

and made everyone feel so safe in her company, that they 

opened up to her with effortless ease. 

Earlier in the morning while working in the HIIT session, 

Aryan was in a damn poetic mood, as the days together of 

these friends were drawing to an end. He dedicated a 

poem to all of them. Satya and Jen were done with their 

stretches, and Sid listened while lying down with his back 

on the grass: 

Aaj parinda udd jaane ki nahi, 

Ruk jaane ki khwahish mein hai  

Kuch pal sirf baith kar,  

Apne kisse sunaane ki kasak me hai 
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Udne ki khushi, bichhad jaane ka gham 

Kahaa kal ro rahe the hum 

Kahaa aajkal khushi me udd rahe hain hum 

Ae mere man, aaj do pal bas yahi ruk ja 

Tere saath udne se pehle 

Khushi ka petrol bharvaane ke liye 

In dosto ke saath  

Mujhe do pal baith jaane de 

Kyunki aaj parinda udd jaane ki nahi, 

Ruk jaane ki khwahish mein hai 

(Today the bird does not desire to fly, 

rather just soak in the moment 

to sit for a few moments 

and just share my heart out 

Happy to fly, unhappy to go away 

look how we were crying yesterday 

and look at the happiness we are flying in today 

Hey my mind, take a small breath here  

Before flying along with you, 

I need to refuel myself with happiness 

With these friends 

I need to sit for some time 

Because today the bird does not desire to fly, 

rather just soak in the moment ) 

Aryan later noticed, when Satya and Jen seated on the 

bench in front of him pointed out, that all other attendees 

who had come here for exercise, were also standing 

behind him listening to his poem. They all gave him a loud 

applause as he finished his poem. 

It was one of the greatest days for Aryan, as he was 

connecting with audience through his words. It actually 
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provided him fuel to go back to his home and manage his 

father’s business and his passion for poetry. 

Now coming back to Ananya. Ananya fell in love with self-

development at the age of fifteen. After finishing up her 

school, she started conducting programs in various 

schools and colleges. She did pursue graduation in 

Chemistry because her Mom wanted her to, yet her focus 

always remained on helping people understand their lives, 

understand the chemistry of what you do now having 

been related with the past and the future, and most 

importantly because from understanding, stems planting 

the seeds to transformation. 

She was just twenty-five years old at the time of giving this 

presentation at FDF, and her aura and humorous attitude 

made her one of the favourites of most people in the 

audience. 

“Tell me, should I not expect you to give me my money 

back?”  

The audience giggled. Some of them nodded. 

“Then why do you get shocked when I do come to take it 

back?” 

Still no answer. 

“Okay, let’s go to our childhood,” Ananya made it simpler 

as she was dazzling around the auditorium with her 

sharply professional yet minimalistic attire. She made it 

very clear through the way she occurred, that she was 

open for interaction, not for fake talk. “You all played with 

your friends, and what did you do if one of your friends 

ever accidentally killed a cockroach or ant? 
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Anyone remember it? Actually all of you do remember it 

however you all are too grown up to admit it.” 

Some more smiles were seen in the audience. 

“You used to say, ‘today you killed this insect, in your next 

birth this insect will kill you.’ Didn’t you say this? Tell me?” 

Ananya asked the audience innocently. Some faces were 

laughing now and giving their own additions like ‘and also 

be cooked in the same frying pan’, ‘to walk through the 

gate of hell together’, ‘reversing this sin by not playing 

with the gang for one week,’ etc. 

Ananya now started coming to the point: 

“What is this next birth, current birth thing? We all muse 

about the next birth and fearfully take all the actions to 

curb the ill-doings we are aware of now, what about what 

we did in the past? 

All the more, you have been living a very good life, you 

have been living a life wherein you remember, that you 

did nothing bad to anyone. Leave aside human beings, you 

also save a dog when you find it lying injured on the road. 

Then why did bad things happen to you? 

Let’s take one more example. You are a peaceful human 

being by nature. You stay happy no matter what. You let 

go of small as well as big things. 

Then one day, you receive a random phone call and you 

end up being so outrageous, so angry that you yourself do 

not recognize yourself later and you end up questioning: 

‘Was it I who shouted out so badly for a very miniscule 

reason?’ 

Ever had this experience?” Ananya asked the audience. 
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Quite a number of people nodded. Some more smiled, 

because what Ananya just said made perfect sense, and yet 

they did not want to be seen like this. 

Ananya now spoke in a lower volume and a bit more 

assertively: 

“Listen attentively to what I’m going to say now, and it will 

change the lens and the angle and the place from which 

you view your life. 

What happens to you right now, and always, is a result of 

your past karma. 

It may be very difficult for you to understand this, because 

all that happened in the past, that death, that accident, that 

broken relationship, that heartbreak, that hurt, those 

resentful people, those revengeful people, those people 

trying to be mean – all those make zero sense when you 

look at who you are, today. 

Yet the biggest truth you could ever tell yourself is 

acceptance of past karma. If future consequences of 

present karma are real, then the consequences that you 

see in the present are very logically a product of past 

karmas. 

That past karma may be here in this body – when you 

parked your car in front of ‘No Parking’ board just for five 

minutes because you were in a hurry and in those five 

minutes a traffic jam was caused. The opposite of blessings 

all those hurt souls would have given you was a bad karma 

you created. This was karma in this body, in this existence. 

What you are is an endless being. You are a being in 

human form, that’s why you are called human being. 

This being, before this physical body, was in some other 

physical body for some 80-90 years, and before that, in 
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another physical body for another 90 years. Likewise, this 

cycle has been continuing for thousands of years. 

What’s the best part about Nature – is that when you leave 

one body and take another one through entering the 

womb of a mother, you forget all the memories of the past 

births. What goes away are memories, what does not go 

away are your karmas. I repeat, I need not tell you even 

though you want to be fighting against what I’m telling 

you, you have yourself been saying it and still talk about 

karma, albeit sans understanding.  

It is simply accurate – because just imagine what would be 

our current state be like, if we remembered all that we 

went through in these thousands of years. It would rather 

be too much to handle. 

You must have seen a lot of people go for past-life 

regression. Why do they do that? Because they are 

searching for answers to the karmas that have arisen in 

the present. 

Now you, sitting here and now, gaining all the knowledge 

about past having effect on the present, and present being 

the architect of future, you understand that there is no 

such need to go through past-life regression. 

Or future-life aggression.”  

Ananya giggled. “Okay,” she said, “I’ll deviate from the 

point for a minute, and it is going to be too much fun for 

you to listen. 

What if I tell you, you have two options right now: either 

sit back here and continue listening to this amazing 

knowledge that is being shared with you right now, or go 

meet a world-famous astrologer who is waiting for you in 

the room next door. 
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What will you do?” 

The audience smiled sarcastically. 

“Going to an astrologer seems convenient. Just tell me how 

is my life going to look like, and I will sign up the deal to 

either be happy or sad basis the prediction, without doing 

any work of my own. 

Sounds familiar? 

Yes, it does.  

Till now, until I tell you exact words that an astrologer 

spoke to me. 

I once asked an astrologer how you can predict someone’s 

future. 

He replied it’s a science which they study. 

I asked, whether all his predictions were true always. 

He said most of them were. 

What about the rest? 

The rest people changed the way they lived and acted, the 

astrologer replied. 

I quite got it, although I wanted to hear the answer from 

him. 

The astrologer then explained to me, that astrology as a 

science was and is accurate basis your date of birth, sun 

sign, etc. Those past metrics are used as a precursor for us 

to dive deeper and predict the future. However, if the 

person changes themselves and does acts which are 

different from what they did in the past, then this piece of 

paper created at the time of birth becomes irrelevant. 
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These were the words spoken to me by the astrologer. I 

was so much fascinated as well as confirmed on the 

karmic acts by those words that I still bear a note in my 

home about those words from the astrologer.” 

Ananya now announced those words like a Roman king 

and also started laughing at herself, subtly giving a sign to 

the audience that it’s okay to laugh a lot, no earthquake 

happens with laughing: “If the person changes 

themselves and does acts which are different from 

what they did in the past, then this piece of paper 

created at the time of birth becomes irrelevant.” 

“Now, coming back to the point we deviated from, this is 

how people run after future-life aggression when it is not 

required in the first place. 

What is actually required is the understanding of karma. 

That is one of the major reasons you are taught these 

things at FDF, layer by layer, point by point. After 

counselling day, you all must have noticed, we are 

focussed on building a great future even though past may 

not have been perfect. 

What you all can learn from here, if I can tell you in a 

nutshell is,” 

Ananya now sat on her chair just like Sun did the previous 

day, and said, “All the knowledge you have been receiving 

since Day 1, is not in vain. It is here to tell you, that when 

you stay bathed and soaked in knowledge, you always use 

your inner Guidance, your inner wisdom, to take actions 

for you. 

Mind goes for a toss when you are engrossed in something 

futile, like pondering over the past, analysing already over 

cricket match at the water-cooler, or perhaps even 
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gossiping about your boss. No matter how important or 

irrelevant issues these are, they are still futile. Anything 

that takes you away from ‘feeling good’ is futile. 

Now, as you stay bathed in knowledge even after going 

from here, you will develop more awareness. You will be 

able to connect the dots from what you learnt in the book 

or TED talk or podcast or video you studied vis-à-vis what 

is happening in the real life. 

That analysis, that connection of dots, that constant 

knowledge circulating in your mind – what will happen 

when amidst all this your car gets hit while driving?  

You will technically get out, make sure that no one was 

hurt, smile at the person who hit your car, and you all will 

proceed in your respective directions. Why and how does 

it happen? Because now you’ve understood that if you 

react aggressively, you will sow a seed of future by making 

your present erotic.  

This at present may seem very rhetoric, because you have 

never been taught this kind of knowledge. And I bet, 

before coming here, you must have thought we all will 

make you speak: ‘I’m positive. I’m positive. I’m positive.’ 

Didn’t you?” Ananya asked. 

The audience laughed again. This little girl was a force of 

Nature. She had moulded life to her own ways that 

happiness always travelled and spread wherever she 

went. 

“Well,” she continued after laughing at what she just said, 

“while those affirmations do work, they are more of like a 

mugged-up mantra. What works best is understanding – 

understanding and then creating your own mantra. 

Like Sun made you do yesterday. 
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This understanding of karmas combined with creating 

your own mantras that Sun made you do yesterday – is 

one of the strongest brick that gets laid on the foundation 

of six days into FDF.  

Now when that metaphorical car-hit happens, you will 

create your future. By choosing your present. By not 

allowing your past (car-hit) as a compass. 

It all seems so magical. Someone hurt you in the past? 

Okay, now do forgiveness meditation daily, and create 

only blessings for them because you are laying the 

foundation for  

I know, it is very difficult to accept this at first, however, 

when you go to the flight mode you happen to see the 

world from up. That view, that understanding of life, 

makes you understand that your present is your biggest 

astrologer. 

Since most people fail to understand and accept this, their 

life gets compounded in the direction it was planted on the 

astrology card. The rich get richer, the fat get fatter, the 

strong get stronger, the happy get happier, the 

complainers collect more complains, until they finally 

realise that nothing is happening ‘to them’, it is rather 

their ‘to-day’ that is making everything happen. 

Change the past, because what you do today will one day 

become your past. So change it. You have the knowledge, 

and you also understand the consequences.” 

Ananya took a deep breath as she let her knowledge sink 

deep within the audience’s minds. She said nothing and sat 

at the stage in silence for five minutes. To what would 

have looked mere silence to an outsider, this force of 

Nature was gaining back control of her senses which were 
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again going to be used in delivering her session, and also 

recollecting what she has to say next to make the audience 

have their best session ever, filled with phenomenal value 

and practical applications. 

Ananya started again, stronger and more composed, and 

also very sure her previous words made good space into 

the audiences’ subconscious mind during that period of 

silence, “Let’s say you and I and a bunch of our friends and 

family are performing a drama on stage. We are all 

performing our respective roles, saying our dialogues, 

performing our acts, in perfect coordination. 

Then, all of a sudden, I forget my lines. I simply start 

stumbling and then I start speaking very irrelevant lines. 

What is your role in this drama? Anyone? 

Exactly. Your role is to stay committed to your lines 

because me performing bad does not mean you also 

have to do the same.” 

Ananya smiled.  

“What say?” 

Some of the members in audience started smiling again, 

knowing what was coming up next. 

“Your role is to stay committed to your lines because me 

performing bad does not mean you also have to do the 

same. Right?” Ananya said ‘right’ in a slow-motion tone. 

When almost everyone had a smiling realisation where 

she was coming from, Ananya explained, “Since you will 

continue being a fab performer no matter how anyone else 

performs, then doesn’t it make sense to perform well in 

life no matter how incoherent someone else’s 

performance is with yours? 
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This is especially relevant for past karma. The knowledge 

of drama makes us understand everything in the past. It 

makes us understand, that we stammered or stumbled in 

our own drama, and now is the time to forgive you. It also 

makes us understand how someone else who was 

performing a scene of drama with us, may have stumbled 

or forgotten their lines in their own drama. 

This is very very very important for discernment – 

discernment of the doer and the deed. When someone else 

did wrong to you, it did not mean that they were a bad 

person. Even today if they continue to do wrong acts, they 

are not bad. 

They are a good person. Every single human being is 

phenomenally awesome person. Sometimes, and in some 

cases, always, just good people adopt wrong means.  

Through those wrong means, hurt makes your heart its 

permanent abode. It doesn’t need to. Now, through the 

understanding of the doer and the deed, hurt ain’t 

welcome anymore.  

I don’t need to make you understand this enough, because 

you’ve yourself had experiences of this. You can easily 

recollect the times when you did or said something 

unpleasant and later on realised, that you are not someone 

like this. 

These multitude of experiences of yours, are very huge 

examples of separating the doer and the deed. The doer is 

always untainted, pure, powerful, peaceful, happy – like 

you all have experienced in your lives in the past six days. 

There is very little or no emotional or mental commotion 

happening, because the mind is untainted and very much 

connected to its original form, through meditation, 
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learning amazing stuff and also in the company of like-

minded individuals. 

Why are we discussing about doer and deed? Because 

greater the labels you put on anyone, the dumber you 

become. Dumbness is not absence of labels or titles; 

dumbness is wallowing in them and resting your identity 

on their laurels.  

The originality of each person, like I just said you, is desire 

to feel peace, happiness and internal power. Those are not 

labels.  

Labels are the deeds. I graduated from XXX college, I have 

XXX million followers online, I have XXX pairs of shoes 

from XX brand. These all are very good, don’t get 

mistaken. Yet they are not your owners. You are. You are 

the person, the untainted doer who will always remain 

untainted – if you don’t get grasped by labels aka deeds 

aka what you own or have earned.” 

Ananya took another deep breath again as she let the 

knowledge sink into her audience’s minds. She knew her 

job well, and left no stone unturned to do it the best way 

possible. 

“Does it make some sense how things are going to unfold 

for you and how you are going to be taking care of your 

own lines?”  

The audience nodded heartily, happy with so much crystal 

clear understanding soak inside their heads. 

“Every doer is phenomenal, and when bad things happen 

to you, as they inevitably will, you will have the 

understanding that neither you nor someone else is 

responsible. Someone else merely became a catalyst to 
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provide you an opportunity to waive off the deed done by 

you in the past.” 

Ananya beautifully summed up her entire session of first 

half of the day, and did a brief staying quiet meditation 

with only music in the background, before they broke for 

lunch. 

*** 

After having a simply and wonderfully cooked lunch, Satya 

finally opened up with her friends. They were sitting and 

enjoying the remaining little time with each other, while 

sitting at the expanse of beautiful nature where Sid and 

Jen were sitting yesterday. She finally told her friends how 

she was damn guilty at the time of coming to FDF for 

having been into affair with two married men, and how Dr. 

Naina helped her heal. This time, she was not guilty at all. 

She was never committing that again. She knew it was 

drama and accepted it without being cranky about it. Jen 

placed her one arm around Satya’s back to reach out for 

her opposite shoulder, and placed another one at her 

adjacent shoulder. She then rested her head on Satya’s 

shoulder to give her comfort. 

“Must have been too difficult to go through this na Satya?” 

Aryan finally asked. 

Satya smiled, and agreed. “Very difficult. Even right now I 

can feel my heart crying as I think back about Deepak and 

Karan, and time spent with them.” Her voice choked, 

“However, now is not about wallowing in the past. They 

both were and are good, and I am super-phenomenal. Now 

I am going to use the knowledge of drama to forgive them. 

Too much of carrying of this useless load.” 
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“Truth,” Sid said in her signature way of addressing Satya, 

“you’re a strong girl. You don’t know how much subtle 

reaction you encountered each day, and rose stronger.” 

“It makes my troubles and failure with my ex-boyfriend 

seem miniscule,” Jen added, “when anyone falls in love 

Satya, they are at least hoping, if not assured, of a beautiful 

future. And there you were, struggling each day in 

relationships that had zero future since Day 1. Too much 

you have suffered Satya.” 

“Guys just take a chill pill,” Satya said, “didn’t you guys just 

look at Ananya – she is almost our age and look at the 

impact she is making through her innocent humour and 

taking life easily. I love you all, for understanding me and 

judging me. Now, let these two men never pop out of past 

into the present.” Satya said, changing the tangent of the 

conversation. 

“What is your take going to be on relationships from 

now?” Aryan asked her. 

“Relationships? I think they bind us a lot. Love is pure – 

like the friendship between four of us. We all are and will 

be there for each other, and none of us has to text ‘my 

sweetu, my baby, my shona, my jaanu’ messages to anyone 

in order for friendship to continue.” Satya replied. 

All of them laughed at what she said. Ananya-effect, they 

called it – when you bring out humour in the smallest and 

biggest of things. 

“So does that mean that…?” Aryan asked and Satya cut him 

off in mid: “Yes,” came the response with an assertive 

smile. 

“What if Karan or Deepak get to know of it and try to use 

you again?” Aryan asked, concerned. 
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“I am single, and not available,” Satya said assertively, “too 

much of fun they’ve had with me. Now they need to go find 

a real-world prostitute and get their needs met by paying 

for them. I’m done.” 

“Truth, it was drama,” Sid gracefully reminded Satya. 

Jen closed the discussion by saying, “Satya, you are the 

truth. You are whole just as you are. You need no one to 

prove it to you.”  

That, perhaps, invariably, applies to all of us. 

** 

In the evening session, Ananya entertained the audience 

just by her very presence and also by giving them real-life 

examples and how they could use the knowledge of 

karmas and the knowledge of drama to stop the endless 

melodrama that has neither beginning, nor end. 

Most importantly, she made the audience to take 

responsibility for everything in the present and everything 

in the future – whether it was something they did or 

whether it was something that happened to them. 

“The knowledge of drama is apt only for the past,” Ananya 

said, “using the word drama or past karma for present or 

for the future is not taking responsibility for it. 

Drama is your madhya-marg, no, not the one in 

Chandigarh,” Ananya continued as the audience laughed 

with her, “the role of drama is to ground you. Think of 

yourself as Jonathon Livingston Seagull – making a flight 

in the vast expansive sky. If you go too high, you will get 

burnt by the sun’s heat or be lost in the nothingness of 

clouds. If you go too low, you will be engulfed by the sea. 
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The solution, then, is to come to a madhya-marg, or a 

central road. When you achieve stupendous success and 

are now on to a new adventure of life, use the word drama 

to ground you. Do not let that past define who you are 

today. Today is the new beginning to start afresh, with 

obviously lessons and experiences from the past. 

Similarly, when there is something not-so-pleasant in the 

past, use the word drama to rise from those waves to 

flying again, with obviously lessons and experiences from 

the past. 

Use the drama. Do not let it use it you, like all great things 

in life.” Ananya concluded before sitting down for the 

group meditation at 06:30 PM. 

The audience’s happiness was palpable, for two reasons – 

one, they were receiving incredible value each day, and 

two, all things began and ended up effortlessly here – like 

a clockwork. 

Ananya then began the evening meditation: 

Take a deep breath. Relax yourself fully. Nowhere to go. No 

To-Do’s to accomplish. Your greatest and most important 

project is you. And so shall it remain for ever. 

Take another deep breath, and let it go. Even if you want to 

hold the deep breath, you can’t. 

Inter alia, who does humour while meditating? Ananya 

does… :) 

The nature of breath is that it comes and goes. So is the 

nature of all experiences of life. They come and they go. 

Some last for as little as a second, some last for the most of 

our life. Yet, they are all experiences – they all come and go. 

Whether it becomes a heaven or hell of them is up to us.  
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Usually, we make a hell of everything. (Ananya humour 

again.) When something was good in the past, we compare 

it to the present and reminisce the good ol’ days. When 

something was not good in the past, we cry over it for ever 

and ever until it becomes a part of our consciousness. 

The hell we seek to get out of is in our minds only. 

When we decide to shift the focus from those three-foot bars 

to the green pasture of possibility, we get out of that self-

created and self-proclaimed hell. 

It is all in my mind – when I refuse to believe it that it is all 

in my mind, and then also it is all in my mind. 

Since it is all in my mind, I can choose to create a different 

reality today. 

Ananya, like her session, became quiet for the meditation 

to sink inside the audience. For a couple of minutes, she let 

the music take over, with occasional phrases such as it is 

all in my mind or everything comes and goes, except my 

experience of it, over and over again.  

At some times, she remained quiet, especially at times 

when audience was expecting her to repeat as per her 

patterns. After silence made its home in their minds, she 

regained: 

Life is short, it is one gift of happiness. It is one gift to grow, 

it is one gift to become grander and happier. What gives you 

the most happiness? Doing what kind of work brings the 

best in you and makes you fly? Do not rush into the answers, 

let the answers emerge. 

When you are doing the work that makes your heart tickle, 

you will never take a step or never take an action, indeed 
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you will never ever think a thought, which will ever be 

unaligned with your core values. 

This is the joy of right karma – not only everyday acts; 

rather also “The Act” which you make your life revolve 

around. 

If karma is real, so is karma of “what do you do” equally 

real. 

Ananya was not only introducing the most apparent, yet 

untouched aspect of karma, she was also making sure that 

each word she spoke sank in deeply, because of the 

multitude of emotions she touched, humour being one of 

them. 

Life is full of not only expecting the unexpected, also 

receiving and dealing with unexpected when it was the most 

unexpected. At those times, you will always remember your 

part in drama. You will do whatever lands up on your 

platter perfectly, because you know, whatever you do in the 

present, is deciding the fate of your future. 

As the karma you shall sow in the present unaffected by the 

disguise of the past, so is the result you shall receive in the 

future. 

You are untainted, pure and blissful. You are always happy, 

at peace with yourself. Happy does not mean showing your 

teeth 24*7, happiness means staying dignified amidst 

obstacles. You now know, as you shall remain at peace, your 

peace will become the anchor on which peace of everyone 

else shall be reset. 

Circumstances are nothing, you yourself are the creator of 

what happens outside you, by taking care of what’s 

happening inside you. 
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As we go inside…. Ananya purposefully stopped for a 

minute, before she continued….as we go inside, there is 

someone who is sitting inside your mind and is occupying a 

lot of space. 

Bring that person onto the screen of your mind – who has 

hurt you terribly and whom you need to forgive. Bring that 

person in front of you. You both are facing each other, 

donning a white costume made up of light. All the words you 

both want to say to each other have been muted.  

What remains is you both. You now know, that doer and 

deed are different. You tell that person, that they are a pure 

being. They are pure, no matter what happened in the past. 

You not only believe it; you have knowledge of the fact that 

no one is bad – ever. They just do bad acts. Even though you 

want to retaliate and get back into that mode of justifying 

why this person is too too bad, somewhere your intuition 

tells you to stop. It quietly nudges you to try this new thing 

for a while, maybe you finally get the peace within that you 

have been deliberately looking for outside. 

So your mind finally rests down, and begins this process 

again. You tell this person, this time without any inner 

conflict, that they are a pure being. They are pure. You keep 

on repeating that over and over again. Now, very softly, you 

bring in God’s love as the arbitrator for both of you.  

You take love from God, whose all love is meant for you, and 

let those rays of love sparkle over you, and through you, they 

go to this person in front of you. It is a never-before scene of 

ease and peace. You’ve never really felt so much peaceful 

ever in your life. Love from God is flowing to you and 

through you, it is flowing ceaselessly to this person. Now, 

you very kindly tell this person what you were hurt by. You 

finish it up quickly, and now you forgive them – all this is 
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happening amidst you all sway in the rays of God’s beautiful 

love. You not only forgive them, you also take forgiveness 

from them, that is coming to you, for something not-so-good 

that you did. God’s love bears witness to all this between the 

two of you. 

You need not talk with this person in the physical world; it is 

all happening at the level of mind, because what became 

their home was your mind – so now you are peacefully 

taking them out of your mind. 

You are at deep peace. You feel your mind smiling; you feel 

your body lighter. Sometimes the weight you carry is not in 

your body – you just need to release some people, even 

though they are family members, and the physical weight 

makes its way to move out easily. 

Your peace and your dignity is your hallmark. You are 

happy, and you need no one to do something to make you 

happy. You are in happy mode by default. 

You will come back to this practice again and again, for all 

those people who have created a permanent residence in 

your marvellous mind – now they all have to vacate the 

property because you are making them deliberately cede 

their possessions. 

You are a pure being, and it is your purity and peace within 

that will bring you everything on the outside – peace, joy, 

happiness. 

You need not go anywhere except within – to find all your 

treasures. 

Music continued for a couple of minutes before Ananya 

spoke in again. 
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You will have tremendous urge to return to this meditation 

over and over again. You now know, and you know you 

know what you needed to know the most. 

The meditation finally got over, post music of a couple of 

more minutes. 

** 

In the evening session, Ananya lit up the atmosphere again 

by her very presence. She had been active all day long yet 

there was no difference in her radiance in the morning 

and in the evening. She gave the most important 

conclusive session for the day: 

“Karma is real. You all know clearly than ever before. Since 

karma is real, what is very much real is not only what you 

do, also what you think. Great thinkers who graced the 

planet not too long ago, like Emerson, Edison, Einstein, 

Aristotle – knew of this. They not only preached it, they 

also practised it beautifully in their lives and their 

achievements that literally changed the world today, are 

striking example of it. 

Your thoughts create your reality. In Hindi language it is 

called sankalp se siddhi. 

Let’s say there is a bunch of thousand flowers growing in a 

flower nursery. As I walk through that nursery, all of a 

sudden, I notice that one flower is a bit gloomy. It has lost 

its spark. 

Now we know – thoughts create reality. Current reality is 

that one flower is gloomy. If I create and recreate a 

thought that this flower is gloomy, what will my thoughts 

do? They will magnify this fact and make the flower 

gloomier. 
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This is not mere imagination, thoughts are nothing other 

than neurons transmitting from one object or human 

being to another,” Ananya gave her signature pause before 

coming back, “and telepathy has very much been proven 

by latest researches as well. Just because we send the 

existing reality as telepathy, there is no doubt why we see 

so much of that reality around us over and over again.  

What do you think would happen to that one flower, if I 

drop the idea of being gloomy, and give it the thought of 

radiating and beautiful over and over again? What will 

that telepathy and those neurons do? 

I cannot emphasize the importance of thoughts much, 

because they are the most important karmas you ever do. 

Releasing the current thoughts if they do not match what 

you want to be and cultivating the thoughts of your 

desires again and again is the real job you have.  

Karma is very much real, friends. You will know it when 

you try it. 

And as you know more about karma, know this: the 

greatest karma is of having an attitude of gratitude. Since 

what you think about magnifies, what would happen when 

you are grateful for everything little and grateful in 

advance for the gifts you are going to receive? 

Gratitude is the best medicine, and the biggest magnifier. 

It is like let’s say, you and I are not very good friends, and I 

really want to change my karma towards you. Not because 

there is a selfish interest, rather because I want my 

relationships to be untainted. What will I do is, that every 

time I am reminded of you, I will think of one good thing 

about you. This will create a new karma between both of 

us. All that you are currently, I am ignoring it all and 

creating my new reality based on the destiny I want.  
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Or let’s say you have a goal in your mind. Every single day, 

you not only visualise that goal, you also be grateful for 

that goal in present tense, as if you have received it Now. 

Your karma of thought and the biggest karma of gratitude 

will create a destiny that is beyond your imagination. 

Gratitude is much beyond saying ‘thank you’, it is about 

saying thank you to each person and each element of 

nature that crosses your path, so you become the person 

who gives only blessings – especially in today’s times 

when all people need is a bunch of blessings. 

Your karma will be your reality.” 

Ananya paused for a longer while before she called the day 

an off. 

“Alright then, hope today was fun for you, and a perfect 

eve for the conclusive session that is coming up for you 

tomorrow. If you take just one thing, just one thing from 

today’s entire day, I promise your life will be totally 

different – and adorable beyond measure.” 

She then thanked everyone with folded hands. All the 

audience got up from their seats and gave her a standing 

ovasion. She was one helluva person who had earned it. 

** 

The four friends were now spending all their time 

together, since the time to go back was drawing nearer. 

Jen did something that was least expected. She took a note 

of what she had learnt today and made it a schedule to do 

the forgiveness meditation for The Guy daily. She knew 

she needed to do it in order to free herself. 

“Apna Time Aa Gaya. Our time has come,” she said to her 

friends. 
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“Also,” she continued, “I didn’t tell you all or my counsellor 

two days before – that I was actually slapped by The Guy 

once. He also shouted at me several times while driving in 

the car, for coming into his life and ruining it. Banged the 

dashboard badly because I wanted to get out of this 

unending maze. I need this forgiveness meditation as my 

daily tablet, especially since I am feeling great today post 

that meditation.” 

She continued: “A few minutes back, I also deleted his 

number from my phone. Although I remember it so far, 

important is to break the ties which make you still peek 

into each other’s lives by looking at your profile picture.” 

She knew it was going to be difficult, yet she also knew she 

needed it the most. To set herself, and perhaps The Guy 

free. 

Jen remained sitting as strong as rock, without stumbling 

even a little bit. She radiated an aura that could make 

anyone witnessing her to stand for self-respect and get out 

of abuse, no matter how much it is clothed in love. Satya 

placed her palm over Jen’s, which was placed on her 

thighs. {Or to use Jen’s terminology, on her quads :)} 

Strength is acquired and earned through the experiences 

that life offers you, it is never an inherited entity. 

All three friends of her were superhappy for Jen to move 

forward by moving within. Transformation is what they 

came here for.  

The only difference, transformation was accompanied by 

transcendence. 

Normal days were coming to an end. 
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8. 

Day 7 – Being an Unfit 

Fit Doesn‟t Fit Anymore baby. Unfits rock the 
party tonight 

 

It came as a pleasant shock for the audience when they 

saw Ananya conduct the early morning meditation 

session, instead of Sister Shirley. 

Today, she emphasized again on the importance of 

forgiveness meditation, and also about how forgiveness 

can help you heal and become a Force of nature. 

What turns out in the morning meditation is incredible, 

and beyond explanation. It always serves as an insurance 

for the whole day, making you believe what you sow.  

Ananya also told during meditation, that the world we 

now live in, meditation is not only important, it is urgent – 

because a lot of people are living on low batteries. If we 

connect our batteries with discharged batteries of them, 

very soon we will also be discharged.  

The way out is in. 

In addition to paying our life insurance and medical 

premium, paying emotional premium to stay emotionally 

stable is the new millennial-age hip way to exist.  

Ananya’s humour went everywhere where she did. 
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Today post exercise session, the friends were having more 

fun with each other than ever – of course, today was their 

last day together. For a change and as a result of 

adaptability, Sid did not lie down on the grass today. 

“Man, today’s suryanamaskars of 50 minutes did not seem 

so tiring as day one,” Sid remarked happily, “in fact, I feel 

more energised today.” 

“Arre waah! Chhokro strong thai gayyo chhe! (Oh wow, 

the guy has become strong now)” Jen said, amused. 

“With your blessings, Jenny Mata!” Sid quirked. 

All of them were enjoying this chit chat with each other 

when Sid plucked out his phone from his pocket. 

“You brought phone to the exercise session today?” Satya 

asked him. For her, exercise was pious not only for body, 

also for the brain; and phone equalled infidelity with 

exercise. She had zero tolerance for phone when it came to 

exercise. 

“Baby,” Aryan said, “take a chill pill. What he will show you 

guys will make you proud of him.” 

“Means you have already told your roommate?” Jen 

mocked at Sid, “Not fair!” 

“He just dropped a hint last night,” Aryan answered Jen, 

“saying he will announce the details in our daily post 

workout delegation.” Aryan smiled. 

“Okay Sid, go ahead,” Satya said. 

“Though I’m late to the party unlike you all,” Sid said 

gracefully, “yet I have set up a system in place to make 

health a part of my lifestyle.” 
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Satya’s and Jen’s faces lit up. Aryan smiled at the way both 

of them were happy and patted Sid’s back. Sid continued:  

“I have signed up for a gym in Lucknow, and also hired a 

personal trainer. And,” Sid continued while showing them 

the pictures of the gym near his home where he was going 

to go, and noticing smile on his friends’ faces get grander, 

“I have signed up for whole one-year program, wherein 

payment will be made from my credit card every month. 

Since I will see money being debited from my account 

every single month, I will definitely stay committed to it, 

instead of paying annual membership in one full go and 

never showing up to the gym.” 

“Wow Sid!” Satya said finally, “you don’t know how much 

you have made us proud.” 

“Truth, what will come up now will make you prouder,” 

Sid responded with bigger pride. 

“…Which is?” Jen asked, not wanting to wait for what Sid 

was up to. 

“I have booked an appointment with Bebo’s dietician. I 

don’t have to fly down to Mumbai every now and then for 

our sessions, as she does offer her counselling on Skype as 

well.” 

Satya’s eyes and Jen’s mouth flung open. 

“O teri (oh boy), she must be way too expensive Sid,” 

Aryan confirmed. 

“Yes, she is,” Sid said, “and also, there is waiting for two-

three months, which I have requested to be waived. What 

is more expensive is staying with this body for more. 

Gratitude begins at home,” he said, smiling. He then 

continued: “Till the time my first appointment is 
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scheduled with her, I will read her books and apply that to 

my life as much as possible.” 

“Sid!” Jen finally found words to speak, “I took all my 

lifestyle and diet knowledge by reading her books only 

and by following her on social media. You don’t know how 

proud I am with you.” She then high-fived Sid. 

“Satya? What say?” Aryan asked her opinion about Sid. 

“Not only Sid, rather all four of us – we have embarked on 

our beautiful new journey that will set us free. Isn’t that 

the biggest victory we all have achieved?” she was proud 

of her gang who was setting new standards for them.  

They had left their heart-piercing pasts in the nothingness 

of meditation and made the choice to let their souls fly 

freely – through the madhya-marg. 

** 

Though it was the last day of FDF program, it did not mean 

they had to leave the sight of surprises. The surprise was, 

today’s first half program was to be conducted by Sun. 

“So,” Sun started as he received a cheerful applause as he 

descended onto the stage, “how’s the josh?”  

“High Sir!” came the unanimous instant response, coupled 

with undefeatable smile. 

“What are you going to do to keep this josh high from 

tomorrow?” Sun asked a meaningful and very relevant 

question. He then began his session unlike anyone before, 

even surpassing his own previous style, as he moved 

around the audience from morning till noon with his own 

way of hitting a nerve with to-the point phrases 

Your retreat does not end today, 

Today just marks the beginning of the retreat 
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Your real retreat will begin from tomorrow 

As you will go to the world Old, with You New  

People will never question your faith 

They will attempt to shatter it with criticism 

Because you signed up for not fitting in 

While being in the crowd that will drag you to status quo 

Life is damn easy – if you fit in 

Be like everyone else and reach the exit gate like everyone 

else 

You don’t have to take responsibility at all 

And blame everyone else – this easy is fitting in 

With a small twist - :) 

Fitting in comes with heartache and pain 

It is more painful because you never explored 

what lied beyond the imaginary bars of three feet 

If you had been fitting in 

You won’t have landed up here in the first place 

You would still be unknowingly cursing someone in your 

heart 

Never setting out to discover how your heart  

And life was laid open here at FDF 

You now understand 

That what is visible, is just a clog 

The reality is always invisible 

It is like a dietician refusing to do “before” and “after” 

pictures 

Because what changes is beyond the body 

What changes is how you see your lifestyle 

And what you gently put inside the temple of your body 

Something which no powerful camera could ever capture 
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That is why you all are beyond special 

Because you trusted yourself 

And your ability to get over self-destruction 

Unlike the majority who fit in 

And compound their weaknesses 

By gossiping about it at the cafeteria table 

Any doubts why they are so stuck? 

Today, ladies and gentlemen, is not about them 

Today is about celebrating yourself 

Sun swayed and moved around the hall while effortlessly 

pouring his heart out. There was no Teleprompter or slide 

show ever at FDF. It was all about making real connections 

with real people. 

You made one decision back at home 

Even though you weren’t sure how it would turn up, 

You still came here 

This is the power of decisions 

They make you powerful 

One of the biggest decisions 

You are going to make  

For the rest of your lives 

Is deciding whether to change something or to accept it 

To decide which one needs your effort 

And which one needs your acceptance 

Requires your most powerful tool: 

The Power of Discernment 

Discern and decide 

No one is going to do it for you 

Because guess what? 

Unlike you, they aren’t powerful enough to discern at all 
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The goal is always to stay peaceful 

Let no one, and no one means no one, 

Ever have the power to ignite you 

Or to make you dwell the well of waste thoughts 

You came here to be an unfit 

Not to fit in 

Remember this mantra and all your lessons learnt here will 

be the most powerful tools. 

You came here to be an unfit 

To stay peaceful within when there is chaos outside 

And you can do it 

Because you have been 

Doing it for the last one week 

Being an unfit is the easiest job 

Because too many people are focussed on fitting in 

Your greatest asset 

Is your state of mind 

Not when everything is hunky-dowry 

When, nothing is well 

Have a stable, peaceful state of mind 

To the one who hits your newly bought car on the road 

To the maid who did not turn up after promising 

To the past who makes you a call  

(Okay, stay stable with the past,  

and also remember,  

to use your power of discernment 

to say no with Grace, with Royalty 

And never sway from it.) 
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Your legacy is beyond the real estates you leave behind 

Your legacy is the real happiness you create 

in people you happen to merely witness you 

Your brain is a vessel of gold 

Do not discard trash into it 

Since it is a vessel, 

It has to hold something grand 

That is when goals guide you 

Make your goals so grand 

And work so consistently towards their achievement 

that your brain has no capacity 

to allow trash to enter 

Sadness is not sadness 

Sadness is synonym for sitting idle 

When chilling around, read a book or go for a walk 

Or just think 

Do not just open the door of the mind 

To let anyone enter in 

There are people, you can’t ignore  

A bad boss, or a cranky relative 

Just say, give me a minute, and get away 

And never let that minute get over 

Success lies less in your abilities 

More in your tactics 

to put those abilities to use 

Be someone whom everyone is willing to work with 

Whom everyone is happy to be around 

Whom everyone is willingly offering help 

Becoming the one who gets all this 

Starts with becoming the one who goes inside for all roots 
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You can do and be anything you want 

Because you are an unfit 

Because Fit Doesn’t Fit 

Your biggest retreat starts tomorrow 

Because your consistency and commitment will be put to 

test 

Do not be like the man 

Who once discovers a rat in his house 

As he goes to take the rat out, he leaves the door open 

Upon returning, he finds a cat has entered 

As he goes to take the cat out, he leaves the door open 

Upon returning, he finds a dog has entered 

As he goes to take the dog out, he leaves the door open 

Upon returning, he finds a donkey has entered 

If you know the story by now, 

You now know, it is an unending maze 

So is going to be the nature of circumstances 

No Monday, birthday or New Year will work 

if you are not ready to make the transformation 

When you are ready 

You don’t need an elusive date 

All happens in Now for the soul who has decided 

Your strength lies within 

Problems are nothing 

but the creation of a weak mind 

If a weak mind can create problems 

A strong mind can exponentially conquer them 

No problem is too big or too grand 

It is merely the compound effect of weak thoughts 

That magnify a problem 
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You are an unfit 

Because Fit Doesn’t Fit 

You are not meant to fit into the herd 

And stay married to the problems 

You are an Unfit 

Who divorces the problems 

Because you are already married to your own truth 

Your truth is, 

Your way within 

If one week of retreat created this magic to you 

What would your life look like 

If you took 3-4 retreats like this 

Every year? 

It is not a luxury 

It is a necessity for those  

Who choose a life of not fitting in 

You are an unfit 

You now know 

In a world filled with negativity 

You need to take insurance for staying untainted 

You are an Unfit 

You don’t fit into the herd 

Yet you know 

Respect is the best gift you could give anyone 

Bless those who are not aware 

And are not aware that they are not aware 

Do not waste your time forming opinions about them 

It will ruin your stability of mind 

If you continue to remain stable 

And bless the unaware, 
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Your state of mind will create the biggest shifts 

That no words will ever have the power to 

Your project is not other people 

Your project is your own brain 

and to keep it untainted 

Remember the Swachchh Bharat Abhiyaan (Clean India 

Campaign) 

Replace it with Swachchh Dimag Abhiyaan (Clean Brain 

Campaign) 

Researches tell human beings use only 10% of their brain 

capacity 

They don’t tell you why 

Here’s why only 10% is used: 

Because the rest 90% of the memory card is acquired by 

waste 

So there is no more space left out 

Keep trashing out the unwanted stuff from memory card 

And your device (aka your body) and your brain 

Will start functioning smoothly 

And flawlessly 

Before we part for the day and call it an off until next time 

Remember, you are not here for “feel-good” 

You are here for making “feeling good” your lifestyle 

It happens when you get out of the vicinity of your routine 

And go to more events like this 

And explore what you are made up of 

Remember, you are an unfit 

You don’t fit into the herd 

Because… 

FIT DOESN’T FIT 
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Today’s lesson from Sun was epically poetic. He took his 

own sweet time to debrief what all these people had been 

learning for a week. 

He delivered those words in a lower speed, and lower yet 

assertive volume. Sometimes he just stood near a 

participant who just Sun could feel needed his words as a 

dosage for them, sometimes he wandered around the 

stage to reach out to everyone. 

FDF was turning out to be the one-of-its-kind workshop 

these people had ever attended. They were not only given 

custom-made solutions to their problems unlike any other 

workshop, they were also taught that when they’ll go back 

to their worlds, they would have changed however the 

world would still be the same.  

They were reminded that all attempts would be made to 

mock them of their current state of mind, yet with the 

daily practice of morning meditation, learning from a great 

book or audiobook, and daily physical exercises – were all 

the insurance to slay away the erotic mentality from 

entering their minds. 

They now understood that digging out a few minutes 

every evening for meditation, and also reflecting what 

they learnt during the day in a journal, made sure they 

went to sleep in peace.  

Life was going to be different, and they were ready for it: 

because routine was already lethal and they all had paid a 

heavy price of feeling heavy from within and without – as 

a result of it. 

Before going home from FDF, Ananya’s evening session 

was still to go. Here’s how the evening looked like: 
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“Okay, so I have a surprise for you,” Ananya started the 

evening session, “today, we are not going to have a session 

followed by meditation and another session. Today we 

have a party for you.” 

The audience’s faces lit up. 

“Before that party,” Ananya continued, “we all are going to 

have one final meditation of FDF.” 

“This meditation is going to be the most important thing 

you take away from FDF.  

Most importantly, it is going to be different from anything 

you have ever experienced before, even at FDF.” 

Ananya was dressed up like an Angel today – pink plain 

salwar kurta, along with a chikankari dupatta of the same 

colour. That’s what who she was – an Angel, making sure 

everyone else who grew around in her company, became 

an angel. Simplicity is the best make-up and going within 

is the best glow facial. 

Ananya firstly asked the side-stage crew to dim the lights 

to light red lights through her actions, radiating regard at 

the same time. Something grand was coming up for the 

audience. She then began: 

Be seated in a relaxed manner on your chair. Turn your 

phones off or on silent mode. Sit very comfortably in your 

chair. Close your eyes and go within. 

Take a deep breath. Then release it slowly. 

Take another slower deep breath. Release it again. 

Your breath, not only keeps you alive, it also saves you. 

Anxiety, sales targets, people commenting on you, speaking 

behind your back – all these things do happen and will 
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continue to happen. What will always keep you grounded is 

your breath.  

Do not rush to solutions, because you know in your heart 

that you won’t reach to them in the moment of fire. Reach 

out to your breath instead. 

When you are aware that you are aware, you stop shrinking 

more. That’s the biggest victory. 

Your breath will never leave you alone, till the time you 

don’t leave it. 

Keep breathing deeply and slowly. This is your moment. You 

have earned it. 

Now, gently focus your attention on your body. Become 

aware of each body part – external as well as internal 

organs. All the while you had been taking sadness and hurts 

being distributed rampantly everywhere around, this body 

of yours was choking from within, and shouting to stop 

hurting yourself so much. 

There is a reason you have a body – so that you can use it. 

Not abuse it. 

Keep your eyes closed and keep breathing deeply. Your 

awareness is expanding and you are feeling more relaxed 

than you have felt in a long, long time. 

Your body is feeling relaxed because it has stopped fighting 

against you like it used to do back at home. Now you 

understand, whatever you treat your mind like, it will all be 

reflected in your body. Anything not good on the body is 

always a sign of checking inside the heart. 

Exhale all the very miniscule negativity and hurt you are 

still holding on in your heart. It has not earned you. You 

abandon it fully here. 
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This is not an advice. This is the fee for coming here at FDF. 

You were told at the start of the program that right thing 

will be asked from you when you come here. Since you are 

leaving from here tomorrow, you need to pay the fee before 

leaving. 

Do it right now. All the negativity, hurt, pain, frustration, 

hostility, resentment, irritation, jealousy – cede them right 

now in this beautiful campus. It is a mandatory fee you can’t 

let go of.  

Take another deep breath and exhale it. If it is too much, 

exhale it through your mouth.  

Do not recall the instances, just exhale them. Recalling the 

point of accumulating the fee before giving it away won’t 

waive it off anyway. 

Take a deep breath again, and release every tiny morsel and 

flake that was hiding somewhere in your heart and 

marvellous mind. 

The thing about mind, is that it is your loyal servant. It is not 

that mind is out of control and you keep on trying to get it 

back on track; rather you don’t use the mind at all that 

makes it go wander around due to boredom {PS: Ananya 

humour :)} 

It is always there for you, to listen to you. It is like that girl 

or guy you know is on a diet – no matter how much you 

force them to grab the dessert, they will never taste even a 

bite of it. 

Once you instruct something to a mind, it will never go 

against your will to change it. This instruction, this 

programming you will easily do in the morning 20-30 
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minutes meditation. You decide, and so it is given unto you. 

In Perfect Manner. 

Remember to breathe deeply. Remember to be aware of how 

your body is feeling right now. You can access this feeling 

anytime during the day, just by coming back to your breath. 

It is in you, with you, for you. 

As you breathe deeply, see yourself standing against the 

waves on a beautiful beach. The waves that appear slow 

from behind come to you quicker, as they were waiting to 

hug your feet. 

The waves come and go, making you feel more comfortable, 

relaxed, and gently giving you a pedicure. 

Your relaxation levels are at its peak. You just ARE. 

Nowhere to rush, you just Are, here and now. 

After basking in the glory of waves, you turn around and go 

inside a beautiful villa on the beach. For whatever reason, 

your intuition nudges you to go there. Intuition is highest 

when you are calm, and is always guiding you towards what 

you are really meant to be. 

As you go inside the villa, you do not notice the huge glass 

walls that allow the beautiful sunshine inside, nor do you 

notice the minimalistic multicolour furniture that is 

perfectly complementary to plain white walls.  

Instead, you notice on a big projector all the events of the 

past that hurt you, tore you down, and shattered you from 

within. Each moment with its sound-effects and expressions 

is being repeated ditto on the TV. 

This much power they hold over you – that you are unable 

to notice all the beauty that is offering itself to you. 
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Moment by moment, scene by scene, all those head-aching 

scenes pop on the TV screen. Notice your body now. Your 

head feels more tense, neck feels choked, chest feels cracked, 

feet become numb, and most importantly –  

Ananya took a pause of three seconds before she 

announced –  

Your heart feels like crying. 

No, no. You say to yourself – you didn’t come this far to come 

this far. You immediately turn off the TV from its main 

switch without looking for the remote everywhere around.  

This is how you will turn off the TV from its main switch 

whenever your heart feels like crying. You are not building 

yourself up in order to be ruptured again. You are building 

yourself up so that ruptures never dare to enter your mind. 

Because,  

Your mind is always faithful to you. It always listens what 

you tell it, and take away its boredom. 

The moment you turn off the TV you feel at peace and ease 

again. Your body is returning to its peaceful state once you 

start breathing deeply again.  

You now notice how colourful and beautifully lit interiors 

appear. You sit for a while on the multicolour bean bag 

placed at the corner, and soak it all in. There is so much 

beauty around if we are willing to open up your eyes to it. 

After witnessing the waves play from the glass window, you 

get up and go inside the villa. You feel no fear at all, instead 

your intuition is making you feel safest ever.  

When you pass the living room and go inside another room, 

you find that it leads to another dark room from within. In a 

situation that appears scary, you somehow feel you are very 
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safe here. You keep on moving faster and faster towards the 

gate of that dark room. Panting, when you reach the dark 

room, you notice it is very very veryyy huge. 

All your tensions, all the sensations in the body that came a 

little while before, go away when you enter this dark room. 

Because, 

On the diagonally opposite side of the room is standing a 

woman. You can’t see her face because her back is turned 

against you. Still you instantly recognise who she is. You 

tiptoe towards her, with goose bumps all over your skin.  

She is the most beautiful woman on the planet. There is no 

one as strong or as beautiful as her. As you tiptoe towards 

her, your heart starts racing faster and you cannot control 

your tears. She is now turning her face towards you and 

smiles at you. 

You know, you know in your heart – there is only one person 

in the entire world who can smile at you like this. The dark 

room is so huge that you have started running towards her 

at a quick pace, yet the distance seems to be never-ending. 

Yet, there she is, smiling at you in pride and waiting for you 

patiently – in the hope that when you are done running, you 

will embrace her and give her everything she wants. 

Yes, this selfless woman wants something from you. She 

wants what totally belongs to her: Your Happiness. Your 

happiness is HER birth right.  

When she sees you struggling because of people, 

circumstances and events, she does not get hurt – YOU 

rather murder her happiness. 

Your happiness is HER Birth Right. She deserves it more 

than you do. 
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You are running faster and faster towards her, and all the 

while she is waiting for you with a smile on her face. What 

can she do, she has only love and unconditional love in her 

heart… Her patient smile is asking you for Her birth right. 

You keep running faster and faster towards her. As you run 

faster than you ever had stamina of, you realise that she had 

never stopped you from anything – she just wants you to be 

happy whatever you do and wherever you go.  

You start running faster and faster…you are now reaching 

closer to her….as you get closer, your heart beats fast and 

you can feel your goose bumps. In your mind are running all 

those events which took away your happiness in the past, 

and inching closer to your most important person, you feel 

all those events are nothing in lieu of her birth right being 

lost. You are almost ten feet away from her now, and in that 

moment of being ten feet away from her, you make a 

decision. 

You make the decision to be happy no matter what 

situations arise. You decide to mark happiness as your 

hallmark. When tougher situations come to you, as they will, 

you remember where to go – in the direction of saving your 

happiness for the Woman Who Needs it DAILY, or in the 

direction of these trivialities that will end up sooner that 

their effect – which ultimately writes you down each day. 

You make that decision in an instant. 

And the moment you’ve decided, this woman walks up to 

you and hugs you tightly. You feel a sense of safety and 

security you were so longing for. In this long run from the 

corner of the room towards her, you decided to burn all the 

bridges that were dangling around between you going in 

the direction of your happiness or in the direction of going 
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to get the sharpest knife to murder your happiness and 

leave it bleeding internally. 

You both have the warmest hug ever. She then proudly 

places her hand on your cheeks, and you see the most lit 

smile on her face.  

Ever.  

You are happier than ever, and now you start walking 

outside. As you reach the living room, somehow all those 

scenes that you witnessed on the TV before going inside, 

start popping up again.  

With only one difference. 

They don’t make any difference to you now. 

You gently grab the remote control and turn the TV off, and 

sit on the couch to experience the peace and courage of the 

waves – they are a perfect example of how you should be 

living your life – in the “is-ness” of the moment. 

Nowhere to rush, nowhere to stop.  

Moving forward with dignity and energy. 

You bask in that glory at the intersection of nature and 

human mind. After a couple of minutes when you decide to 

get back up, a realisation hits you: 

You just realise it all begins with self-love. Life is all about 

self-care that does not get transmitted into selfishness and 

self-centeredness, so that you can give selflessly. 

Your power to discern, your power to love, and most 

importantly, your power to be happy always from within – 

are Infinite. 

You are moving out from that beach villa, and as you step 

out of it, you reach here in the auditorium on your seat. 
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Keep your eyes closed. 

Ananya paused for a moment.  

Then first five words of Ed Sheeran’s famous song played 

in the background:  

I found love... 

….For me….. 

Only this much of the song played, and Ananya 

announced: 

Here at FDF, you gave away a week of your important time, 

a lifetime of hurts and tears, and took away your happiness 

forever. You deserve nothing less. 

NOTHING LESS. 

Welcome to the grandest party of your life ladies and 

gentlemen! 

You may now open your eyes. 

As Ananya was saying this, a loud music already started 

playing in the background. 

A party where only one drink will be served – water. A party 

where you will have the tastiest vegetarian food. A party, 

where you reclaim You – because? 

Because what? Ananya asked this in a very cheerful 

manner. 

You are an Unfit. Fit Doesn’t Fit anymore. You are an Unfit. 
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They tried to bury us, 

they didn‟t know we were seeds.” 

- Mexican Proverb 
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Author’s Note to the Reader 
 

Dear Reader, 
  
Thank you, for taking this step to get out of your own way, 
and doing yourself this favour by reading this book. You 
could have spent this money and time doing something 
else, yet you chose to read this book. That is what 
commitment to excellence and divorce to mediocrity does. 
 
We feel the most alive when we are giving, and giving the 
indestructible gift of knowledge is the most priceless. 
What really makes me come alive is getting good at 
something and passing it on to others. You have managed 
to great at being an Unfit by now. If you believe this book 
impacted you in any manner, which it did, otherwise you 
won’t have landed up on this page, please leave your 
review on Amazon, it would mean a world to me  
 
Would you do me a favour and pass the word along to 
your friends to help them focus on getting out of herds and 
get them to become an Unfit, too? Becoming an Unfit is 
more than leaving the herd. It also starts with creating a 
mastermind of people who are Unfits. And it continues by 
helping others become an Unfit. 
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Note from the author 

Dear Reader, 

Thank you, for taking this step to get out of your own 
way, and doing yourself this favour by reading this book. 
You could have spent this money and time doing 
something else, yet you chose to read this book. That is 
what commitment to excellence and divorce to mediocrity 
does. 

Thank you, for reading this book. I won’t say this 
would change your life. But if this was there to help you 
bring yourself back to you, I’d be more than grateful to 
you. 

Thank you, for coming back to you. 

And whenever you feel you’ve gone away from who 
you are, hope this book seems as the light to the 
lighthouse that you already are! 

We feel the most alive when we are giving, and giving 
the indestructible gift of knowledge is the most priceless. 
What really makes me come alive is getting good at 
something and passing it on to others. You have managed 
to great at being an Unfit by now. If you believe this book 
impacted you in any manner, which it did, otherwise you 
won’t have landed up on this page, please leave your 
review on Amazon, it would mean a world to me:) 

Would you do me a favour and pass the word along to 
your friends to help them focus on getting out of herds and 
get them to become an Unfit, too? Becoming an Unfit is 
more than leaving the herd. It also starts with creating a 
mastermind of people who are Unfits. And it continues by 
helping others become an Unfit. 
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content, blogs and articles, web copies, book summaries - 

all things content of several brands, and all of this while 

having afternoon naps and the second workout as well in 

the evening! 

She is also the author of two books - the one you are 

reading currently, and "This is What YOU Are Looking 

For" 

Nishtha writes her daily blog at https://nishtha.blog/ that 

documents lessons from life, heartbreaks, hopes, pains, 

passions - and everything about life. She also writes 

a Twitter thread every Tuesday highlighting the summary 

of a book she's been reading currently. 

Apart from that, she also runs her courses on mental health 

at work and getting stronger from within - which could be 

accessed on https://www.nishthagehija.com/. 

You can reach out to her on email by writing to her on 

mailto:gehijanishtha@gmail.com or reaching out to her on 

the following social media platforms: 

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/nishthagehija26/ 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/nishthagehija26 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/nishthagehija26/ 
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